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FOREWORD 

 

The Self Learning Material (SLM) is written with the aim of providing 

simple and organized study content to all the learners. The SLMs are 

prepared on the framework of being mutually cohesive, internally 

consistent and structured as per the university‘s syllabi. It is a humble 

attempt to give glimpses of the various approaches and dimensions to the 

topic of study and to kindle the learner‘s interest to the subject 

 

We have tried to put together information from various sources into this 

book that has been written in an engaging style with interesting and 

relevant examples. It introduces you to the insights of subject concepts 

and theories and presents them in a way that is easy to understand and 

comprehend. 

 

We always believe in continuous improvement and would periodically 

update the content in the very interest of the learners. It may be added 

that despite enormous efforts and coordination, there is every possibility 

for some omission or inadequacy in few areas or topics, which would 

definitely be rectified in future. 

 

We hope you enjoy learning from this book and the experience truly 

enrich your learning and help you to advance in your career and future 

endeavours. 
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8.11 Awareness extended by Government 

8.12 Gender disparity 

8.13 Social Defence Services 

8.14 Goals 

8.15 Welfare of Scheduled Castes, Tribes and Backward Classes 

8.15.1 Welfare activities for Minorities 

8.16 Welfare activities for Senior citizen 

8.16.1 Food distribution in Rajasthan 

8.17 Let‘s Sum up 

8.18 Keywords 

8.19 Suggested Readings 

8.20 Questions for review 
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8.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After going through this chapter, u will learn 

 Social welfare states and its benefits 

 India as a social welfare states and its components 

 A brief history on different models of welfare states and struggle 

of different leader 

 Clauses and legal rights within India 

 Children welfare act, women welfare act and clauses for 

minorities 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION  
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The concept of Welfare State is a sum of government actions to promote 

and protect the social security of general public. It is an "idea of 

government‖ in which the state assumes a key job in the assurance and 

advancement of the monetary and social prosperity of its natives. It 

depends on the standards of correspondence of chance, fair allocation of 

wealth and open obligation regarding those incapable to profit 

themselves of the insignificant arrangements for a decent life. The 

general term may cover an assortment of types of monetary and social 

association. Generally, the welfare state upholds broad-spectrum 

happiness and wellbeing of the citizens. One of the famous Sociologists 

―Marshall‖ explains the prevailing welfare state like a unique 

combination of welfare, democracy and capitalism. 

As a combined economy, our welfare-based state finances government 

organizations for human services, education and health facilities 

alongside direct gain to individual society. Contemporary welfare states 

incorporate France and Germany, Netherlands and Belgium just as 

Nordic countries which utilize a framework known as Nordic model. The 

different executions of any welfare state are placed in three classes: (I) 

social egalitarian, (ii) liberal, and (iii) traditionalist. A welfare state 

views itself as an organization of social administration instead of tool of 

power. 

 

8.2 DEFINITIONS 
 

According to Kent; 

―Welfare state is a state that provides for its citizens a wide range of 

social services.‖ 

According to Concise Oxford Dictionary 

―Welfare state is one which provides for national health, insurance and 

other social services.‖ 

 

8.2.1 Aim of Social Welfare states 
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Objectives of social welfare states mainly includes conservatism and 

liberalism, execute phenomena of liberty and security, working on 

equalitarianism and Individualism and underwriting assured intensity of 

employment, education, income, medical aid, housing facility and social 

security for all residents. Moreover, it provides childcare, transportation, 

public transportation, transportation, social amenities like libraries and 

public parks including all other facilities and services. Mostly these 

facilities are insured by government programs while rests of them are 

paid by taxes. 

 

8.3 HISTORY 
 

The Social Welfare State begins life in an epoch when the welfare-based services for 

the inconvenient sections of civilization were not organized and in addition to that 

welfare infrastructure and communications were not really properly constructed. 

The initial days of Board in an unexplored territory was an era of 

evaluations the felt needs of people and devise programmes to tackle those 

requirements, while at the same time creating such an environment exposing 

voluntarism at all levels so this way voluntary organizations were established which 

could put these programmes into practice. 

 

Welfare steps taken by Board 
This seemed impossible as Herculean task was given to the founder Chairperson of 

the Board, Dr. Durgabai Deshmukh. In response to the surveys and information 

collected, a multiplicity of programmes was designed. Most of these addressed 

simple needs such as, ballades for the children of women workers, Hostels for 

Working Women and aid to various organizations that are working for the 

handicapped, aged and other such groups. Welfare Extension Projects and Border 

Area Projects were started in areas where there were no organizations to implement 

the curriculum of the Board. The Board gave assistance for family welfare, aid to 

‗cases of undeserved want‘ –old age, sickness, disablement and unemployment. It also 

organized emergency relief in natural disasters. Apart from this, the Board organized 

agenda of training in social work and carried out pilot projects. Over the years, the 

Board has been steadily evolving into a mature instrument 

of social change that has its anchor in the changing realities of our society. In 
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order to maintain the topicality of its schemes and plan and to remain responsive to 

the needs of society, the Board has been revamping and redesigning or formulating 

programmer that best fulfil emerging requirements. 

  

8.4 WELFARE ATTEMPTS OF 

MAHATMA GANDHI 
 

In the recently independent India, the authority of the Congress party, 

most importantly, tried to secure the privileges of the Harijans and to 

help revive a solid and unadulterated Hindu country. Because of which, 

for instance, the Hindi language has been "rinsed," and Arabic and 

Persian words precluded, which prompted another phonetic division 

among Muslims and Hindus, who, from that point on, communicated in 

Urdu (the national language of the present Pakistan) and "sanitized" 

Hindi. The prior endeavours of Mahatma Gandhi to advance Hindustani 

(which was generally utilized in Northern India before 1947) as the new, 

and just, national language of Independent India, clearly had fizzled. In 

the period following the segment, the Indian government started to pass a 

progression of new laws concerning work and social welfare, even 

before the usage of the new constitution in 1950. The second huge and 

advanced subject is concerning with the development of much extensive 

standardized savings framework in India by the Employees State 

Insurance Act. One of the most significant welfare guidelines of the 

legislature was the amendments in the contract of marriage by law, 

which frightfully stifle ladies. The Brahmo Marriage Act of 1872 is the 

first, and still unobtrusive, endeavor of the administration of British India 

to annihilate concealment of ladies. With the entry of Mahatma Gandhi 

in India (who was originating from South Africa) in 1920, the ensuing 

political mass development for the freedom of India from British 

guideline and the freedom of ladies and the "discouraged positions" that 

is, including the planned classes, other in reverse classes, and individual 

from India's various ancestral networks was getting at the front line of 

national legislative issues. 
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FORMS OF WELFARE STATES ARE DISCUSSED IN THIS 

CHAPTER. 

 

Check your progress -1 

1. Discuss the attempts of mahatma Gandhi about the welfare? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

8.4.1 First model of the Welfare State 
 

As per the first form or model the state is foremost concerned to direct 

resources to the citizens who require the most. This entails a rigid 

bureaucratic control on the concerning citizens with a utmost 

interference in resident‘s lifestyle to know true people in need and reduce 

cheating. This analysis shows the exact division of social welfare in 

between the producer and receiver. This division makes producers to 

deny the complete idea about social welfare activities as nothing will be 

in their hands. Usually such model is adopted by US state. 

 

8.4.2 Second model of the Welfare State  
 

As far as second model is concerned the state divides welfare with 

minimum bureaucratic interference, for such citizens who gets in feasible 

well-known criteria (e.g. receiving medical treatment, having children, 

etc). This will involve high taxing out of which almost the whole thing is 

directed back to taxpayers with lowest everyday expenditure for 

bureaucratic workforce. The result of this policy, in case of large 

achievement, will be on a broad spectrum as it indicates a huge support 

to the system as the majority of people will obtain at least they need. 

This model was made by Scandinavian ministers named as Gustav 

Möller and Karl Kristian Steincke in late 30s and completely dominant in 

Scandinavia. 

8.5 SOCIAL WELFARE STATE IN INDIA 
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In times when there was a complete British rule over India, from 

the 19th century till the year independence of India i.e.1947, the welfare-

based politicians caught the grounds of India and stepped up in leading 

foundations of social activities which, in contrast to nineteenth century 

Europe, became out of particular, and forcefully separated social classes 

(the ―castes‖, the Jāti). Moreover, religious unity in that time badly 

opposed the accessible distressing situation of social interactions. These 

movements include: 

The Brahmo Samaj movement (1816), the Arya Samaj movement 

(1875), The Theosophical Society (1893), the Ramakrishna Mission 

(1897) and the Anjuman-Himayt-e-Islam (1898) 

 India is dedicated to the development and welfare as a complete Welfare 

State. The preface of the constitution says the people of India are 

determined to represent India as a monarch socialist secular to secure all 

citizens; 

 Integrity: Social, Political & Economic; 

 Freedom of thoughts, belief, expression, faith & worship; 

 Egalitarianism of status as well as of opportunity and support 

among them 

 Fraternity, confirming the pride of individual with the unity and 

 Veracity of the nation. 

8.5.1 Welfare activities in 20
th

 century 
 

In 19th and early 20th century, the political atmosphere in India left 

sufficient room for creating first social and religious welfare activities 

and movements ; the political campaigning of individual communal  

reformers, out of whom completed the beginning of a latest social 

movement, like Swami Dayanand Saraswati who tried to fetch out 

religious and social change by renewing the Indian cultural tradition and 

Vedic religion, in which he listed out that there cannot be established any 

kind of support whatever for revolting customs like  ―caste‖ 

discrimination, child marriage and the restrictions on widow‘s 

remarriage; 

8.5.2 Krishna Gokhale 
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Krishna Gokhale, as an example provoked charitable services in workers 

in favor of many other welfare activities. Fundamental Rights declared 

by Indian Social Welfare State includes 

 Right of Equality in Art.14 to 18,  

 Right Against mistreatment exploitation in Art.23 & 24,  

 Right to Freedom as in Art.19 to 22, Right for Freedom of the 

Religion as inArt.25 to 28 and 

 The Right to Education and Cultural as in Art. 29 & 30. 

 

The state in particular should direct its policy to securing:  

 The citizens, all men and women should have equal right to 

sufficient means for living. 

 The control and ownership of materialistic resources of any 

community are allocated as best to serve the universal good. 

 The operation of economic system should not result in the 

awareness of wealth and measures of production towards 

common loss. 

 Employment for all citizens 

 There must be equal wage for equal tasks for all men and women 

i.e. equivalent salary for equal task for both men and women 

 There should be special help for unemployed, disable and old 

age. 

 The strength and health of workers, women or men, and the 

gentle age of children must not be abused and citizens will not be 

forced by financial necessity to get in avocations which is not 

suited as per strength or age; and 

 There should be given a special help to the weaker sector of the 

society like SCs/ STs and other backward classes 

8.5.3 Dictated Principle of State Policy 
 

Dictated principles of welfare state policy are: 

 

1. Employments for the citizens. 

2. Equivalent salary for equal task for both men and women 
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3. Compulsory and free education for the children of age up to 14 

years special aid for unemployed, old age, and disabled 

4. Special assistance to the weaker section of the society 

5. like SCs/ STs and other backward classes 

 

8.5.3.1 Economic and Social Rights 
 

The constituent congregation finding it hard to place convinced social 

and economic in the catalogue of basic rights placed in the order of 

dictated principles. By this way, the following mentioned rights establish 

a place in between the directive principles: 

 As per article 39(a), we possess a right to sufficient means of 

livelihood. 

 As per article 39(b), We possess certain rights against financial 

and economic exploitation. 

 As per article 39 (d), There is a right given to both sexes to be 

paid equally for equal work. 

 We have a right to work. 

 As per article 43, We are secured by the right to rest and leisure. 

 As per article 42, Right to public support in case of 

unemployment, sickness or old age. 

 According to article 41, we have a right to achieve education. 

 As per article 41, we possess a right to just and civilized 

conditions of work. 

 According to article 42, we have a right to maternity relief and 

 According to article 45, we have a right to give free and 

compulsory education to our children. 

  

8.5.3.2 Welfare of Children 
Being a National Organization, endeavor to be perceived as the most 

dynamic element for providing services of unequivocal greatness to 

women and kids for their assurance, limit building and total 

strengthening. To bring issues in light about the legitimate and human 

privileges of ladies and young lady child and to run crusades against 

social shades of malice influencing them. 
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Check your progress -2 

1. What is the second model of the welfare state? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

8.6 BEFORE AND AFTER THE 

CHILDREN WELFARE ACT 
 

Previously, state courts, social offices, and religious associations were 

allowed to expel American Indian kids from their homes voluntarily. 

Presently under the Children Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA), state 

frameworks are assigned strong and agreeable jobs with confined basic 

leadership control (Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1979), However, in light of 

the fact that individuals who work inside the framework are not familiar 

with the government law or Indian history, they frequently stay under the 

feeling that their nearby and institutional position gives them self-

sufficiency in choices in regards to Indian families. 

 

8.6.1 Reported Case 
 

The primary caseworker notified that before Children Act, there was a 

risk that children were being removed from their homes, observes that 

most of the parents pursued through drug abuse and anger. Later on, after 

bringing up Children Welfare Act of 1978, a noticeable change in 

behavior of the society is reported like control over abusive treatment of 

parents, no removing children from their respective homes; moreover, 

one of the fathers was reported who has been sober for six months and 

attended Alcoholics Anonymous meetings regularly. Many non-Indian 

families found to be interested in adopting orphans or broken marriage 

case children. 
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8.7 MEETING POINTS IN AMERICAN 

INDIAN COUNCIL  
 

A few people at the meeting agree with the American Indian agent, who 

express that kids may react as portrayed when they feel undermined, in 

any case, the probability is raised that neither the testing nor the 

treatment including social contemplations. Or maybe they become 

guarded they turned out to be cautious and endeavor to ruin the idea of 

social compatibility. As the talk become progressively unfriendly, a few 

people gripe of the imperatives forced by the ICWA and the political 

angles in Indian cases. They announce that their "solitary intrigue is in 

welfare of youngsters." One member even proposes that the Act ought to 

be overlooked for this situation, and other inquiries if Indian worth their 

way of life more than their kids. The contention that penetrate this 

gathering stem from the way that except for the lawyer, the non-Indian 

members have basically no comprehension of the ICWA. 

8.7.1 Influence of Welfare children Act 
 

Due to the Act, children who are given facilities and opportunities to 

build up in a healthy way and in circumstances of dignity and freedom 

and youth and childhood are well protected against any exploitation or 

misuse and against ethical abandonment. There should be compulsory 

and free education for all children of age up to 14 years. Social services 

for the welfare of the society mainly welfare of Children includes: 

  Integrated Child Development Service 

  Service for Children in Need of Care and Protection 

  Crèches for working and Ailing mother‘s children 

  Nutrition Programmes 

  National Award in the field of children's welfare 

 National Children Fund 

  UNICEF‘s Programmes 

 

Hence the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 has become a Federal 

Law after 15 years of political struggle. The Indian Child Welfare Act 
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of 1979 modifies the legal and authorized relationships between states 

of children welfare matters and American Indian families, assuring 

legal consent to childcare guides of native traditions, mainly to the 

tribal courts and extended family. The welfare Children Act has 

greatly improved in Indian culture.  

 

Check your progress -3 

1. What is the children welfare act? 

…………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

8.8 WELFARE OF THE PHYSICALLY 

HANDICAPPED 
 

India is known one of prominent state in Welfare activities and it 

understands its commitment towards social welfare. This is judged by a 

clear picture of its constitution. The basic rights included in part 3 are 

prohibition f favouritism and prejudice on the base of religion, sex, race, 

caste or place of birth. This is not just applicable to state in fact it is 

considerable on access to restaurants, shops, public entertainment spots, 

hotels, use of wells, bathing areas and tanks etc. 

Necessary steps by government in favor of Handicap  

Although these highlighted principles are not forced by the court but still 

they are counted as mandatory to follow by government and it is a duty 

of the state to follow them while making crucial laws of the country. The 

state tried its best to encourage the welfare of all the natives by 

protecting and securing a social order as much as possible that includes 

all the perspectives of national life. Particularly, the state needs to direct 

their policies to secure their citizens. The ownership and control of 

community‘s resources are distributed so as best to serve the common 

good. Within the limits of economic capacity and development, the state 

is required to make effective provision for securing the right to work, to 
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education and to public help in case of unemployment, sickness, old age, 

disablement and other deserving areas. 

8.9 WELFARE STEPS BY THE INDIAN 

CONSTITUTION 
 

The Indian Constitution ensures egalitarianism, justice, freedom and 

dignity for everyone and mandatory application of the qualities in a 

society even disable persons are their priorities. This Constitution is very 

important for Indian natives and it makes the government of the state 

responsible to empower and provide great care to disabled ones. Hence, 

the chief responsibility to make the disabled people powerful and stress 

free depends on government strategies. The Article 253 in the 

Constitution says in item No. 13 of Union List that the Indian 

Government approves persons with Disabilities will gains protection of 

their Rights, equal Opportunities and Full Participation, Act, 1995 ensure 

disable persons about the efforts for equal chances of moving in a 

society, and their complete participation in building the nation. This Act 

is extended all over India. 

8.9.1 Department of Disability Affairs 
 

A separate and different Department of Disability Affairs was made by 

the Ministry of Empowerment and Social Justice on May 12, 2012 to 

provide focused awareness to issues created by Policy and significant 

push to such activities that lead to the empowerment and welfare of the 

Disabled Persons. In this reference, the department name got changed as 

Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (Divyangjan) 

on 08.12.2014. This Department works as a Nodal Agency for subjects 

concerned to disability. People with Disabilities effects closer interaction 

among stakeholders: related Central Ministries, State/UT Governments, 

NGOs etc. in subjects related to disability. The Department attains the 

deep vision to create a unique society that provides equal chances for the 

development and growth of Persons having Disabilities in a way that 

they lead safe, productive and noble lives. 
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The Department is engaged in the following Legislation leading various 

aspects related to disability and empowerment & welfare of then disabled 

persons: 

1. The Rehabilitation(treatment) Board of India Act, 1992, 

2. People with Disabilities (Protection of Rights, Equal chances and Full 

Contribution) Act, 1995; and 

3. The Nationwide Trust for the Wellbeing of Persons with Cerebral Palsy, 

Autism, Multiple Disabilities Mental Retardation Act, 1999 

 

There are different programmes designed for more than 16.15 million 

disable people of the country. These programmes include early 

recognition of disability and its treatment, training education and 

therapies for disabled person. 

 

8.10 WELFARE OF WOMEN 
 

India has a big name in social welfare activities. When it comes to a 

topic of women, Indian State has taken enormous steps to empower their 

women.The gender equality is one of the remarkable principle in Indian 

Constitution. This constitution is well known due to its introduction, 

Fundamental Rights, Basic Directive Principles and Fundamental Duties. 

The Indian Constitution work in favor of egalitarianism to women, and 

empowers its State to take certain measures and steps that relies in 

women‘s favor.Inside the structure of a fair country, our laws, 

improvement arrangements, Plans and projects have gone for ladies' 

headway in various circles. From the Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-78) 

onwards has been a checked move in the way to deal with women' issues 

from welfare to advancement. Lately, the strengthening of ladies has 

been perceived as the focal issue in deciding the status of women. The 

National Commission for Women was made up by an Act of Parliament 

in 1990 to protect the rights and lawful qualifications of ladies. 

 The 73rd and 74
th

 revision (1993) of Constitution of India have allowed 

to adjust the reservation on seats in the restricted organizations of 

Municipalities and Panchayats for women that ultimately lays a firm 
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foundation in participating at executive level and decision making at 

such organizations. 

The Indian government appointed the National Committee in favor of 

Women in 1976 

8.10.1 Women welfare initiatives in India 
 

Women welfare status in India includes: 

 Hostel facilities for working women 

 Practical proficiency for mature ladies 

 Instructional classes for psychotherapy and recovery of women 

 Employment and income and employment creating production 

units 

 Economic and social growth plan for women 

 Vocational training courses 

 

8.10.2 Approved steps to secure women 
 

India has also introduced various international meetings and human 

rights gadgets that are meant to secure women rights of equality. One of 

the salient features is the approval of the Convention on Elimination of 

All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in 1993.The 

Mexico Action Plan (1975), the Beijing Declaration, Nairobi Forward 

Strategies (1985) and The Platform Action (1995) as well as Outcome 

Document accepted by  UNGA Session on Development, Gender 

Equality & Peace in favor of 21st century. 

 

 

8.11 AWARENESS EXTENDED BY 

GOVERNMENT 
 

The Indian Government give awareness regarding gender that sensitize 

Budget through the Women‘s Component Plan and later on more 

rigorously with Gender Responsive Budgeting through Gender Budget 

Statement that was published every year. This mainly highlights the 
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allocation of budget for more than 98 percent women in their yearly 

expenditure budget. The awareness of women rights and a broad network 

of non-Government Organisations put huge efforts on women concerned 

issues and contributes in taking initiatives to empower a woman of India 

 

8.12 GENDER DISPARITY 
 

In any case, there still present a big difference between the objectives 

coherent in the Constitution, enactment, arrangements, plans, programs, 

and related systems from a viewpoint and the situational truth of the 

category of ladies in India, on the other. This has been investigated 

widely in the Report of the High level Committee on the Status of 

Women in India, 2015.Gender uniqueness shows itself in different 

structures, the most clear being the pattern of constantly declining female 

proportion in the populace over the most recent couple of decades. Social 

stereotyping, domestic as well as societal violence, intense pay 

differentials and segregation and proceeding with co modification in the 

eye of public are a portion of different appearances. relocation, slanted 

sex proportion, ecological debasement has added to the ladies' weakness. 

 

The main cause behind gender inequality is the economic and social 

structure, which depends on formal and informal standards, and 

practices. Consequently, the entrance of ladies especially those having a 

place with more fragile segments including Scheduled Castes and Tribes 

as well as other minorities and backward classes, larger part of whom are 

in the rustic regions and in the casual, disorderly area – to training, 

wellbeing and profitable assets, among others, is deficient. In this way, 

they remain generally minimized, poor and socially barred. The 

government realized these paradoxes and tried to address all these in 

legislation, policies, and programmes. There are certain Development 

programmes which introduce to justify gender equality. Authoritative 

changes have confronted hindrances in the implementation because of 

religious and social customs. 
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Women in tough circumstances 

The following women are included for marginalized, vulnerable and in 

tough scenarios. 

 

 Women effected by Violence are rape victims, domestic violence, 

acid attacking and under which hunting, 

 Women effected by displacement, internal disaster and Migration 

are due to economic cause, any refugee women, 

 Women displaced due to construction of dams etc, 

 Women effected by manmade or natural disasters, 

 Women Labour is a tough scenario at India which includes 

bonded and domestic labour. Moreover, many poor women are 

homeless poor women  

 In Agriculture sector many women are found to be without land 

or home. They are harassed by other opposite gender agricultural 

workers. 

 There is a big health issue regarding Indian women, there are no 

proper health facilities available to Indian women. Many Women 

are caught by Aids, life taking diseases, disable women, old aged 

women. 

 A big ratio of Women Prisoners. 

 

 Women who belong to Socially defenceless Communities 

includes; 

 

 Women belonging to Ethnic and Religious Minorities (especially 

Muslims) 

 Women from backward areas 

 Needy and homeless women 

 Single Women 

 Adolescent Girls 

 Women whose husbands are missing due to Conflict 

 Widows 

 Migrant women (Economic Migration) 

 Unmarried Women 
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 Divorcee Women 

 Unwed Mothers 

 Homeless and Destitute Women 

 

The whole above class of women is insecure and vulnerable due to a 

different culture and social backgrounds; moreover, they are suffered by 

violence. These women require a secure and safe environment; their 

needs are required to be fulfilled.  

 

Check your progress -4 

1. What is Gender Disparity? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………. 

 

8.13 SOCIAL DEFENCE SERVICES 
 

India is known all over the world for its remarkable work in the social 

services in favor of the society. The welfare of the society is dependent 

on the living of people fulfilling their basic necessities. Majority of 

Indian population was suffering from malnutrition which provoke them 

towards beggary or any other illegal activities. Hence India is putting 

great efforts to control such illegal activities or unsocial activities. These 

activities are controlled by the government. Government brings up many 

different techniques and programs to control over such social issues. 

There is no unitary national language in India. English is just spoken by 

somewhere in the range of 2 percent of the populace; Hindi is spoken by 

just around 40 percent of the populace. The government needs to step in 

for the learning and implementation of English language all over the 

country to meet modern societies of the World. Altogether, there are 24 

national dialects and contents in the present India. Hence, the political 

talk, likewise the social and cultural trade, is profoundly divided the 

whole way across the Indian subcontinent. 

These programs or steps launched by Indian government are as follows:  
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Programmes includes: 

 Welfare schemes in favour of prisoners. 

 Control over immoral attitude or traffic 

 Active prevention schemes to control beggary 

 Control over excessive use Alcohol 

 Welfare schemes and programs to control prohibition techniques 

against the use of drugs 

 

Pivot Sector Plan to improve the personal satisfaction of the Senior 

Citizens (Revised on 01.04.2018) 

 

There has been a consistent ascent in the number of inhabitants in senior 

residents in India. The quantity of older people has expanded from 1.98 

crore in 1951 to 7.6 crore in 2001, and 10.38 crore in 2011. The 

projections demonstrate that the quantity of 60+ in India will increment 

to 14.3 crore in 2021 and 17.3 crore in 2026. Steady increase in future 

infers that more people are now living longer. General improvement in 

the human administrations workplaces during the time is one of the 

guideline purposes behind continuing with augmentation. Ensuring that 

they not simply live more, however lead a safe and gainful life. 

The traditional estimations of the Indian culture laid weight on indicating 

appreciation. Society is seeing a slow yet distinct decay of the joint 

family framework, because of which countless guardians are being 

ignored by their families presenting them to absence of passionate, 

physical and budgetary help. There is a need to adjust the financial and 

wellbeing needs of the old aged people and to arrange a social 

environment, which is helpful and sensitive to the enthusiastic needs of 

the old ones. 

 

 

8.14 GOALS 
 

The principle intention of the Plan is to enhance the personal satisfaction 
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of the Senior Citizens by giving essential conveniences like sustenance, 

asylum, therapeutic consideration and empowering gainful and dynamic 

programs for them with the help of working of State/UT 

Governments/Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)/Panchayati Raj 

Institutions (PRIs)/nearby bodies and the network of the states.  

 

Approach  

Help under the plan will be given to the Implementing Agencies, for 

example, State/UT Governments/Panchayati Raj Institutions/nearby 

bodies and qualified Non-Governmental/Voluntary Organizations and so 

forth as referenced in Para 6, for the accompanying purposes:  

(I) Programs obliging the essential needs of Senior Citizens especially 

sustenance, asylum and human services to the penniless old 

(ii) Programs to assemble and reinforce intergenerational connections 

especially between kids/youth and Senior Citizens, through Regional 

Resource and Training Centers (RRTCs) 

(iii) Programs for empowering Active and Productive Aging, through 

RRTCs;  

(iv) Programs for demonstrating Institutional just as Non-Institutional 

Care/Services to Senior Citizens;  

(v) Research, Awareness and Advocacy making programs in the subject 

of Aging through RRTCs; and  

(vi)  Any different projects to the greatest advantage of Senior Citizens. 

 

8.15 WELFARE OF SCHEDULED CASTES, 

TRIBES AND BACKWARD CLASSES 
 

The cast framework in India was presented by "Indo-Aryan" migrants 

from Persia and Central Asia in this manner, made out of an assortment 

of ethnic gatherings,  O'Neil, 1985) who tried to ensure their status and 
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the administering tip top in a general public where most individuals 

where of multicultural, and multi ethnic, birthplace.  

 

The four important and well known social classes, the "ranks," were: the 

Brāhmanas (the decision class/clerics) and the Ksatriyas the two of 

which, fundamentally, established the privileged societies, both they 

speak to twice-conceived (dvija)  

 

classes and, in this way, were qualified for the exhibition of penances. 

The following significant classes, or "positions," were the Vaiśyas, who 

occupied with the callings, for example, the exchanging wares, taming of 

creatures, and cultivating. The least strata of society were the Śūdras. 

The initial three classes were not permitted to go in the organization of 

Śūdras, normal gatherings and dinners were likewise carefully restricted. 

During the 1920s of Mahatma Gandhi, this exacting multi-layered 

politically-sanctioned racial segregation framework, which is known as 

the "position framework," still tormented society, and blocked social 

advancement and improvement. In the expressions of Dr. Besant, 

Mahatma Gandhi was a top of the line social reformer, yet he was not a 

Politician Mahatma Gandhi's equivocal strategy remain in the topic of 

social uniformity in the middle of all "standings" and his main 

acknowledgment of the "station framework," be that as it may, likewise 

prevailed upon a sizeable piece of progressively traditionalist, 

conventional reformers. 

The constitution described certain protective safeguards and measure for 

these classes. A number of schemes and plan were introduced under the 

various Five-Year Plans. 

Social services for the welfare of the society 

Minorities 

 Establishment of the Minorities Finance and Development 

Corporation in September 1994. 

 15-point program for the welfare of the minorities is being 

implemented 
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Rural Health Services 

 A number of community health workers and doctors are being 

sent to Rural Health Centers. 

 Main attention is given to integrated health, maternity and child 

care in rural areas 

 

Other social services for the welfare of the society are: 

Housing and Urban Development 

1. A major change as qualitative and quantitative in the housing and 

urban development sector. 

2. Target is to ensure a minimum level of shelter and basic 

amenities by the year 2001 AD. 

Integrated Rural Development Programme 

1. It provides practical assistance to economically deprived families 

2. The upgradation of skills via the Training for Rural Youth for 

Self-Employment  

 

8.15.1 Welfare activities for Minorities 
 

The State of Minority Affairs was made on 29th January, 2006 to 

guarantee a progressively engaged methodology towards issues 

identifying with the minorities and to encourage the detailing of by and 

large approach and arranging, coordination, assessment and survey of the 

administrative structure and advancement programs to help the minority 

networks. 

 

8.16 WELFARE ACTIVITIES FOR 

SENIOR CITIZEN 
 

The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, as the name 

recommends, is to guarantee even-handed treatment to such segments of 

society which has endured social disparities, abuse, separation and bad 

form. The Social Défense Division of the Ministry fundamentally obliges 

the prerequisites of Senior Citizens, other than casualties of liquor 

addiction and substance misuse, Transgender Persons and 
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Beggars/Destitute. The Ministry creates and executes Acts, Policies and 

Programs for welfare of Senior Citizens in a joint effort with State 

Governments/Union Territory Administrations to guarantee that Senior 

Citizens may lead a verified, noble and profitable life. 

Engaging the minority networks and making an empowering situation for 

fortifying the multi-racial, multi-ethnic, multi-social, multi-lingual and 

multi-religious character of our country. To improve the financial states 

of the minority networks through governmental policy regarding 

minorities in society and comprehensive advancement with the goal that 

each resident has equivalent chance to take an interest effectively in 

structure a dynamic country. To encourage an evenhanded offer for 

minority networks in training, business, financial exercises and to 

guarantee their upliftment. 

8.16.1 Food distribution in Rajasthan 
 

A few arrangement measures in the change time frame have undermined 

the Public Distribution System. (PDS)destinations includes giving 

sustenance and security to destitute individuals. Moreover, there is a 

need to have a check against rising business sector costs. The inception 

of the Targeted PDS has just additionally decreased the accessibility of 

fundamental oats to needy individuals. Out of nine locales in the 

example, families in four areas got no wheat from PDS shops. The per-

family assignment of sugar and lamp fuel declined during the most 

recent two years of the examination. While the legislature is doing 

everything conceivable to scale back the PDS, poor families in the 

example region needed to purchase more things from the framework. 

The information gathered for the examination recommend that the 

Targeted PDS is inclining toward keeping poor families from accepting 

wheat at lower costs. The Targeted PDS is the offspring of a constrained 

marriage between the view of decreased endowments as a panacea for 

monetary ills and the fake tears shed for the surrendered poor. Truly, it is 

only a lie to swindle poor people and disguise the concealed personal 

stakes of the individuals who wish to stuff themselves to the detriment of 

the destitute populace. The legislature has almost multiple times more 
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sustenance grain than is required as cradle stock, yet at the same time dry 

season-stricken Gujarat, Rajasthan. 

 

Check your progress -4 

1. State the welfare activities for the senior citizens? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

8.17 LET’S SUM UP 
 

The welfare state is such a helpful and versatile expression that it is 

customized to fit different advancements in the social and financial 

fields. To a few, the meaning of the state expects a welfare state. To 

others the idea is identified with the expansion of regulatory movement 

of the state. Some feature its nearby interface with the association and 

change of neighbourhood government. In the circle of strategies and 

enactment, it comes convenient to the political reformers to push their 

pet plans and proposition and decry those of the adversaries. 

To ideological groups and organs of cultivating open changes to push 

their pet plans and proposition and upbraid those of the rivals. To 

ideological groups and organs of cultivating general conclusion, it gives 

a spread to technique and strategies to complete a few exercises to draw 

in the biggest areas of voters. Its endlessness, as likewise its ambiguity, 

presumably, is remarkable. It is professed to be a usable perfect for a 

wide range of ideological clichés. It has no obsession of diagram or an 

applied accuracy. In its uncertainty lie its employments.  

Since "welfare" opposed precise portrayal, the kind of changes in the 

public eye that the term imagines is inaccurate; its undertone is liable to 

clashing translations. Any state can be known as a welfare state similarly 

as any ruler can profess to speak to, what Rousseau called, "the general 

will". It is hard to build up a paradigm or criteria suitable to the concept 

of welfare state. Its association with the ideas of "social equity" or 

"libertarianism" is both minds boggling and questionable. Because of the 

transient and cloud nature of the idea, the welfare state has turned into 
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everyone's cup. Each gathering discovers words in avocation of the 

welfare state. For traditionalists, state arrangement comes to accept the 

character of a "Brummagem defence shielding property from the 

advances of communism"; for dissidents, the welfare state has averted 

the dread of socialism and agnosticism which stalked the land; and for 

Labourite‘s, the defeat of the title "communists" is mollified by the 

selection of a good name.  

Since "welfare" opposed precise portrayal, the kind of changes in the 

public arena that the term visualizes is vague; its meaning is liable to 

clashing elucidations. It is hard to build up a standard or criteria proper to 

the idea of welfare state. By virtue of the fleeting and cloud nature of the 

idea, the welfare state has turned into everyone's cup. Each gathering 

discovers words in defense of the welfare state.  

The keynote of the idea of the Indian welfare state comprises, absolutely, 

in its individualistic morals mixed with the welfare functionalism and 

free focused economy. The exercises of the Indian state pursue the 

changing needs of society to a to some degree settled harmony. In this 

sense, the idea of the welfare state has been the main subject of 

contemporary social history and political hypothesis in India.  

The political system of India before Independence has, subsequently, 

delivered a special political arrangement where social policymaking was 

made significantly increasingly extensive and prickly as compared to 

other countries of the created Western world. 

8.18 KEYWORDS 
 

 Social Welfare - Any activity which is done for the betterment of 

the people. 

 Welfare State - A form of government where the government 

pus forwards the economic and social well-being of the people of 

the sate 
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8.19 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

The Care Diamond: State Social Policy and the Market, Rajni Pariwala & N. 

Neetha 

India’s Social Policies Recent Changes for the Better and Their Causes, Joachim 

Betz 

The State and the Making of the Welfare System in India,Christian Aspalter 

 

8.20 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 Thoroughly explain the welfare process in India? 

 What was the impact of Mahatma Gandhi on the welfare process 

on his arrival to India? 

 Discuss all the social welfare acts for the citizens in the country? 

 Explain the steps taken by the government for the drug addicts 

and their welfare? 

 Conclude the document with your personal comments on the 

further improvements? 

 

8.21 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

1. With the entry of Mahatma Gandhi in India (who was originating 

from South Africa) in 1920, the ensuing political mass development 

for the freedom of India from British guideline and the freedom of 

ladies and the "discouraged positions" that is, including the planned 

classes, other in reverse classes, and individual from India's various 

ancestral networks was getting at the front line of national legislative 

issues (check your progress-1 Q.1). 
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2. As far as second model is concerned the state divides welfare with 

minimum bureaucratic interference, for such citizens who gets in 

feasible well-known criteria (e.g. receiving medical treatment, 

having children, etc). This will involve high taxing out of which 

almost the whole thing is directed back to taxpayers with lowest 

everyday expenditure for bureaucratic workforce (check your 

progress-2 Q.1) 

3. Children welfare act is to provide the social work for the children in 

the state who cannot afford to work and meet their needs (check 

your progress-3 Q.1) 

4. . The Social defence Division of the Ministry fundamentally obliges 

the prerequisites of Senior Citizens, other than casualties of liquor 

addiction and substance misuse, Transgender Persons and 

Beggars/Destitute. The Ministry creates and executes Acts, Policies 

and Programs for welfare of Senior Citizens in a joint effort with 

State Governments/Union Territory Administrations to guarantee 

that Senior Citizens may lead a verified, noble and profitable life 

(check your progress-4 Q.1) 
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UNIT 9-MIXED ECONOMY  
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9.12 Answers to check your progress 

9.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After reading this unit completely, you should be able to 

 Learn about mixed economy and its characteristics 

 Learn about the market economy  

 Features of traditional economy 

 A brief History of mixed economy 

 Criticism on mixed economy 

 Learn about free markets 

 Difference of free markets and mixed economy 

 Philosophical and social visions on mixed economy 

 How mixed economy and Public & private sectors are relatable 

 Conclusion- an executive summary of how mixed economy 

system emerges. 

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

An economic system is a network of organizations used by a society to 

resolve the basic problem of what, how much, how and for whom to 

produce. A Free market economy is where markets allocate resources 

through the price mechanism. An increase in demand raises price and 

encourages businesses to use more resources into the production of that 

good or service. The quantity of products consumed by people depends 

on their income and income itself depends on the market value of an 

individual's work. In a free market economy, there is a limited role for 

the government, indeed in a pure free market system, the government 

limits itself to protecting property rights of people and businesses using 

the legal system and protecting the value of money or the value of a 

currency. 

In a planned or command system associated with a socialist or 

communist system, scarce resources are owned by the government. The 
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state allocates resources, and sets production targets and growth rates 

according to its own view of people's wants. Market prices play little or 

no part in informing resource allocation decisions and queuing rations 

scarce goods. In a mixed economy, a few assets are claimed by the 

public sector (government) and some are possessed by the private 

sectors. Public sector (or state) normally supplies to general public, merit 

goods and quasi-public and intercedes in business sectors to address 

apparent market disappointment. Nearly all economies in the world are 

mixed although that mix changes over time for example as some 

industries are privatized (sold to the private sector) or nationalized (taken 

back into state ownership). 

9.2 MIXED ECONOMY 
 

Most present-day economies include an amalgamation of at least two 

financial frameworks, with a continuation of the economy falling at some 

point also. The open division works with the private segment; however, 

it can be focused for a similar constrained asset. The blended financial 

framework didn't obstruct the particular area from searching for the 

benefit, yet to oversee the business and to give the welfare ventures that 

would provide public high. For instance, the US is a blended economy, 

since it leaves possession in most private hands by methods for creation 

yet, for example, sponsorships for farming, producing guideline, and 

fractional or fully open. The responsibility for enterprises, for example, 

letter conveyance and national safeguard. All the popular verifiable and 

current economies fall someplace on the progression of blended 

economies. Unadulterated communism and unadulterated free showcases 

both speak to the hypothetical structure. 

Check your progress -1 

1. What is mixed economy? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 
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9.3 MIXED ECONOMY STRUCTURE 
 

 A mixed economic system is a system that combines capitalistic and 

socialist factors. A blended financial machine protects personal assets 

and enables the use of assets to have a degree of economic freedom. 

However, additionally, it permits governments to intervene in 

commercial activity to achieve social targets. According to the 

Nickelodeon idea, combined economies are much less effective than 

natural, free markets. Whereas authority intervention advocates say that 

in a practical implication, the basic situations required for performance in 

free markets, such as equal facts and rational marketplace individuals, 

cannot be executed. 

 

9.3.1 Key Features 
 

The co-economy is a financial system structured with additives of an 

unbiased marketplace and some aspects of social life which primarily 

based on continuity among natural capitalism and natural socialism. 

Generally, mixed economies hold the maximum private possession and 

management of assets of manufacturing, but frequently under 

government regulation. Choose the mixed economies of sectors deemed 

vital or generating public goods. All predominant ancient and modern 

economies are cases of mixed economies, although a few financial 

systems have adversely affected the monetary effect of the combined 

economy's numerous types. A blended economic system is three of the 

following characteristics of the market financial system. First of all, it 

protects private belongings. Second, it allows without spending a dime 

marketplace and legal pricing guidelines for pricing and demand. 

Thirdly, it's far driven with the aid of encouraging individual‘s self-

interest. 

A coalition economy has some functions of a command economic system 

in strategic regions. This permits the federal authorities to protect its 
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people and its market. The authorities have a considerable role in 

military, worldwide trade and national transportation. 

In other areas, the role of government relies upon the concern of 

residents. In some areas, the government makes a relevant plan that 

directs the economy. Another blended economy hand over critical 

industries to the authorities. These encompass aerospace, strength 

manufacturing, and even banking. The authorities can also organize 

health care, welfare and retirement programs.  

Most blended economies keep the characteristics of the current economy. 

However, these traditions do now not train how the economic system 

works. The cultures are so ingrained that humans are not even privy to 

them. For instance, they still fund royal households. Invest in hunting 

and fishing to others. 

9.3.2 Disadvantages of Mixed Economy 
 

A blended financial system can also keep on all of the dangers of 

different forms of economies. It mostly depends on which attributes 

emphasize the mixed economic system. 

For instance, if there may be too much freedom inside the marketplace, it 

may leave the much less competitive members of the society with none 

government aid. 

However, the central plan of government industries also creates issues. 

The defense industry can become the discounted monopoly or Elite 

system. This will position the country into debt, slowing down economic 

growth in a long time. 

Successful agencies can lobby for extra subsidies and tax breaks to the 

government. The government can shield the unbiased marketplace so 

much so that it does no longer control enough. For instance, companies 

taken on plenty of risks may receive tax financing services. 
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9.4 GOVERNMENT AND MIXED 

ECONOMIC SYSTEM  
 

The United States Constitution installed a combined financial system. It 

protects the possession of personal property. It also restricts government 

interference in enterprise operations, which promotes innovation that is 

an eminence of the market financial system. 

In the meantime, the Constitution encourages the Government to 

promote general well-being. This command creates the capability to use 

elements of the financial system where required. 

The Constitution additionally protects the rights of corporations to 

exercise their conventional ideals. For example, their traditional 

economic system continues in Pennsylvania. 

Most of the sector's leading economies are combined economies. 

Globalization makes it tough to avoid. People of the USA are doing 

splendid services via international exchange. 

It is wise to export oil from Saudi Arabia to a garment from Mexico. 

When a country encourages exporting its commercial enterprise, it gives 

a hold. 

Secondly, the free market is the cornerstone of the global economic 

system. That is why no authorities do not control it. Global corporations 

have implemented specific rules and agreements. However, no powers 

have the strength to make a global financial system. 

 

Check your progress -2 

1. What are the main steps in mixed economic system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.      State two disadvantages of mixed economic system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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9.5 MARKET ECONOMY 
 

The American stock marketplace suggests how the unfastened market 

financial system works. There are six traits in the market economy. The 

United States has six characteristics of a market economic system.  

First of all, the policy protects the ownership of private assets. Secondly, 

everybody is free to live, work, produce, buy and sell what they pick out 

(except it is a prison.), third, purchase and sale of products and offerings 

in non-public interest, which includes employment. Sellers are costly, 

and shoppers need a high-quality price for their money. 

Fourth, the law protects the competition. The fifth, the rate deliver and 

call for is allowed to float as well. Vacation, the principle role of the 

Government is to make sure everyone has easy access to the free market. 

Congress has handed laws to make sure that no marketplace can solve it. 

The Constitution protects absolutely everyone's free press to provide 

access to the data. 

9.5.1 Economy of spades 
 

Many elements of the USA economic system adhere to the 

characteristics of a command economy.  

First, there may be an annual Federal price range that sets government 

priorities and takes vicinity of the basic plan. Second, Congress directs 

useful resource allocation. Taxes inspire some sports at the same time as 

encouraging others.  

Thirdly, authority prices comply with the united states of America's 

priorities. For instance, American military prices expanded after9/11 

terrorist attacks. Fourth, the government owns a monopoly in vital 

countrywide industries.  

These consist of NASA, Interstate Highway systems, and defenses. Fifth, 

the federal government makes use of regulations to help such agricultural 

economic priorities. 
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9.5.2 Traditional economy 
 

The United States was moving beyond a conventional economy. 

However, the lifestyle is still guiding many monetary policies. First of 

all, a traditional economic system based on agriculture, hunting, and 

fishing. 

American traditions guide the circle of relative farms who led hundreds 

of thousands in agricultural subsidies, in spite of the agri-businesses of a 

few worldwide competitors. 

Laws and agreements also defend the fishing enterprise. Now, this victim 

does not want a fundamental supply of food for America. However, 

culture nonetheless helps it. They are protecting the legal guidelines and 

right to hunt permissions. 

 

9.5.3 Difference of mixed economy and free 

markets 
 

The combined monetary system isn't a ferry System because the 

authorities are worried about planning a few resources and can manage 

groups in the private quarters. Governments can tax the personal area 

with the aid of taxing a re-dividing wealth and use tax-funded funds to 

sell social aims. Trade safety, subsidies, goal tax credit score, financial 

stimulus, and public, private partnerships are typical examples of 

government intervention in blended economies. These create an unmade 

economic mess. However, there is gear to acquire precise desires that can 

be a success regardless of their disprized impact. 

Countries often intervene in markets to reap a similar benefit as a way to 

increase the goal industries, which will create aggregations and try to 

reduce barriers. This referred to the 20th-century development strategy in 

East Asian nations which elevated the export lead and has been 

converted right into a global manufacturing center for numerous 

industries of the place. Some countries have come to specialize in 

textiles, even as others recognized for machinery and, there are facilities 
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for other digital additives. These sectors increased importance after 

defending young agencies because they get on a competitive scale and 

therefore sell the close-up services of transport. 

9.5.4 Difference from Socialism  
 

Socialism includes a joint or central possession of the resources of 

manufacturing. Proponents of socialism believe that proper planning can 

get more significant goods for an extensive wide variety of human 

beings. They no longer accept that loose market effects are finished and 

reformed utilizing the classical economy    Will get the Paisley, so the 

providence of all industry Nationalizing and personal-owned capital 

goods, land, and natural assets. The mixed economy not often visits its 

severe, instead selected most straightforward events that interfere with 

getting loose Market Can get effects for. 

Such measures encompass fee controls, profits liquefaction, and acute 

regulation of manufacturing and alternate. Almost globally it is known as 

the societies of sure industries, public items, that are taken into 

consideration and that the economy believes that free marketplace won't 

be well furnished, inclusive of public utilities, navy and police forces and 

weather records, However, in contrast to pure socialism, blended 

economies generally preserve private ownership and management of 

their manufacturing sources. 

 Check your progress -3  

1. Give a brief description about market economy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.How exactly mixed economy and free markets differ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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9.6 HISTORY AND CRITICISM ON 

MIXED ECONOMY 
 

In this period, the coalition economy gained significance in Britain after 

World War II, even though many rules associated with it, were supplied 

for the first time inside 1930. Many supporters were related to the British 

Labour Party.  

Critics say that there is no centre ground between financial planning and 

market economic system. Many nowadays query its accuracy after they 

remember it as an aggregate of socialism and capitalism. Those who trust 

that both perceptions do not belong to one another, both good market 

judgment or financial planning ought to be accessible within the financial 

system. 

 

The classic and Marxist concept says that either the cost regulation or the 

capital of the investor is the power-out, or the non-financial form of its 

valuation (e.g. Transactions without coins) will sooner or later run the 

economy. This concept believes that Western economies nonetheless the 

cloth is based totally on capitalism because the capital is in a steady 

period.  

Austrian experts started with Ludwig von Mises that a mixed financial 

system isn't sustainable because of the coincidental results of the 

government's intervention in the economic system. Hence, lowering the 

outcomes of the ordinary price manipulate, ever-increasing interference 

to offset their impact to lead more significant calls. It indicates that the 

blended economic system is inherently volatile and could always incline 

to more significant illegal aspects throughout the years.  

Starting inside the centre of the twentieth century, the economy of public 

election experts have described how the policy can be directed with the 

aid of authorities policymakers, monetary interest companies and 

markets in a mixed financial system. Economic coverage in the 

combined financial system is to put the sufferers of a commercial hobby, 

change and profits from positive individuals, companies, industries and 

regions, into others. Not only it can reason dangerous damage in its 

economic system, but it usually creates winners and losers. It is installed 
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to take effective incentives for involved events to eliminate from useful 

activities to use rather than for the motive of the Kyvanwig or in any 

other case attempt to influence monetary coverage in its purpose. This 

non-effective interest is known as apartment seeks. 

9.6.1 Historical motives 
 

Mixed economies come about with different motives and historical 

causes besides taking a variety of forms. The British cause laws of the 

early 1800s, for example, which restrict government intervention imports 

into the free market to protect local agricultural interests. The laws 

encouraged the reaction of household and labor costs offshore 

practicability and high doses, resulting in an in verbalistic ferry and free 

trade movement. However, labor conditions for women and children in 

violations of factory workers are almost simultaneous due to government 

interference in reform.  

Development of Inn Western economies between the late 1800s and the 

early 1900s, the most political economy and governments believed that 

Save functions as the best development of social prosperity in the 

independent economic system consisting of independent markets in the 

social and financial ORDER by government and banking institutions. 

However, this creed was very shaken by the twin destructive failures of 

the system known as the Great Depression (1929-39), the first failure to 

curb global economic collapse and then failure to recover from the 

horrific human mishaps. 

 

Between 1933 and 1939, the New Deal was a series of intersections of 

lawmaking and government programs in the U.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt 

Unemployment is widespread due to social unrest during the massive 

depression. Many people in the mid-20th century agreed that the main 

depression stems from the underlying flaws in the free market rule of it 

Supply and Demand And this means that the free market alone will not 

be unbearable in recovering from any other global economic crisis. 
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The historical development of the mixed economy has changed the 

evolutionary change of the concept of free market in the development of 

Western economies, thus avoiding the dangers of social unrest and 

potential socialist or Marxist revolutionary. There's a landmark in Europe 

during the 20th century. The programs and business alliances, personal 

property and market economy to improve social welfare. Economic 

planning is included in this mixed economic thinking, high tariffs, 

guarantees for group rights and social welfare programs. 

Before it had central planning and socialist economies, mixed economies 

also took up in many nations. For instance, contemporary China and 

mixed economies in Russia developed from the communist system, 

which in the contemporary global economy were much more useless to 

compete. Throughout this phase, the Chinese and Russian people's social 

experience were a deep testament that generates private hardship and 

chaos when a nation transfers a mixed economy. 

9.6.2 Parts of mixed economy 
 

The mixed economy has elements that are government, non-public, 

legislative, judicial, and regulatory. There is no selected set of best, 

standard, or monetary features, and its combination may also range from 

United Kingdom to United States. Additives in the mix may also include 

public subsidies, charges, taxes, setting packages and policies, nation-

owned companies, compulsory social security, or apps for country-wide 

health. 

9.6.3 Philosophical and social visions 
 

Many political thinkers and experts have contended on the side of 

government measures to authorize basic laws of the rule of law in 

economic issues. For instance, Scottish social scholar, philosopher and 

political financial expert Adam Smith, and later, an economics expert of 

British in Austria, said that the government had a significant role in 

helping the business sectors work. Actions to prevent the violence, fraud, 

brutality, protecting property, security of people, giving public 

infrastructure and services that will generally be not profitable. In any 
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case, in an economic system having mix private and state enterprise, it's a 

labor and work that the government doesn't act in a society to improve it, 

go past this limited job. Smith said that sort of interference break this 

moral and ethical principle shows that economic and financial 

Performance is the best long course for social advancement and 

development. The object likewise discussed that such type of 

government interference since it is accepted that it would be not effective 

economically, despite this fact they think it is significant that the 

unavoidable pattern of the mixed economy is politically mishandled by 

individual opportunity and freedom. Regardless of these ethical and 

philosophical objections, practically all modern economic frameworks in 

this world are mixed economies. While the worldwide economy 

globalization has been restricted to the degree of government 

intercession in free commerce and trade, governments still keep up the 

procedure to give free market for social welfare. In some cases 

government officials have purposes behind political counsel or interest, 

has attempted to summon such special cases. In mixed economies the 

public policy making is frequently important to balance and adjust 

concerns for individual's opportunities with a fair, reasonable, and only 

requirement for society. For the dynamic and ongoing search in 

economic system people must participate as stake holders in diverse 

social classes to balance their worries and concerns. The success rate of 

the mixed economy relies on the integrity and liability of government 

authorities and social help for individual‘s moral values and minority 

rights. Otherwise the mixed economy come under the control of 

powerful stakeholders and transform in to strict government systems. 

9.6.4 Benefits of mixed economy 
 

In mixed economy private participation of individuals is allowed that 

turns in to a healthy competition which consequently gives profit. It 

additionally plans for public property that can comprehend and gives 

solutions for social welfare needs. 
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Mixed economy gives all the advantages and benefits of market 

economy, firstly by dividing the services and goods where it is most 

needed and also taken in consideration the prices of demands and supply. 

Secondly satisfaction of the customer because it provides best values for 

the dollars they paid and is the most effective way of getting highest 

returns. It provides innovative ideas for the customer demands in a more 

effective, cheap and creative manner. To get the benefits and investment 

from the efficient and modern produces it provides the best allocation for 

their business. 

A mixed economy additionally brings down the losses misfortunes of 

market economy. A market economy can sidestep the zones like 

defensive, innovation, technology and aviation. A huge government role 

permits a quick working class in these prioritized territories. The more 

extensive government character likewise guarantees that less competitive 

individuals are thought about. This is one of the detriments of a market 

economy that lone the individuals who are most modern or competitive 

those individuals can't remain threatened. 

Market: 

Profit, personal investments sell and buy all these are part of economic 

planning, it also includes price controls, wages, tariffs, way of 

investment and taxes. The main advantage and focus of this sort of 

market is that it permits competition among rules and regulations to 

secure society. The involvement of government in the mixed economy 

gives assurance and security to buyers and sellers. It helps to hold a 

stable and secure economy. Mixed economy gives freedom and access to 

both the consumers as well as the businesses involved. While the support 

of government is involved actively but the control of government is 

limited which benefits the structure. 

Details: Benefits of a mixed economy 

The detailed benefit of mixed economy is as follows: 

 Private businesses can control and decide how to manage and run 

the business according to their will like the prices, demands and 

jobs etc. in a mixed economy. 
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 Clients have a decision in what they need to purchase. 

 The system likewise has low pay imbalance. 

 A specific and particular item produces by a market structure are 

permitted under government observe so they don't make it 

unimaginable for organizations in a similar industry to succeed. 

Especially: 

Components of a mixed economy are shown to incorporate a sort of 

freedom: 

 Owner of generation and production causes (farms, 

manufacturing plants, shops, and so forth.)  

 To take part in managerial choices (co-operative and 

participatory financial matters)  

 To travel (to move all the things in business, to make bargains 

separately, where essential for laborers and owners or 

proprietors are required) 

 To purchase (things for individual use, for resale; Buy the 

whole businesses to make it the association and organization 

that structures the riches itself)  

 Step by step instructions to sell (same as Buy)  

 For work (to make associations generating)  

 For the fire (to keep up wealth producing entities) 

 Personal Enterprise for sorting out and organizing (benefit, 

worker's organization, laborers and expert affiliations, non-

benefit groups, religions, profit etc.)  

 To convey (make free speeches, books, newspaper, 

advertisements,  make business partners and colleagues, 

create markets, deals)  

 for peaceful protest (March, government claim, Petitions, , 

make benefits & profits,  make laborers friendly with one 

another, evacuate exposed defects to create and produce 

wealth.) 

Services:  

They provide production, tax-fund, discount, infrastructure, and state-

owned factors of the services: 
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 Hospitals, laboratory, diagnostic care, preventative care and 

other health services 

 Libraries, keeping records, statistics and other information 

services 

 Schools, speech, language, counselling and other education 

services 

 Banks, accountancy companies, investment companies, funds, 

credit card companies and other financial services 

 Roads, traffic lights and other transportation services 

 Communication services, Telephone and mails. 

 Power (hydro, wind etc.) and other energy services 

(geothermal, fossil fuels, oil, coal, gas etc.) 

 Waste water collection or sewage system,(food, fibre 

production etc.) agriculture, and drink without waste. 

 Government provides funds for agriculture and other small 

industries. 

 Otherwise, permission granted for the private businesses by 

the government  

 Contracts drafting, handling of court cases, creating policies 

for employees and other Legal department services 

 Financial assistance from government or state-run research 

and to handle economy and environmental problems provides 

development agencies. 

Such governments additionally give some self-governance on close to 

personal funds, but involved investments and costs, for example, transfer 

of payments and other money benefits, including:  

 Welfare for poor people  

 Government provides social security for old people and sick  

 Government endowments and funds for organizations to run 

their small private businesses 

 Insurance policies to facilitate people. 

Guidelines: 

They additionally force guideline laws and limitations that help society 

completely, for example: 
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 To protect the water, land and air from toxins environmental 

regulations were imposed. 

 Minimum low wages law, workers safety, rules and 

regulations for labors included. 

 Consumer‘s regulations and laws for the safety of products. 

 Rule of laws 

 Competition laws or Anti-trust laws for the protection of 

consumers from illegal business practices. 

 Intellectual property laws for people to gain profit from their 

creative, innovative and artistic work. 

 An export controls law includes restrictions on to reveal any 

information, services and new technologies to foreign 

nationals. 

 Import control laws regulating the flow of products, persons 

and technologies into their borders. 

 

9.6.5 Myths of the mixed economy 
 

In 1937, when Prentice-Hall published a 1,000-page volume on The 

Planned Society: Yesterday, Today, tomorrow: A Symposium by Thirty-

Five Economists, Sociologists, and Statesmen, the planned economy was 

all the rage. "The issue we face today is not whether we are going to 

plan, but how we are going to plan," Lewis Mumford wrote in the 

Foreword. All the participants–Keynesian, socialist, communist, and 

fascist –agreed on this point, including luminaries like Sidney Hook, 

Benito Mussolini, and Joseph Stalin. 

But it was an honest book. Its related fascism and the New Deal to Stalin 

and Keynes. Of course, the plans were not identical, but all agreed on the 

"rationality" of government as opposed to the free market "chaos." 

Most writers championed the "blended economy," the name of Mises for 

an admixture of capitalism and socialism. Such a mixture, he showed, is 

simply volatile, and our own mixed economy is tilting towards countries, 

with regulatory disasters like the Clean Air Act, the Americans With 

Disabilities Act, and the Civil Rights Act over the past few years. 
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Today, the budget of the president and the swarm of regulatory agencies 

leave no part of the economy untouched. Buttressed by most of the 

economics profession, the regulatory state today rules and ruins America. 

In the American mixed economy, it is the job of the planner to: ensure 

"full employment" (as federal policies create joblessness); encourage 

technological innovation (not through markets, but through subsidies); 

ensure a "fair" distribution of wealth (rewarding parasites and punishing 

the productive); manage international trade (though it needs no more 

management than domestic trade); and keep "public goods" out of 

private hands (even though public ownership must always be less 

efficient than private). 

The planner also has tobacco. He must never mention personal property, 

praise price co-ordination, criticize pressure groups unless they are anti-

big government, be cynical about energy uses, call for tax cuts, or 

recognize the true source of prosperity as the free economy. 

Charles Schultze, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers for 

President Carter, not only adheres to these guidelines and tabulations in 

his new book Memos to the President, but also sets them out for every 

policymaker to follow in the future. 

He doesn't have a good word to say about the market, private property, or 

the price system throughout the work. His main hypothesis is that to 

prosper the economy must be managed by the state. According to 

Schultze, we should think that: the Federal Reserve protects the dollar 

when our cash has lost 94% of its value since the establishment of the 

Fed; the Fed can heal company cycles when it creates a severe financial 

setback every ten years or so; The government can generate full 

employment, even as it causes unemployment with welfare policies such 

as minimum wages and civil rights ; the government can develop fresh 

technologies, despite the fact that bureaucracy is a proven technology 

murderer ; we can trust the government to enhance our living standards, 

even though our living standards have dropped for almost twenty years ; 

the government protects us from this situation. 

Naturally, mainstream economists – the useful idiots of the 

interventionist state – advise presidents on economic policy. Today, 
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these economic planners see their primary task as "keeping supply and 

demand in balance." That doesn't mean allowing the market to work, of 

course, but rather pushing and releasing buttons on the planning 

machine. 

There are two views on how to do this, one mainstream and one rival. 

The mainstream view says that a decrease in overall demand causes 

economic downturns, and so demand should be increased by government 

spending and money creation. This is supposed to make up for the 

deficiencies of the private sector. 

The rival view says declines are caused by a fall in overall supply, 

caused by any number of factors, including an irrational fear of 

investment. So, boosting overall demand through spending or inflation 

only exacerbates the troubles. 

The second view has better policy implications, but both are misguided. 

They assumed that there is something called overall demand 

conglomerating the values of consumers and producers alike. This 

obscures the real economy. 

The obscurantist aggregations don't stop with "supply" and "demand." 

The planners also discuss such categories as capital and investment as if 

they were homogeneous, representing these very diverse groupings as 

single letters in their macroeconomic models. 

Both views also assume that government managers are smarter than the 

market. Imagine that you had to plan the household finances of your 

next-door neighbor, with little or no information about their income, 

tastes, and talents, all of which can and do change. Yet the planners have 

been trying to do this for decades, to the entire economy. 

To explain their way out of this problem, the planners separate the 

"micro" economy from the "macro" and claim the decisions of 

individuals have nothing to do with the overall picture. It's true that no 

one individual can, for example, change the net rate of savings in the 

economy, but there would be no net rate of savings without individual 

decisions. 
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It is out of the millions of decisions of real people that the economy is 

created, and it is the job of the economist to understand and explain how 

that happens, not to encumber it. 

The planners of the mixed economy like to talk about supply and demand 

as if they needed the government to coordinate them. Yet supply and 

demand describe the natural pattern of economic behavior in the absence 

of government interference. 

If there is a chicken plague, the price of eggs will soar. The consumer 

doesn't have to read the "Chicken Health Update" to know that he should 

economize on eggs. The price tells him that, and he can then look for 

substitutes. 

Conversely, if Frank Perdue genetically engineers a superchicken that 

lays many more eggs than the normal bird, the price of eggs will 

plummet. But the consumer doesn't need to read "Techno-Poultry 

Weekly" to know that. He need only look at the price. 

In a free market, there is no need for planners to bring supply and 

demand into line. The daily transactions of millions of consumers do so, 

leavened by the risk-bearing entrepreneurs. It is the mixed economy 

itself that creates the demand for economic planners to run it. Massive 

deficits destabilize the economy, leading to calls for government to 

stabilize it. 

The "entitlement" programs are interventions as well. Government 

spending may increase the demand for some goods and services, but it 

drains resources from the private economy just as surely as taxes. Yet the 

"opportunity costs" of confiscating these resources never factor into the 

planners' models. 

How much does the mixed economy cost us? We can't know. Despite the 

well-intentioned attempts of some economists to figure it out, no one can 

know the effects of technologies never created; firms never started; 

people never hired; others hired by government fiat; central bank-created 

recessions; and higher prices from taxes, regulations, and governmental-

generated demand. We can only know that the effect is gigantic, harmful, 

and growing. 
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Government intervention can be criticized on a number of other grounds 

that the mixed-economy planners do not mention: 

First, politicians and bureaucrats are self-interested. In the private sector, 

self- interest works to the common good. In the public sector, it means 

expansion of the government's budget and power, which attacks the 

common good. 

Second, the market can sometimes anticipate the planners, negating the 

effects of government action. If the Federal Reserve increases the money 

supply, the market can take account of the likely inflationary effects and 

prices will rise sooner and higher than the managers thought. 

Third, intervention increases the incentive to evade the law, thereby 

enlarging the less-efficient and societally unfortunate underground 

economy. 

Fourth, intervention distorts the price system and the interest rate, which 

work to coordinate the use of resources. Price controls and regulations 

cause misallocation, and Fed-lowered interest rates cause businessmen to 

make bad investments. 

Fifth, intervention undermines the division of labor, preventing people 

from doing the tasks they are most suited for because regulation prevents 

employers from hiring on merit. 

If the mixed economy is such a disaster, why do we have one? Because it 

enables the well-connected to loot the rest of us in a social democracy 

disguised as "democratic capitalism." To get away with the looting, the 

mixed-economy state attacks all countervailing institutions: families, 

neighborhoods, businesses, private schools, and charitable and religious 

organizations. The result is the barbarism and increasing poverty we see 

all around us. 

The Planned Society didn't mention that, but it is the inevitable outcome 

of what it recommended, and what the U.S. government practiced in 

1937, and today. 
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9.7 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS 
 

Liberalization enterprise and profit motive are the important features. 

Further there is competition between public and private sectors. These 

factors increase efficiency, initiative, innovation and productivity. 

Mixed economy framework offers significance to the advancement of 

social welfare. Under this structure and framework, both public and 

private sectors work for the welfare of individuals. Under mixed 

economy, people rights are ensured. Individuals have opportunity to 

purchase any product 

Demerits of mixed economy relating public & private sectors: 

The mixed economy likewise experiences different deformities and 

disadvantages, which are as follows: 

 There is undesirable competition and challenge among public 

and private sectors in a mixed economy. 

 In mixed economy private sectors has no freedom, because 

the regulations of the private industry is controlled, licensed 

and in accordance with the rules and laws by the government 

authorities. 

 Another demerit is the public sector Inefficiency in mixed 

economy. They may endure substantial losses. Individuals 

should bear these losses. The goal and focuses of economic 

planning may not be accomplished in mixed economy. 

 As a consequence of capital insufficiency, Government 

regulations, guidelines and control, the development of 

private sector might be not as much as what is fixed in plan. It 

might promote uncertainties, joblessness and vulnerabilities 

in a mixed economy. 

 Regardless of the imperfections in the mixed economy, it has 

turned out to be well known in certain nations. India is one of 

the significant nations, which embraced and adopted mixed 

economy. In a mixed economy, public and private sectors go 

next to each other. The government directs and coordinates 
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economic movement in some socially significant regions of 

the economy, the rest being left to the value system to work. 

Prior to Independence, Indian economy was a ‗laissez faire‘ 

(a system in which the government is not involved in any 

private sectors transaction) economy. But after the 

independence works according to the mixed economic 

system. 

 

Coexistence of Public and Private Sectors: 

The conjunction of huge private sector with huge private sector has 

changed the economy into a mixed economy. Industrial policies and 

approaches of 1948 and 1956 defined by the Indian government have 

made the arrangement of such concurrence and coexistence. Some 

essential and substantial businesses are being kept running under the 

public sector. However, with the progression of Indian economy, the 

extent of private sector has upgraded and enhanced. 

Planned Development: 

India had a poor industrial economy at the hour of Independence. A 

significant period of stagnation under the rules and standards of British 

had weakened and debilitated the Indian Economy. Consequently 5-year 

plans have been balanced alongside the Directive Principles of State 

Policy to revamp the provincial economy and establish frameworks of 

industrial and logical advancement. 

Plan Objectives: 

In 1951, Five Year Plan was begun in India and we are going with the 

eleventh Five Year Plan. The main objectives and goals of this plan are 

as follows: 

 Production of economic goods and services for economic 

growth. 

 The change from a conventional, rustic, agrarian culture to a 

mainstream, urban, mechanical society (modernization). 

 Self-reliance for their economic development and growth. 
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 Providing social justice to people.  

 Steps to remove the poverty. 

 Develop a plan for the full employment of people. 

 Providing satisfactory basic needs like food, water, shelter, 

clothing, health, education etc. 

 

Role of Public Sector: 

It has assumed a significant job in the improvement of Indian economy. 

It expanded the pace of economic development and decreased 

inconsistencies of salary and wealth. The areas mainly focused in this act 

are: 

 Development of infrastructure for economic growth. 

 Establishing basic and heavy industries. 

 Distribute industries in several backward areas and regions. 

 Basic job in exchanging and promoting exercises, including 

global exchange. 

 

Private Sector: 

It includes agriculture, organized industries, mall industry, trade, 

exchange and incredible arrangement of action in lodging and 

development. Private segment gives work to three-fourths of| our labor. 

To control the private modern units, ventures Development and 

Regulation, Act and Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act are 

as of now set up in India. 

Combination between Public and Private Sector: 

The second Five Year Plan and called attention to that both the areas 

need to work together. Truth is told an abnormal state of open venture it 

frameworks and key enterprises is precondition for advancement in the 

private division. 

Check your progress -4 

1. What is Public and Private sector? 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

2. Explain coexistence of Public and private sectors? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

9.8 CONCLUSION 
 

Many political thinkers and experts have contended on the side of 

government measures to authorize basic laws of the rule of law in 

economic issues. India had a poor industrial economy at the hour of 

Independence. A significant period of stagnation under the rules and 

standards of British had weakened and debilitated the Indian Economy. 

Consequently 5-year plans have been balanced alongside the Directive 

Principles of State Policy to revamp the provincial economy and 

establish frameworks of industrial and logical advancement. 

 In mixed economy private participation of individuals is allowed that 

turns in to a healthy competition which consequently gives profit. It 

additionally plans for public property that can comprehend and gives 

solutions for social welfare needs. 

Mixed economy gives all the advantages and benefits of market 

economy, firstly by dividing the services and goods where it is most 

needed and also taken in consideration the prices of demands and supply. 

 

9.9 LET’S SUM UP 
 

 An economic system is a system of associations utilized by a 

general public to determine the fundamental issue of what, how 

much, how and for whom to deliver and produce. 
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 A Free market economy gives markets assign assets through the 

value mechanism. 

 In a mixed economy, a few assets are claimed by the public 

sector (government) and some are possessed by the private 

sectors. Public sector (or state) normally supplies to general 

public, merit goods and quasi-public and intercedes in business 

sectors to address apparent market disappointment. 

 Most blended economies keep the characteristics of the current 

economy. However, these traditions do now not train how the 

economic system works. The cultures are so ingrained that 

humans are not even privy to them. For instance, they still fund 

royal households. Invest in hunting and fishing to others. 

 The Constitution encourages the Government to promote general 

well-being. This command creates the capability to use elements 

of the financial system where required. 

 Congress has handed laws to make sure that no marketplace can 

solve it. The Constitution protects absolutely everyone's free 

press to provide access to the data. 

 The 20th-century development strategy in East Asian nations 

which elevated the export lead and have been converted right into 

a global manufacturing center for numerous industries of the 

place. 

 The historical development of the mixed economy has changed 

the evolutionary change of the concept of free market in the 

development of Western economies, thus avoiding the dangers of 

social unrest and potential socialist or Marxist revolutionary. 

 The mixed economy has elements that are government, non-

public, legislative, judicial, and regulatory. 

 The success rate of the mixed economy relies on the integrity and 

liability of government authorities and social help for individual‘s 

moral values and minority rights. Otherwise the mixed economy 

come under the control of powerful stakeholders and transform in 

to strict government systems. 

9.10 KEYWORDS 
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 Mixed economy   an economic system that combines private 

and state nation business. 

 Free market       A Free market economy gives markets assign 

assets through the value mechanism theory about freedom of 

speech, ideas and business.  

 Quasi-Public corporation     a type of private company that is 

backed up by the government  

 Symposium     a conference for the discussion on a particular 

subject. 

  laissez faire             a system in which the government is not 

involved in any private sectors transaction  

 Public sectors       organizations that are controlled by the 

government. 

 Private sectors    organizations that are not controlled by 

the government and run by individuals.  

 Liberalization         a theory about freedom of speech, ideas and 

business.  

9.11 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 India‘s Mixed Economy by Baldev Raj Nayer 

 

9.12 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 The beginning era of mixed economy? Why it receives critics? 

 List all of the demerits of mixed economy? What was there 

impact on businesses? 

 What are the benefits of mixed economy, explain in detail? 

 What is traditional economy and economy of spades? 
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 How can you define free market? What was the difference of free 

market and mixed economy? 

 What are the philosophical and social visions on mixed 

economy? 

 Discuss the public and private sector? What was the impact of 

mixed economy on them? 

9.13 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 An economic system that combines private and state nation 

business. (answer for check your progress-1 Q.1) 

 In a mixed economy, a few assets are claimed by the public 

sector (government) and some are possessed by the private 

sectors. Public sector (or state) normally supplies to general 

public, merit goods and quasi-public and intercedes in business 

sectors to address apparent market disappointment. (answer for 

check your progress-2 Q.1) 

 The defense industry can become the discounted monopoly or 

Elite system. This will position the country into debt, slowing 

down economic growth in a long time. Successful agencies can 

lobby for extra subsidies and tax breaks to the government. 

(Answer for check your progress-2 Q.2) 

 A Free market economy gives markets assign assets through the 

value mechanism (answer for check your progress-3 Q.1) 

 The combined monetary system isn't a ferry System because the 

authorities are worried about planning a few resources and can 

manage groups in the private quarters. (answer for check your 

progress-3 Q.2) 

 Public sector is an organization that is controlled by the 

government. Private sectors are organizations that are not 

controlled by the government and run by individuals.  (answer for 

check your progress-4 Q.1) 
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 The conjunction of huge private sector with huge private sector 

has changed the economy into a mixed economy. Industrial 

policies and approaches of 1948 and 1956 defined by the Indian 

government have made the arrangement of such concurrence and 

coexistence. Some essential and substantial businesses are being 

kept running under the public sector. However, with the 

progression of Indian economy, the extent of private sector has 

upgraded and enhanced. (answer for check your progress-4 Q.2) 
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UNIT-10 MAKING OF A 

PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY: 

LINEAGE AND INSTITUTIONS 
 

STRUCTURE 

10.0 Objectives 

10.1 Introduction 

10.2 Background 

10.3 Structural rank and role 

10.4 Architecture and configuration 

10.5 Directorship execution. 

10.5.1 Chambers 

10.5.2 Polling 

10.5.3 Law-making procedures. 

10.6 Constitution Amendment Bills  

10.6.1 Cash Bills  

10.6.2 Money related Bills  

10.6.3 Common Bills  

10.7 First Reading  

10.8 Third Reading  

10.9 Rehashed in Another House  

10.10 Administration approval 

10.10.1 Modern law-making 

 10.11 Let‘s Sum up 

 10.12 Keywords 

10.13 Suggested Readings 

10.14 Questions for review 

10.15 Answers to check your progress 

 

10.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After going through this chapter, you will learn 
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 The parliamentary democracy of India 

 Its Lineage and Institutions 

 History of democracy and its beginning in India 

 Role of Lineage and Institutions in the start-up or making of 

parliamentary democracy 

 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

India is a country where the parliamentary system of government is in 

action, and it seems like a xerox copy of the UK based model of the 

country. The present-day parliamentarian system arises from the 

colonialism administration of Britain. However, its development was 

organic which resulted in enhancing the representation in the government 

of India.  

While talking about the political situations if any party in collation 

collect more than the half of the majority in the current composition will 

be able to form a government. For any new bill to be passed in the 

assembly and to become a law, it should get more than half of the votes. 

The whole process is of three steps which are the introduction of the bill 

in the assembly, its consideration, and then the final passage. After the 

whole process, the presidential assent is also mandatory for the bill to 

become a law. 

 

 

10.2 BACKGROUND 
 

The modern system of parliamentary institutions has its roots from the 

Britain colonial administrations. It was due to the immense struggle and 

a relentless demand which got the major part in the representation of 

India. The first-ever legislative body was formed when the East India 

Company came to India and started ruling. It was the time when the 

Governor-General of India held both the responsibilities together. It was 

the Charlie Act which in 1883 changed the structure and brought the 

legislative council for the first time in the Britain regions in India.  The 
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council of the Governed was then followed by the Imperial Legislative 

Council which came forward in 1861. There were some series of 

amendments in it which took place in 1892 and 1909 respectively to 

create the entity more characterized and also extend in tasks. Similar to 

the living heritage sections of the British assembly, only a lower number 

of Indians (39) were allowed in 1892 which was then raised to 135 later 

in 1909. The act of 1909 also made sure that the representatives who are 

here should be selected by a small group of individuals which they 

represent, that may be small independent groups such as Landowners or 

Muslims. However, all these councils and their authorities remained only 

bookish, and the governor was never answerable to the elected 

representatives. The 1892 and 1909 act was never sufficient to fulfil the 

satisfaction which was associated with Britain rule.  

The Act of Indian‘s ministry was proceeding by the Montagu-

Chelmsford reforms. It introduced a bicameral legislature. It consists of 

two legislatures one is named as the Central Legislatorial Assembly 

while the other one is named as the upper Council of State. This system 

was introduced in the history of India. Later on, it came to the Indian 

Government Act 1935 which formed the foundation for the federal 

government structure. This act also was comprised of the bicameral 

structuring of assembly, dividing it into the Federal Assembly and the 

Council for every individual state. 

When India got the independence, the India‘s first Legislatorial was the 

constituent parliament. This parliament got established because of the 

plan which was recommended by the Cabinet Mission. As soon as the 

India got independence a committee was formed and Dr. B.R Ambedkar 

was appointed as the head of the committee. This assembly was formed 

by the parliament of constituent. And after around three years this 

committee accomplished for the completion of the constitution. It was 

26
th

 November 1949 that the India‘s constitution was drafted and the 1
st
 

constitution on 26
th

 January 1950 it came to effect. However, the 

Parliament of India was active and remained as the Indian Parliament till 

1952 where it was constituted. 
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The formation of the present assembly of India was according to the 

India‘s constitution. It states that ―there should be a parliament which 

consist of the two houses along with president.‖ One of them is known as 

the House of the People while the other one is called Council of States. 

Delhi is the capital of India where Parliament house is situated. The 

House Estate of assembly of India includes the front desk of the office‘s 

premises and the assembly house.  

According to the Indian government act 1919 give rise to the urge of the 

establishment of creating a house that will specified for central 

legislative assembly, and that can also be utilize for the present 

parliament.  So, for the construction of the building they hire two great 

designer or architects- their names are sir Edwin Lutyens and sir Herbert 

Baker. They were keeping an eye on the construction because they were 

answerable for all the groundwork plus the creation of Delhi. Some of 

the Indian website has shows that the building's midpoint and focused us 

the giant round structure of the central hall. The 3 of the axes, emitting 

from the midpoint and they put down the 3 auditoriums for the Lok 

Sabha. (the place designed for people) the other one for Raj Sabha (the 

place for council state) and the last one chamber was designated to 

Erstwhile library hall (basically the place for the queen). And amid them 

they placed the court's garden.  And the three of auditorium are 

surrounded by structure of round four floored place supplying the place 

for higher authorities like ministers, chairman, legislative committee, 

basic workstation of Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha roll-top desk and 

the main office of government where parliamentary deals or issues are 

getting in focused. 

 

Check your progress-1 

 

1. Discuss the Indian parliamentarian system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Discuss the background of the Indian political system? 
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……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

10.3 STRUCTURAL RANK AND ROLE 
 

India is consisting of federated elected Republic along with the 

legislative government's system that hugely located on the prototype of 

UK. Assembly is the highest-ranking structure of India. Consist of 

president and the other two houses that are Raj Sabha or the other one is 

Lok Sabha. India's separate parliament types of law-making bureau of 

government. Indian president, considered as the nominal chief of the 

state. (The one can create a basic sections of the assembly), the other one 

is the vice president, and the ministers of advisor's group and the cabinet 

that‘s related to federal cabinet. And the prime minister acts the role of 

head of the government leads this cabinet. Make up the section of 

executives. Meanwhile, the courts of India at the association, state and 

the district volumes comprise the legal bureau of government. The basic 

factors of parliament are mentioned in the PRS legislative. And they are 

as follows. 

 Law-making efficiency: identification of rules. 

 Inspection efficiency: to assure that the government or its 

branches are performing their responsibilities adequately. 

 Personification efficiency: to show the ideas and reviews of the 

common person of their district in assembly.  

 Financial controls efficiency: To validate and review the 

incomes and expenses offers by the government.  

 

Corresponding to the political scientist and erstwhile general 

secretary of the Lok Sabha, Subhash Kashyap, that the houses of 

assembly experience the identic force and potential in all the regions 
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else the credit matters. And about the efficiency of council of 

ministers which are especially the orbit of the Lok Sabha.  

 

Indian assembly contributes its legislative factors along with 29 state 

House of representatives. And 7 union regions also inhere that directly 

ruled by the government or the association. The law-making rights of an 

association assembly are designated by the 7
th

 agenda of the legislation 

of India, which designates an association list on which assembly has 

exclusionary administration to enact laws and a concurrent list itemize 

share or extending capabilities.  

 

10.4 ARCHITECTURE AND 

CONFIGURATION 

 

Co constituent and agents 
Law-making federal bureau of India based on the CM, the Rajya Sabha 

considered as the upper house and the Lok Sabha was the lower house. 

These houses of respective people and the state of council make up the 

India's assembly of diploid assembly. 

According to column number 81 related to the Indian Constitution 

designates a apex cap of 552 associates for Lok Sabha, minimum 530 

associates has been selected from the straight memorandum from 

sectional counties under the state and more than 20 associates to present 

the union regional. And not above the 2 associates of the black Indians 

group empowered by the CM, if in the CM's point of view that group is 

not appropriately presented in the house. The elective participation is 

issued in all over the state, collectively in such in a manner that a 

proportion among the counted seats to be allocated for one state and the 

citizenry of that state is so deep as achievable, and it was clone for all the 

states. The group of Lok Sabha now consists of 545 associates. 

Affirming to the website of India, the state of Lok Sabha except in a 

short time adjourned, for maximum 5 years they continued from the 

appointment date, for confrontation firstly and dissolvent of the tenure of 

5 years execute as expiration of the house. Anyhow, during the command 

of exigency is in functioning. This tenure might be enlarged by the 
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assembly through law for a time that is not expanding more than 1 year 

in any kind of condition. Farther the tenure of almost 6 months right after 

notification has break off to execute. Corresponding the article 80 of the 

structure designates beat of 250 associates for the board of the state. In 

these associates, just 12 associates were selected by the CM. and more 

238 associates were selected second handily. By the associates of the 

law-making union of the respective region. And through the associates of 

electoral college for the regional union. Now, presently the Rajya Sabha 

consists of 245 members. And these representatives are nominated for 

complete assistance for the 6-year span. After every two years, mostly 

got resigned. The Rajya Sabha is quite permanent entity, contrary to Lok 

Sabha. Rajya Sabha cannot be dispersed unexpectedly. In the Lok Sabha 

the bureaucratic group or a federation is quite apt to accept bigger than 

the half of the totalized number of seats. In the present formation of seats 

is 273. In case, any group or party does not apt to achieve a maximum 

number of seats, then the group with the maximum number of seats are 

persuaded by the CM to create a new ministry and they got a chance to 

demonstrate their superiority. They have to prove themselves in a 

fastened time and this will be done on the caller of the house. The group 

that have the seats in majority give a fling to get a mass by approaching 

to the other groups because they want to create the outnumbered 

mergence ministry.  

 

On the 5
th

 of December in the year 2016 in India there were 7 identified 

civil groups.  

 The Bhartiya Janata party (BJP)  

 Indian national Congress (INC)  

 Communist party of India (CPI)  

 All India Trinamool Congress 

 Bhajan Semaj party 

 National Congress Party 

 Communist party of India (Marxist) CPI (M) 

In all of these groups or parties the INC is famed one and the biggest 

ones includes Congress party and Bhartiya Janata party. Elections signs 
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in section 6b (restrictions and allocation) 1968 order, designates the 

subsequent norms for the acknowledgement as a civil group:  

 The Lok Sabha party has won 2% seats that is approximately 11 

spots from Maximum 3 various communities.  

 The Lok Sabha and the law-making assembly in the general 

memorandum, this party got almost 6% of ballot in different 4 

states. Additionally, it won the four seats of Lok Sabha.  

 This party get recognized as party of state in more than 4 states. 

At present, 36 of the parties got present themselves in Lok Sabha. There 

is a detailed list of the national parties with the biggest ranking of seats in 

Lok Sabha:  

 

  

 

         Party names  

 

Members  Percentage  

Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) 282 52.3 

Indian National Congress (INC) 44 8.13 

All India Anna Dravida Munnetra 

Kazhagam (AIADMK) 37 6.84 

All India Trinamool Congress (AITC) 34 6.81 

Biju Janata Dal (BJD) 20 3.70 

Shiv Sena (ss) 18 3.33 

Telugu Desam Party (TDP) 16 2.96 

Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) 11 2.03 

Yuvajana Sramika Rythu Congress 

Party (YSR Congress Party) 9 1.66 
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         Party names  

 

Members  Percentage  

Communist Party of India (Marxist) 

(CPI(M)) 9 1.66 

 

.  

 

And the thirty party are presented in the rajya Sabha along with the INC 

Indian national Congress (60), BJP Bharatiya Janata party (56), SP 

samajwaadi party (19), AIADMK as All India Anna Dravida munnetra 

kazagham (13) and AITC All India Trinamool Congress (11) these 

parties got the highest number of seats. 

  

10.5 DIRECTORSHIP EXECUTION 
 

The main and vital directorship roles in the houses of assembly like Lok 

Sabha and Rajya Sabha are the governing deputies. (speech maker and an 

ambassador speech maker) and the head of the house.  The speech maker 

in the Lok Sabha be in authority of the conference and adjust the 

everyday act and the house affairs. 

The speech maker and the ambassador speech maker in the Lok Sabha 

party got selected from between their associates through a basic larger 

part of associates displayed and polling under the house. There was no 

exclusively qualified person required for getting selected as the speech 

maker. The only requirement of the Constitution was the speech maker 

must be the associate of house.  

 

Confer to the pioneering of the Indian Constitution, the speech maker, is 

duty-bound for endorsing the mortality and the house entitlement.  

Whenever any command is heightened or any kind of interrogation 

concerned the rules apprehension or the criterion in the part Lok Sabha is 

highlighted the speech maker must clarify the rule and offer his 

sovereignty. The speech maker supposed to execute their operations in 
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subsequent of procurement of the structure and the methods and 

conductivity in the Lok Sabha‘s business. Furthermore, responsibilities 

of the speech maker is to control assembly decency and etiquettes in any 

condition.  

 

The controlling officials of Rajya Sabha have responsibility to take care 

of the execution of the respective house. Controlling officials includes 

the Indian vice president executing as the erstwhile head of the Rajya 

Sabha. This entity has the responsibility to select the assistant director in 

all of the associates who can take the responsibility of daily working of 

the respective house. The chief executive officer is not a part of Rajya 

Sabha and cannot get engaged in the polling excluding the circumstances 

of draw. The rights of the chief executive officer as a controlling official 

comprise of the domination to present the federation and regulations of 

methods related to the respective letters of the house, controversy 

adhesive rulings, and should keep commands and development 

maintained. The other one important official that every house have is 

assistant general. Whose duties includes are counsellor of the elocutionist 

of the respective house and for the associates of all assembly executions 

and exertion of all the affairs of methods and proceedings. The leader of 

the house in Lok Sabha is the PM except they are not a house associate, 

in the Lok Sabha. And in this circumstance, another administrator might 

get selected by the PM for the execution of the matters involved in the 

house as the leader. Every house has the director of opposition as well. 

The pays and annuity of the directors of opposition in the assembly act, 

1977 clears the title ―opposition leader‖ to the norm that the associates of 

the union of States or the houses whatever the situation is, for whom, for 

the time, in opposition the director of the house of party to the ministry 

acquiring the huge exponential power and got identified as the head of 

the state's union or may be the house's spokesperson of the house,  

whatever the situation is.  

Anyhow, in other to get identified group by spokesperson the group 

should have these factors – number of total associates of the house must 

be at least 1/10
th

 and that is equal to almost 55 associates. The present 

group of Lok Sabha doesn‘t have the director of the opposition, 
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considering the biggest group of opposition. Meanwhile the Congress 

party consists of just 44 seats. 

Every group has leader whip and the deputy whips and it‘s all 

dependable on the mass of the associates in the related house. In all the 

responsibilities of the whips of all the groups the usual one and major 

one in all if them is delegate everything to the ministry whip. They are 

quite focused on delineate the span of the conference, acquiring the 

ministry‘s schedule and settling the venture's insight dealings. The 

ministry secretary is answerable for regulated concerns of ministry 

ventures.  

 

10.5.1 Chambers 
 

There are two main and major types of chamber or you call it committee 

as well. These chambers are as follows:  

 Ad hoc committees 

 Standing committees 

 

Corresponding to the Indian website of parliament, ―the boards that are 

specifically selected for the basic aspiration and they break off to obtain 

when their designated work got completed and they have completed their 

allocated task by submission of reports.  The main points in the ad hoc 

boards are the elect and joined boards on statements and these are 

specifically chosen for the special notes got valued and reported. And 

others like railway convention boards, the boards on the money order 5 

years layout and the Hindi equivalent boards got assigned for exclusive 

function. And in the other aspects, standing boards are the long-lasting 

and traditional boards that are created after some time enforcement of the 

equipping of an act assembly and guidelines of methods and conductivity 

of ventures in Lok Sabha. The basic task of these mentioned boards are 

of a extended nature. Board associates got selected by every house or 

suggested by the spokesperson or the head of the house. To valued and 

reported on the exclusive mater and develop into the functus officio 

sooner they will be completing their allocated task on the concerned 
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topic. There are some standing boards that we are mentioning here as 

well are as follows:  

 Business counselling board.  

 The solicit board. 

 The board of perk 

 The prevailing board.  

 

The other categories of boards are usually behaving like assembly's 

―custodian‖ on the administration. These are the boards on an assistant 

charter, the board on ministry assertion, the board on assess, the board on 

civic accounts and the board of civic endeavors and authoritative concern 

standing committees.  

  

10.5.2 Polling 
 

Polling in India are organized relatively to allotment in the structure, 

along with all the legal rules that has been made by assembly‘s basic and 

vital rule are comprised of the portrayal of the Act, 1950, which 

exclusively manage all the foresights and arrangements of elective index 

and the portrayal of Indian Act, 1951 which usually manages detailed 

and along with all the other perspectives of conductivity of polling and 

keep an eye in matters that might be created after the polling. The Indian 

supreme courts have controlled where the executed legal rules are 

restrained or make deficit outline to manage with an allocated 

circumstance during the conductivity of polling, the commission of 

polling has the abounding rights in the structure to behave in the most 

decent and the disciplined way.  

If anyone wanted to be an associate of Lok Sabha, that person will have 

to go for the seat in the civic polling and those polling‘s supposed to be 

retained on the base of worldwide grown up assent and it has to be held 

in almost after five years, except call prior. This clearly shows that each 

and every inherent of India who is or above at the age of 18 has 

completely authorize to cast a vote. But yet they should be certified by 

the laws of Lok Sabha. The CM can break off Lok Sabha and they can 
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give commands for the local polling before the 5 year for completed, if 

the ministry is not up for questioning Lok Sabha or unless there is no 

other ministry that can take charge immediately.  

In corresponding to the website of Lok Sabha, assembly, by time, by 

rules making provision along with high regards to all the affairs related 

to or connected with polling to the Lok Sabha, and all of that includes the 

arrangement of  elective index, the confinement of constituencies or all 

the additional affairs are necessitate of protecting the owe structure of 

Lok Sabha. Whenever the seat of any associate got selected for the house 

turn into unfilled or it is announced as an unfilled. In addition, their 

polling is announced as invalid. The same procedure goes with the bye-

polling. 

 

India‘s structured article 84 designate that to be a associate of the party 

Lok Sabha, one must be a inherent of India, their age must of 25 years 

below than that is not acceptable, and must have other degrees that are 

related to laws or government. Or if they have suggested some then one 

must go for those degrees.  

 

Polling for the Lok Sabha are accomplished by utilizing a unique and 

specific system that is first- past - the- post. Where any country has 

splatted in many terrestrial regions we can call it as constituencies, and 

the selectors can give their votes for an applicant. Though usually most 

of the applicants apply as an individual, the applicants that are most 

victorious take part as an associate of some ministerial party, that one 

associate who gets the biggest number of votes will be declared as the 

victor.  

India is distributed in to 543 sectors of parliament, every one of them 

return back an associate of assembly to the group Lok Sabha, the most 

lessen house of assembly. The mass and formation of the parliamentary 

structures are focused by self-sufficient confinement commission, which 

usually wants to form a constituency which got approximately the similar 

population, matter of terrestrial values and the barriers of state and the 

federal regions.  
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According to the previous general polling that was held in just 35 days it 

was conducted between 7
th

 April,2X14 and the other on 12
th

 May, 2X14. 

And the number of applicants was about 8,251 collectively. Voter‘s 

aggregate was comparatively quite higher, including 66.38% within the 

country almost 814.5 million of qualified voters. An upcoming general 

polling going to be held this year means 2X19. 

 

Check your progress-2 

1. Discuss Polling in India and the history associated with it? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

10.5.3 Law-making procedures 
 

To make a bill rule in India it must have to go through the 3 stages in 

every house of assembly. As it is already made clear in website of Lok 

Sabha, the very initial process of the launching of bill which have to be 

done on a mobility carried out by whether government or an associate. 

While in the secondary process, any one of the mentioned mobility can 

be carried out and because of the bill Can be look as the deliberation that 

it could be refer to a selection chamber of the house either it could be 

refer to the joint chamber of the house. Or that it could be only circled 

for intending to bring out the notion afterwards.  

After that, the bill gets for the deliberation that has done by stipulation 

and refer it to joint chamber. The final process is constructed to the 

discourse on the mobility that the bill gets proceed and the bill is proceed 

or declined or by polling (either return to Lok Sabha through Rajya 

Sabha if it is the case of cash bill). 

The process of Bill making can be branched further and they are as 

follows:  

 Reading 

 Reading 

 Chamber/committee process 

 Reading 
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 Administrative acknowledgement 

 Kinds and outline of Bill 

So usually two types of bills are existing. Ministry bills and other one we 

call it as personal associates bills. Meanwhile, there are less amount of 

personal associate bills that usually turn into a law.  

In accordance with the website of Lok Sabha, rely upon their consents, 

bills can be furthermore categorized widely in to these:  

a. Casual bills: these are the bills that are ready to demonstrate fresh 

offers. 

b. Revised bills: bills that can be modify, revised or can be altered 

the existing acts. 

c. Centralized Bills: bills that looking for centralization of current 

laws.  

d. Ceasing bills: bills that can be continuously expiring.  

e. Withdrawal bills: bills that are looking for clearance of current 

laws.  

f. Replacing laws bills: these are bills that is used to replace the 

current laws.  

g. Structural bills: the bills that are yes to create constitution.  

h. Money bills: the bills that are related to the tax and audits of the 

state.  

Check your progress-3 

1. Discuss the legislation body of the Indian political system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

2. What are the seven parties in India at the moment? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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10.6 CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT 

BILLS  
 

The. Bills charges that try to revise the Constitution. As indicated by the 

system determined in the Constitution, Constitution Amendment Bills 

have three types. Namely:   

 requiring extraordinary lion's share for their entry in each House 

i.e., a dominant part of the all-out enrolment of a House and by a 

greater part of at least 66% of the individuals from that House 

present and casting a ballot Act, 368.  

 

 requiring extraordinary lion's share for their entry and approval 

by Legislatures of at the very least one-portion of the States by 

goals with that impact gone by those Legislatures (stipulation to 

proviso (2) of article 368). A Constitution Amendment Bill under 

article 368 presented in House of Parliament and must be 

accepted by every House by extraordinary dominant part. 

 

10.6.1 Cash Bills  
 

A bill that we call a cash bill "in the event that it just contains 

arrangements identified with tax collection, obtaining of cash by the 

administration, use from receipt of India. If any inquiry emerges 

regarding that whether a bill is a cash charge, the choice of the 

Spokesperson of the House, subsequently will be final.  A progressively 

long meaning of cash bill is given in the constitution of the article 110. 

A cash bill must be presented in the Lok Sabha and just on the proposal of the 

CM. It must be cleared in Lok Sabha by a basic lion's share of all individuals 

who are involved in voting. Furthermore, section in the Lok Sabha a cash bill is 

sent to the Rajya Sabha "with a declaration by the Speaker that it is a cash 

Bill," and the Rajya Sabha cannot dismiss a cash Bill nor would it be able to 

correct it by temperance by own forces. It must, inside a time of fourteen days 
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from date of issuance of the Bill, give back the Bill to the Lok Sabha with its 

suggestions. In accordance with the Subhash Kashyap:  the Lok Sabha may 

immediately, whether acknowledge or dismiss some of the proposals or 

all of the Rajya Sabha. In the event that the Lok Sabha acknowledges any 

of the suggestions of the Rajya Sabha, the Money Bill will be regarded to 

gone by both the Houses in the structure where it was passed by the Lok 

Sabha prior the revisions suggested by the Rajya Sabha). Further, if a 

Money Bill is passed and transmitted to the Rajya Sabha inside the given 

time of fourteen days, it will be considered to have been accepted by 

both the Houses at the lapse of fourteen days. 

10.6.2 Money related Bills  
 

A bill that contains "a few arrangements identified with tax assessment 

and use, and also contains arrangements identified with some other issue 

is known as a Financial Bill. At the end of the day, if a Bill only 

comprised by the Legislatorial and point out different matters, it will be a 

monetary bill. Financial bills are normally additionally sorted as 

specifications. A and B bills. As indicated by the Rajya Sabha site, 

Classification Bills consists of arrangements managing any issues 

determined in provisions (b) to (g) of condition (2) of article 110 

including however not restricted to issues, for example, the burden, 

cancelation, abatement, adjustment or guideline of any expense; the 

guideline of the obtaining of cash or the giving of any certification by the  

Indian ministry and different issues and Category B Bills include use 

from the combined Fund condition.  A Category A budgetary bill must 

be presented in the Lok Sabha on the suggestion of the President. In any 

case, "when it has been passed by the Lok Sabha, it resembles a common 

Bill and there is no limitation on the forces of the Rajya Sabha on such 

Bills. Category B budgetary bills are dealt with like customary bills, 

which can be presented in place of assembly.  

10.6.3 Common Bills  
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Common bills are for enactment about any issues other than those points 

secured by monetary bills, cash bills, and Constitution change bills. 

Review   
In a bill of union, it must go through three readings in both the Lok 

Sabha or Rajya Sabha under the steady gaze of it moves towards 

becoming law.  

10.7 FIRST READING  
 

Administrative procedure is started with the presentation of a bill, 

appropriation of a movement for leave to present a Bill in either place of 

assembly the Lok Sabha or the Rajya Sabha. Ordinary bills and 

Constitution correction bills will be presented in another house. Be that 

as it may, cash bills or any other cash related bills just be presented in the 

Lok Sabha. A bill can be presented through the ministry or could be 

presented as a solo associate. A pastor who wants to acquaint a bill has 

given with 7 days to recorded as a hard copy to present the Bill. The 

Speaker may, be that as it may, enable the movement to be moved in less 

timing.  

While the primary perusing, associates of assembly may raise protests 

and difficulties on specific floor. The method for restricting presentation 

of a bill is following:  

Movement to present a Bill might be contradicted by any part on general 

grounds or on the ground that the Bill starts enactment outside the 

administrative skill of the House. Any part burning of contradicting the 

acquaintance of a Bill with a notice of that impact indicating unmistakably and 

exactly the issues with be raised by 1000 hours on the day on which the Bill is 

incorporated into the rundown of business. 

On the chance that the movement to present a Bill is restricted, the 

Spokesperson will permit an explanation from the part who contradicts 

the movement and the Minister who started the movement. From that 

point, the movement is put to the vote of the House.  
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It is an acknowledged practice in Lok Sabha that the Spokesperson does 

not give any decision on the point whether a bill is naturally inside the 

administrative skill of the House or not. The House additionally does not 

take a choice on the particular inquiry of vires of a Bill. After discussion, 

the movement for leave to acquaint a Bill is put with vote of the House 

by the Spokesperson. 

After a bill has been presented, it is distributed in the Gazette of India. 

Once a bill is presented in Parliament, it might be alluded to a 

Department Related Standing Committee (DRSC) by the Chairman, 

Rajya Sabha or the Speaker, Lok Sabha, all things considered for nitty 

gritty assessment and to create a report on the bill in the given time.  

Customarily, a timespan of a quarter of a year is conceded to the DRSCs 

for introduction of a report. As per the Lok Sabha site:   per winning 

practice, typically all ministry Bills, aside from Bills to supplant 

Ordinances, Bills cancelling outdated laws, Appropriation Bills, Finance 

Bills and Bills of specialized or inconsequential nature, are alluded to the 

concerned Departmentally Related Standing Committees for assessment 

and report.  

The reports of the Standing Committees have powerful esteem and are 

treated as thought about counsel by the Government. On the off chance 

that, the ministry acknowledges any of the proposals of the Committee, it 

might present authority alterations at the thought phase of the Bill or may 

pull back the bill announced by the Standing Committee and present 

another extensive bill subsequent to consolidating such of the 

suggestions of the Standing Committee as are adequate to the ministry.  

b.  Second Reading  

The second perusing of a bill is contained two phases. Once the 

significant DRSC has presented its report to the important house, the bill 

is commonly Carried up for talk. 

           

c. Initial stage  
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The initial stage of the secondary reading starts along with talk on the 

fundamentals of the bill and it‘s granting. In accordance with the 

assembly of Indian website in this procedure it is disclosed to the houses 

to promote the bill to the elect chamber of the respective house either a 

joint chamber of the related house or to circled it for only to inspire 

feeling subsequently or to straightaway bring it into consideration. 

 

As opposed to the general audit regular for different bills at the main 

phase of the subsequent perusing, charges alluded to a select or joint 

council are viewed as proviso by condition. Revisions can be acquainted 

with different provisions by the individuals from the board of trustees:  

 

A Select chamber or a Joint Chamber of  these Houses endowed with the 

thought of a Bill issues a press report and welcomes memoranda from 

general society everywhere just as from specific intrigue gatherings to 

put materials and perspectives before the chamber. The chamber may 

likewise hear master proof and agents of specific vested. 

 

d. Secondary process 

 

The secondary process of the secondary readings comprises of provision 

by statement thought of the Bill, as presented in Lok Sabha or as 

revealed by a Select or a Joint chamber or as gone by Rajya Sabha, all 

things considered. Discussion and discussion happen on every condition 

of the Bill and changes can be moved at this stage.  Each revision and 

every proviso are put to a vote. The changes become some portion of the 

bill on the off chance that they are acknowledged by a dominant part of 

individuals present and casting a ballot. After the individual clauses, the 

timetables assuming any one, statement one, the ordering recipe, and the 

long title of the bill have been embraced with or without changes by the 

House, the subsequent perusing is considered to be finished.  

 

10.8 THIRD READING  
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The third perusing of a bill is the phase at which the part in-control can 

move that the bill be passed. At this stage "the discussion is bound to 

contentions either in help or dismissal of the Bill without alluding to the 

subtleties thereof more remote than that are completely necessary, 

According to the assembly of Indian site, only formal, verbal or 

significant changes are permitted to be moved at this stage. In passing a 

customary bill, a straightforward dominant part of individuals presents 

and casting a ballot is fundamental. In any case, on account of a Bill to 

correct the Constitution, a larger part of the all-out participation of the 

house and a share of at the very least 66% of the individuals present and 

casting a ballot is required in each House of assembly.  

 

10.9 REHASHED IN ANOTHER HOUSE  
 

After a bill is passed in one house, it is sent to the next House for 

simultaneousness with a message to that effect.  The administrative 

procedure of the Rajya Sabha is fundamentally the same as the one in the 

Lok Sabha, portrayed previously.  

 

The Lok Sabha‘s site condenses the connection between the houses in 

the administrative procedure as pursues: 

 

On receiving of the task, the Bill got initially put on the desk of Rajya 

Sabha, which is regarded as the First Reading phase of the Bill in that 

House. From that point, the Bill again experiences similar stages, 

namely, the Second Reading stage involving either the discourse on the 

movement that the Bill be mulled over or its reference to a Select 

Committee of that House and the third Reading stage. Rajya Sabha may 

either consent to the Bill, as gone by Lok Sabha, or return the Bill with 

alterations to Lok Sabha for its simultaneousness.  

 

Rajya Sabha is, in any kind of case, required to restore a cash Bill gone 

and transmitted by Lok Sabha inside a time of 14 days from the date of 

its receipt. Rajya Sabha may restore a Money Bill transmitted to it with 
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or without suggestions. It is available to Lok Sabha to acknowledge or 

dismiss all or any of the proposals of Rajya Sabha.  

 

Be that as it may, if Rajya Sabha doesn't restore a Money Bill inside the 

endorsed time of 14 days, the Bill is regarded must have gone by the 

Houses of assembly at the expiry of the said time of 14 days in the 

structure wherein it was passed by Lok Sabha. 

 

On the off chance that a bill is passed by one house and is dismissed by 

the other house, or the houses have at last differ with regards to the 

changes to be made in the bill, or over a half year pass from the date of 

receipt of the bill by the other house without the bill being passed by it, 

the President may, except if the bill has slipped by explanation of 

disintegration of Lok Sabha, consider a joint sitting of the two houses to 

determine the fastening.  

 

10.10 ADMINISTRATION APPROVAL 
 

Administration consent is the last advance in the authoritative procedure 

before a bill formally turns into an Act of assembly and part of India's 

Rules:  

 

The CM can give his consent or retain his consent to a Bill. The 

President can likewise restore the Bill, on the off chance that it's anything 

but a cash Bill, with his proposals to the Houses for re-examination, and 

if the Houses pass the Bill again with or without corrections, the 

President cannot retain his consent to a such a Bill. The President will 

undoubtedly give his consent to a Constitution revised Bill exhibited to 

him for approval.  

 

10.10.1 Modern law making 
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 The list that is mentioned below shows some major law making 

that the assembly of India not long ago valued and eared that now 

become Acts of assembly:  

 Structure (122
nd

 revised Bill, 2014: The universal Goods and 

Services Tax is a worth included expense the assembling, deal, 

and utilization of products and enterprises. It is planned for 

changing and streamlining the assessment framework at the 

national level. 

 

 Juvenile Justice Bill, 2014: This bill returns the Juvenile Justice 

in which it‘s mentioned about child protection Act, 2000. It tends 

to kids in strife with law and youngsters needing care and 

assurance. The Bill licenses adolescents between the ages of 16–

18 years to be attempted as grown-ups for grievous offences. 

 

 Public Judiciary Calls Bill, 2014: bill was presented related to 

the Constitutional (121st revised) Bill, 2014, which builds up the 

National Judiciary calls. The bill manages the strategy to be 

trailed by the NJAC for suggesting people for arrangement as the 

Chief Justice of India and different judges of the Supreme Court, 

and as boss judges and different judges of the high courts. 

 

 Responsibilities towards the Disables Bill, 2014: The Bill 

designed for the Persons with Disabilities chances on equality, 

Rights Protection Act, 1995. The bill extended the quantity of 

incapacities indicated under the 1995 Act from seven to nineteen 

conditions. "People with at any rate 40% inability are qualified 

for specific advantages, for example, reservations in training and 

work, inclination in government plans and many more.  
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 Sector of Indian levels Bill, 2015: This bill shows the Bureau of 

Indian Standards (BIS) Act, 1986. It looks to set up the BIS as the 

national gauges body and to require institutionalization of 

determined things. 

 

 10.11 LET’S SUM UP 
 

India is a country where the parliamentary system of government is in 

action, and it seems like a xerox copy of the UK based model of the 

country. The present-day parliamentarian system arises from the 

colonialism administration of Britain. However, its development was 

organic which resulted in enhancing the representation in the government 

of India.  

There are various bills which are passed in the parliament house. They 

become the rule of law from the presidential signatures. Law-making 

federal bureau of India based on the CM, the Rajya Sabha considered as 

the upper house and the Lok Sabha was the lower house. These houses of 

respective people and the state of council make up the India's assembly 

of diploid assembly. 

The main and vital directorship roles in the houses of assembly like Lok 

Sabha and Rajya Sabha are the governing deputies. (speech maker and an 

ambassador speech maker) and the head of the house.   

Polling in India are organized relatively to allotment in the structure, 

along with all the legal rules that has been made by assembly‘s basic and 

vital rule are comprised of the portrayal of the Act, 1950, which 

exclusively manage all the foresights and arrangements of elective index 

and the portrayal of Indian Act, 1951 which usually manages detailed 

and along with all the other perspectives of conductivity of polling and 

keep an eye in matters that might be created after the polling. 

 

 10.12 KEYWORDS 
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 Raj Sabha – An Indian parliamentarian institution.  

 BJP - The Bhartiya Janata party (BJP)  

 INC - Indian national Congress (INC)  

 CPI - Communist party of India (CPI)  

 AITC - All India Trinamool Congress 

 BSP - Bhajan Semaj party 

 NCP - National Congress Party 

 Polling – The electoral policy 

10.13 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 Parliamentary Democracy in India by B. Venkateswarlu  

 The Congress Party of India: The Dynamics of a One-Party 

Democracy by SA Kochenak 

 Democracy, development, and the countryside: Urban-rural 

struggles in India by A Varshney  

10.14 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 Discuss the law making in detail in India? 

 Discuss the selection process of the members of the Lokh Saba? 

 Discuss the impact of Britain colonialism in the Indian 

government system? 

 Discuss the impact of president in the law making? 

 Discuss the main points of the constitution of India. 

 Describe the amendments in the constitution of India. 

10.15 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 The Indian parliamentarian system consist of the two houses 

which are responsible for the bills of every type. (check your 

progress-1 Q.1) 

 The modern system of parliamentary institutions has its roots 

from the Britain colonial administrations. It was due to the 

immense struggle and a relentless demand which got the major 
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part in the representation of India. The first-ever legislative body 

was formed when the East India Company came to India and 

started ruling. It was the time when the Governor-General of 

India held both the responsibilities together. (check your 

progress-1 Q.2) 

 

 Polling in India are organized relatively to allotment in the 

structure, along with all the legal rules that has been made by 

assembly‘s basic and vital rule are comprised of the portrayal of 

the Act, 1950, which exclusively manage all the foresights and 

arrangements of elective index and the portrayal of Indian Act, 

1951 which usually manages detailed and along with all the other 

perspectives of conductivity of polling and keep an eye in matters 

that might be created after the polling. (check your progress-2 

Q.1) 

 

 India is consisting of federated elected Republic along with the 

legislative government's system that hugely located on the 

prototype of UK. Assembly is the highest-ranking structure of 

India. Consist of president and the other two houses that are Raj 

Sabha or the other one is Lok Sabha. India's separate parliament 

types of law-making bureau of government. Indian president, 

considered as the nominal chief of the state. (check your 

progress-3 Q.1) 

 Parties are: 

o The Bhartiya Janata party (BJP)  

o Indian national Congress (INC)  

o Communist party of India (CPI)  

o All India Trinamool Congress 

o Bhajan Semaj party 

o National Congress Party 

o Communist party of India (Marxist) CPI (M) (check your 

progress-3 Q.2) 
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UNIT-11 THE CHALLENGES OF SUB-

NATIONALISM: CRISIS AND 

MANAGEMENT 
  

STRUCTURE  

11.0 Objective 

 11.1 Introduction 

 11.2 What is sub-nationalism? 

 11.3 How did sub-nationalism submerge in our constituency for 73 

years? 

 11.4 The events triggered negatively by sub-nationalism ideology 

 11.5 How sub-nationalism helped in achieving social development 

 11.6 Challenges and concerns to manage 

 11.7 Modern day proposals and difficulties of sub-nationalism 

 11.8 Advantages of having a sub-nationalism ideology 

 11.9 Let‘s Sum up  

 11.10 Keywords 

 11.11 Suggested Readings 

 11.12 Questions for review 

 11.13 Answers to check your progress   

  

11.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

 At the end of the chapter, you should be able to understand the 

alluring topic sub-nationalism.  

 Identify the key acts and sections which brought it alive in a 

nationalist country.  

 Understand how we are using this for many states' welfare and 

education.  
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 Know about the historical riots and confrontations happened 

throughout the country. 

 How are we coping up with its challenges and problems, how to 

manage them to get over with it? 

 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of sub-nationalism 

 You will be able to understand the deep philosophy behind sub 

nationalism and how can we achieve greater welfare for all states 

within the nation‘s unity by eliminating the political vantage 

point. 

  

11.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The term 'sub-nationalism' wasn't a preferred theme within the past, 

neglected, and studied cautiously with reservations. However, at present, 

it has become a well-liked subject and widely mentioned as observable 

facts.  

However, things had been quickly reminded that we are witnessing a 

noteworthy growth of recognition and penetrating works on every facet 

of sub-nationalism as socio-political movements in all elements of the 

world these days. Therefore, within the lightweight of these happenings, 

this chapter is a shot to provide the idea of sub-nationalism conceptually 

and considerably lengthens the evidence of sub-nationalism rising within 

the post-colonial era in our country and around the globe.  

As the concept of sub-nationalism encompasses enormously, we will be 

able to be selective relatively and check out to focus on the conceptual 

understanding of the term sub-nationalism, an exceptional method that 

relates to community's movements and ideologies. 

However, the conception of sub-nationalism takes several forms, but at 

the foremost general level, all kinds of sub-nationalism are seen as 

manifestations of a hunt for community or identity completely different 

from the community or identity provided by shared citizenship of 

associate degree existing independent (sovereign) states. One amongst 

the foremost distinguished ideas of sub-nationalism is also taken to 
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possess emerged out of the notion of self-rule and complete 

independence. In some cases, the search has taken the shape of a 

revivification of religious identity in India and various regions of the 

world; as within the revival of Islam in several parts of the world, the 

separatist movements in the early seventies by the Sikhs in North-

western India and the emergence of ethnic communities of North-eastern 

India seeking autonomy or complete sovereignty and the trends of Hindu 

sub-nationalism in different parts of India. 

Our nation is going through a stringent phase of waves, in that sub-

nationalism overlapping itself over the current of nationalism created 

during independence movement by who fought endeavoured and 

sacrificed their lives for the nation. After the independence attained and 

power of governance passed to Indians, political leaders gradually started 

indulging more in the game of power-grabbing instead of nation-

building.  

The game of power-sharing could be played through the rules of 

democratic procedures or through their violation. Unfortunately, the 

former course is tough and tortuous, and the latter course is not only easy 

but is more likely to lead to early successes. So, most of the upcoming 

politicians choose the latter course. And this has created umpteen 

currents of sub-nationalism in our country. 

  

11.2 WHAT DOES SUB-NATIONALISM 

MEANS? 
 

Sub-nationalism is defined as the aspirations of one community within a 

country to enlarge their identity in various forms rather only being 

Indian.  

It is the conviction of asseverating the interests of one's own 

state/region/province, as separate from the interest of the nation and the 

common interest of all other states/regions/provinces. In India, the idea 

of nationalism was being undermined by sub-nationalism and its nature 

of activities.  
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The term sub-nationalism draws a spectrum of oneness for various 

communities to interact, focus, and establish links of a platform for all to 

pursue aims and objectives distinctively. Unfulfilled goals can be 

achieved with this feeling for one another. Sub-nationalism determined 

to have an exclusive identification of one's intention and feeling. It is 

also a judgment pass on to determine actions, courses for practical 

reasons, and the ultimate voice to enforce objection or support. It is a 

condition of mind, feeling, or sentiment of a group of people living in a 

well-defined- geographical area, speaking a common language, and 

possessing aspirations for a nation. 

The assertion of ethnic identities has replaced ideological differences as a 

major source of domestic conflict in different parts of the world in recent 

years. Ethnicity is not, of course, a precise concept and those who march 

under a particular ethnic banner usually have in common a bundle of 

attributes-a shared history, language, religion, and culture and usually 

also a common racial origin (itself an imprecise term). The list of ethnic 

conflicts include the conflict between Indians (imported as labourers by 

the British during the colonial period) and indigenous South Pacific 

islanders in Fiji, the conflict between Africans (originally imported as 

slaves) and South Asians in Guyana, between the Tutsi and Hutu in 

Burundi, between the Amerindians and those of European origin in 

Guatemala and Peru, between blacks and whites in South Africa, 

between the Malays and Chinese in Malaysia and so on. 

11.3 HOW DID SUB-NATIONALISM 

SUBMERGE IN OUR CONSTITUENCY 

FOR 70 YEARS? 
 

India from the time of independence struggle has been engulfed this 

ideology of sub-nationalism, as territories boundary lined by unified 

provinces and ethnic regions of various languages. 

Nation has been a pluralist society manner before independence. 

Governance passed on to Indians, allowed, has given the liberty to all or 

any distinct non-seculars, ethnic and linguistic groups to convey their 

ambitions in whichever potential manner.  
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 The partition happened on the basis of religious altercations.  

 The organization of states had taken place on the premise of 

language (state reorganization act, 1956). Nation has begun to 

show the signs of affiliating this ideology from the terrible 

starting that mirrored accommodative disposition. 

 The first-past-the-post electoral system tends to favour ethno 

cultural majorities.  

 Also, the special rights provided to tribal people to preserve their 

own culture and traditions in the fifth and sixth schedules, 

 Preventing the transition of national language from English to 

Hindi by the official language act of 1963. 

 Part XXI of the Constitution features a set of special provisions 

for certain States and sub-State regions.  

 There are group-based fundamental rights provided in the 

Constitution, such as in Articles twenty-nine and thirty.  

By witnessing all the above acts and following consequences, our 

Constitution is deeply rooted by the idea of sub-nationalism. One can call 

and act like nationalist but cannot avoid the fact that a thread attached to 

his name, identity, and social status from the sub-nationalism. Recent 

triggering events are from Karnataka, demanding separate state flag on 

its own apart from having a national flag by living in the country itself, 

which had created multiple implications on the judiciary system. We are 

witnessing the sub-nationalism is way different than in 70 years of 

independence, which became a tool to either utilize to do welfare and 

gave proper education or more like political agenda for elections by 

triggering the sensitive emotions like caste and the mother language of 

people. The above all are the possible reasons to be conducive to the 

creation of sub-nationalistic trends. 

You name your region/province before uttering anything about your own 

nation. What's the point of determining your individual identity in the 

name of patriarchy rather than accepting the diversity of the country? But 

sub-nationalism has its two faces, to come into light whenever it is 

needed. It can be moulded and twisted in many ways.  
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Technology gave us access to live like a netizen, not the citizen of a 

country. By forgetting all the implications occurs if it is manipulated in 

arduous possible ways, people are: 

These all signify the zeal of India carries. Less strenuous nature of 

separating states shows the heterogeneous character of Indian society. 

Therefore, it is justly argued by several political scientists is that 

republican India may be classified as a 'state nation' which values' 

multiple but complementary' socio-cultural identities and provide 

constitutional mechanisms to guard and specify their identity 

aspirations.  

 

Check your progress -1 

1.  What is sub nationalism? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. How did Sub-Nationalism submerge in our constituency?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

  

11.4 THE EVENTS TRIGGERED 

NEGATIVELY BY SUB-NATIONALISM 

IDEOLOGY  
 

11.4.1 Haryana-Jut Agitation 
 

 In February 2016, the violent agitation of Haryana Juts conducted a 

series of vehement protests, in result benumbed the state for 10 days, 

which led to a loss of 16 lives, injured 200 people and damage to the 

property amounting to hundreds of crores. The political and social 

potency jut community in Haryana is evident in the manner of bringing 

the state and adjoining areas to a halt, causing violent mayhem, 
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blackmailing and defying the government with dispensation, in their 

quest for reservation in government jobs and educational institutions 

under the other backward class category. The underlying schism between 

the two castes caused all the trouble for their political gains. If one is in 

the ruling party, another would eventually start an agitation to prove the 

political intricacies. 

 

11.4.2 Babri Masjid Riots, 1992 
 

Demolition of Babri masjid in 1992 was initiated because of a rally 

named ram Rath yatra conducted by BJP (BHARATIYA JANATA 

PARTY) and VHP (VISHVA HINDU PARISHAD) with around 15000 

volunteers, which turned violent and caused death toll of around two 

thousand people and an estimated loss of property was around 9000 

crores. The ensuing riots counted amongst the major factors behind the 

1993 Mumbai bombings and many other riots in the decade. Here the 

conspiracy behind the collateral damage to the nation is religion. 

Religion hides behind the sub-nationalism and acts accordingly to a bias 

of political agenda. Two religions fought for the supremacy over land, in 

return causing inadvertent casualties and destruction inflicted on 

common people by the mayhem. The thing here is sub-nationalism can 

be easily misled by the rhetoric political ideologies. The consequences 

are far more dangerous, and implications are yet to face for that 

disastrous act. 

11.4.3 Assam- East Bengal issue 
 

Here the question is who an Assamese in Assam is? 

The larger invasion of Bengali Muslim farmer immigrants and their 

penetration deep into the rural areas created fear among the Assamese. 

They insisted a 'line system' should be introduced, an imaginary line 

beyond which the Bengali Muslim cultivators will not be allowed to 

settle. But the line system existed on documents only. Another panic 

attack had instigated in the heads of the Assamese— the fear of 
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becoming a minority in their own land (the Brahmaputra Valley), 

outnumbered by the Bengali Muslims. 

 Protests and insurgencies are continuing till date, with atrocious 

activities. As governments changing, the change is becoming inevitable 

for Bengali Muslim farmers, one they must be going to accustomed to. 

By Excluding the four million permanent residents of Assam from the 

national register of citizens (NRC) by letting stand them on a cliff to dive 

or show proof that your ancestors born in this land or not. Neither they 

can produce their father‘s birth certificates nor leave back to Bangladesh. 

The solution for not letting four million voters into the election is a sweet 

kind of killing human rights. The majority of them related to one religion 

and government biased to another. By disenfranchising so that they 

cannot either stand in an election or vote back. The influence is at high 

stake that deprives them of their citizenship. Presumably, millions of 

people will be stateless, and those hapless lives are no one's headache 

now. Sub-nationalism again hits at the darker spot this time. 

The above mentioned are incidents happened because of pure intentional 

political advantages taken by different parties or leaders to gain the fruits 

of their deeds in respective state/religion/province by tapping sub-

nationalism. All of them had metered immense damage to the nation and 

states. 

  

11.4.4 Karnataka Demanding Separate flag 
 

In early 2017, just before elections, Karnataka government came to 

surface with an idea of proposing separate flag for its own, even formed 

a committee to look into it. There is a frisk of hesitation not to accept that 

proposal, because it had been hoisting their own flag for the year by 

various prominent leader and parties in the past. But the political 

implications arising by these are worrisome. People did come in unity to 

fight against the strident imposition of Hindi language, but this came too 

far away. People are opinionated about imposition issue, but flag issues 

come up with political agenda and personal gains. With elections come 

around, the minute sentiments of voters had been tapped carefully with a 
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sensitive issue like regionalism, personal identity and native proud. It is 

crucial to understand for any of us to not fall into the prey eyes of 

rhetoric political communalism.  

11.5 HOW SUB-NATIONALISM HELPED 

IN ACHIEVING SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

Having large states, populations of which equivalent to some of the other 

countries. These states are similar only in size. The strange differences 

among Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh in terms of 

social development indicator are worse than some of the OCED 

countries. These stats can say that our consideration as one unit conceals 

these differences and restricts our understanding of how development has 

engaged in India. The stark differences between North Indian and South 

Indian can be easily understood by considering the female literacy rate of 

youth, i.e., 15 to 24 years old. Starting from Bihar, the literacy rate is 

64% that means 38% of the youth ladies in the age of 15-24 years are not 

going to school. In Uttar Pradesh 25% of them are illiterate, coming to 

Rajasthan it is 27%. These numbers are literally comparable to many 

African continent countries. The children who should have been in 

school in the past decade are not educating on their part.  

By comparing literacy rates of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, conversely, 99% and 

97% respectively only 1% illiteracy in female youth population and less 

than 3% of Tamil Nadu's. The statistics repeat even in maternal mortality 

rates, infant mortality rates, and enrolment ratios too. 

The colossal disparity between states presented in the same country even 

by operating in the same political and legal systems had the same 

institutions and different literacy rates. One is excelling, and another is 

showing poor statistics. 

What might be the answer to this divergence? 

Prerna Singh, the author of the book - How solidarity works for welfare: 

Sub nationalism and social development in India, solidly argues in her 

book that "sub-nationalism is a possible cause for achieving greater 

social development." 
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From Prerna Singh's key observations, Kerala is an appealing study that 

is now an auteur in every parameter. In the late 19th century, the large 

part of Kerala was in the princely state of Travancore, and It had had one 

of the worst indices in social development. Kerala used to have a rigid 

caste system among them major were elite brahmins who were not 

originally from the state. Until the 1870's only the people Nair caste used 

to refer as Malayali. 

After the Aikya Kerala movement in the late 19th and early 20th century, 

the dominance of brahmins was protested and thrown off them out of 

state. So, the native population of Malayali increased and led to the 

movement and remained a successful single state for Malayalis. Here 

sub-nationalism revolutionized the way public seeks services offered and 

the identity holders of caste, religion and other subgroups became 

secondary to the primary marker of the linguistic group. At the time 

1950s, Nehru's advisors cautioned him that the state would not progress, 

yet the results of the past 70 years show another side. 

A similar course of action happened with Tamil Nadu but delayed by 20 

years. The critical transformation of Tamil Nadu hit only after the 

Dravidian movement. The movement was directed against the caste 

system and authority of brahmins. Brahmins were set-off to Delhi after 

the movement and gave access to well-established education and welfare. 

Dravidians are the actual inhabitants of land and brahmins were not. 

Subnationalism in the homeland gave tamilians a feeling my state and 

increased the state's emphasis on health, education and general welfare of 

Tamil people. 

From both Kerala and Tamil Nadu, elites who started sub-nationalism 

movements for their own sake evolved into a further great state and 

improved situations for the masses. For proving this, Malayala 

Manorama in the 1890s, an initiative by elites for calling education of 

untouchables was quite impactful and eye-opening. Elite people did think 

about the most downtrodden people as our people. This identity of 

transformation happened thoroughly because of sub-nationalism. In fact, 

Uttar Pradesh was one of the best-administered provinces in British India 

is just a reminder that sluggard status is a recent one. Prerna Singh 
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solidifies that absolute absence of identity at the state level has resulted 

in most governments programs being seen as preferential treatment to 

some groups. In most other sub nationalist states, by contrast, all 

government services are universal in nature and are seen as such. 

So, utilizing the sub atonalism related to welfare is new and very 

interesting for several reasons. States with higher degrees of sub 

nationalism had a matured portion of expenditure directed towards health 

and education. 

  

11.5.1 Understanding sub-nationalism in depth  
 

While the perception of 'feeling of us' and 'nationalistic feelings' are 

augmenting exponentially everyplace at native, regional, national and 

community levels; sub nationalism is gently coming as one of the most 

powerful articulations in modern community's world for uniting a 

separate community or groups of one culture and history or homogenized 

communities. If sub nationalism is often viewed from community 

perspective as a mirrored image and movement like several nationalistic 

forces, then sub nationalism exerted a robust influence in the 

revolutionary movements throughout the world. Sub nationalism would 

become an element that grows in communities, societies, individuals, and 

ethnic groups. It had been there as concerns of phenomena which ends 

up in ramification of the state and nation around the globe.  

The category of exceptional nationalistic feeling includes the expansion 

of states and therefore, nation, as well as ethnic identity and community. 

It spills over into a variety of cognate subjects, race and racism resulting 

in the discussions of it in details. Various sociologists have emphasized 

the central role of language in building social identities. Because 

language is inherently concerned in socialization, the social group whose 

language we speak is vital identity for us. Linguistic behaviour is a major 

factor in the definition of social boundaries. Language reflects, expresses 

and standardizes social entities, as contrastive self-identifications. In his 

book entitled The Politics of Linguistics, New Meyer stressed that 
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"language is the most characteristic medium of social exchange; it must 

therefore both reflect and influence all facets of our social existence." 

In general, ethnic groups regularly use language as one of their most 

powerful identifying features. As mother languages, legitimate languages 

require adherence and obedience due to the motherland itself. Several 

examples of sub nationalist movements can be pointed out among the 

present multinational states almost in every parts of the world these days. 

The struggle currently much accomplished for Eritrean independence 

from Ethiopia and the disintegration of the USSR because of insistent 

demands for independence by the republics (Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, 

Georgia, and Ukraine). One of the successful movements was the 

declarations of independence by Slovenia and Croatia from 

Yugoslavia and the failed attempt of Biafra to secede from Nigeria were 

the separatist movements in Sri Lanka by the Tamilians, Rwanda and the 

Sudan. Ancient empires, as well as new states, assembled together by 

abandoning the colonial administrations either have fallen apart or are in 

danger of falling apart because of sub nationalist movements working 

from within. Cases can also be found of sub nationalist movements that 

cut across existing state boundaries and that ultimately aspire to create a 

new state of their own from portions of existing states. The movement 

for a greater Kurdistan potentially absorbing territory from Iraq, Iran, 

Turkey and Syria are a clear case on point.  

Ethnic identities and the clash of ethnic groups are not new of course, but 

the rise of ethnicity as a political force worldwide is recent, at least in its 

current form and intensity. Moreover, the end of the Cold War could well 

mean that the politics of ethnicity will increase in intensity in the years 

ahead. The same process of globalization that has undermined state 

power threatens to unleash subterranean cultural pluralism. Ethnicity 

thus poses a challenge to global peace and stability, but the search for a 

new basis for community and group identity should be seen as an 

opportunity for more to self-determination, for people to choose the 

polity, under which they live, an opportunity to enlarge community and 

group freedoms. Freedom, choice, self-determination are integral to what 

is meant by human development, and for this reason, the attack on the 
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state from below should not be seen as a subversive movement but as a 

process which in many places could contribute to increasing human 

development culturally, socially, economically and politically.  

Distinguishing ethno-culture: What distinguishes nations from different 

kinds of commonness groups, like families, voluntary associations, 

religions and formal organizations? Mill argues and believed that the 

principal distinction lays within the nation's histories as a community of 

fate: its members have an 'identity of political Associate in Nursing 

decedents; the possession of national history, and ensuant collections; 

collective pride and humiliation, pleasure and regret connected with 

constant incidents within the past.' Although the term sub nationalism, 

incorporates a kind of meanings, it centrally encompasses the 2 

phenomena noted at the outset; the angle that the members of teams of 

communities have once they care about their identity as alphabetic 

character hers of that nation and therefore the actions that the members 

of a nation soak up seeking to realize (or sustain) some form of political 

sovereignty. This development raises queries about the conception of a 

nation or national identity, regarding what it's to belong to a nation, and 

regarding the degree of care, a couple of nation required. Nations and 

national identity are also outlined in terms of common origin, ethnicity, 

or cultural ties, and whereas a personality's membership within the nation 

is usually considered involuntary, it is sometimes considered voluntary. 

The degree of taking care of one's nation that is needed by nationalists is 

usually, however not perpetually, taken to be very high: on such views, 

one's nation's claims have dominance in competition with rival 

contenders for authority and loyalty. And secondly, it raises questions on 

whether or not sovereignty entails the acquisition of full statehood with 

complete authority for domestic and international affairs, or whether or 

not one thing but statehood would suffice. Though sovereignty is usually 

taken to mean full statehood, exceptions that are a lot of recently 

attainable are recognized. Despite these definitional worries, there's a 

good quantity of agreement about what's traditionally the foremost 

typical, paradigmatic kind of subnationalism. it's the one that options the 

dominance of the nation's claims over alternative claims to individual 

allegiance, and which features full sovereignty because of the persistent 
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aim of its program. Nationalists typically see the state as a unit centrally 

'belonging' to one ethnic-cultural cluster, and actively charged with 

protecting and promulgating its traditions. this manner is exemplified by 

the classical, 'revivalist' nationalism, most outstanding within the 

nineteenth century in Europe and geographic area. This classical 

nationalism later unfolds across the world and m gift days still marks 

abundant modern nationalism. Thus, in its general type, the conception 

of nationalism concerns the connection between the ethnocultural 

domain featuring ethnocultural teams or 'nations' and therefore, the 

domain of political organization. In our preliminary analysis of the 

conception, we noted that nationalism involves the angle that the 

members of a nation have once they care regarding their national 

identity. We can divide the queries raised on top of in reference to this 

analysis into two sorts. First, the descriptive ones: If one needs to enjoin 

folks to struggle for his or her national interests, one should have some 

plan regarding what a nation is and what it's to belong to a nation. 

Therefore, in order to formulate and ground their evaluations, claims, 

and directives for action, pro-nationalist thinkers are elaborating theories 

of quality, culture, nation and state. Their opponents have in their flip 

challenged these theories. Currently, some presuppositions about ethnic 

teams and nations are essential for the nationalist, while others are 

theoretical embellishments designed to support the essential ones. The 

definition and standing of the target or group is that the beneficiary of the 

nationalist program, multifariously known as 'nation,' 'ethno-nation' or 

'ethnic-group'. Since subnationalism is particularly outstanding with 

teams that don't, however, have a state, one cannot outline happiness to a 

nation in terms of happiness to a state. The opposite finish of the 

spectrum is a lot of typical, for nationalist claims are targeted upon a 

community of common origin, language, tradition and culture, 

membership during which is non-voluntary. Thus, on this, a lot of typical 

views, Associate in nursing ethno-nation may be a community of origin 

and culture, including prominently a language and customs. 

Check your progress -2 

1 Name the events which were triggered by the sub-nationalism ideology? 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2 Draw an in-depth structure of the sub nationalism?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

11.6 CHALLENGES AND CONCERNS TO 

MANAGE  
 

There is also, however an ugly side to the rise of sub nationalism and this 

poses a danger to human development. We refer to the intolerance that 

sometimes accompanies the search for identity and a new community. At 

their best, ethnic and subnational movements are inclusive and sharing; 

they encourage participation and strong loyalties. At their worst, when 

carried to excess, they are narrow and exclusive, socially divisive and 

sources of communal discord. Thus, human solidarity and its opposite 

are characteristic of subnational movements. The resurgence of anti-

Semitism in Eastern Europe, the rekindling of ancient hatreds between 

Serbs and Croats in Yugoslavia, the eruption of nationalist conflicts 

within the former Soviet Union, and the persistence of deeply entrenched 

animosities throughout the Middle East are but a few examples of the 

ugly face of sub nationalism. The challenge before the world is to 

channel the forces driving sub nationalism in a constructive direction, in 

the direction of freedom and self-determination. One of the most 

compelling challenges of governance in war-torn or post conflict 

societies in much of the world is the rise of sub nationalist movements as 

state fragility increases. In Africa, Asia, the Balkans, and in nations 

created in the fall of the Soviet Union, the political assertion of regional 

autonomy presented large-scale challenges to national governments that 

lack the institutional strength, infrastructure, and political and economic 

resources to decisively incorporate peripheral territories that aim for 

higher levels of self-rule. As a result, the clear-cut establishment of 
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political sovereignty and authority throughout the claimed land area of a 

nation-state becomes the primary foundational assumption for effective 

governance according to Weberian theory and practice is simply lacking 

in large sections of the developing world. The re-establishment of 

political legitimacy, security, and public management and its 

effectiveness on a nation-wide basis are the three central components of 

post-conflict governance, which are likely to be the setback so long as 

subnationalism remains a prominent political force. If subnationalism 

affirms an aspiration for expansion, which often involves a linguistic 

dimension as well, as illustrated by around the world, the liberation 

movements that aspire to suppress cultural dependency on dominators 

may raise the standard of the use, or even the revival of, local or regional 

vernaculars. The issue of language choice is most critical in the case of a 

newly independent state. 6 The emerging trends of sub nationalist 

movements in the states of northeast India, north India and central part of 

India are witnessing the politics and social movements of regionalism, 

separatisms and full autonomies within or complete alienation as an 

independent state or nation. One of the main and crucial elements to the 

rising of subnationalism is the quest for more power and a greater share 

of resources allocation. Ethnic groups question the status quo of the 

existing state systems, and the objective of ethnic movements ranges 

from demands of greater autonomy to separatism. Though modern 

nationalism is connected with the idea of self-determination for each 

nationality and rising above the expectations and aspirations of the 

people in general, the language of common descent perhaps plays a 

pivotal role in shaping the spirit of commonness and solidarity. 

Nevertheless, a language, in fact, does not employ itself as the power to 

influence much on subnationalism when is a state is inhabited by multi-

cultural societies or communities or in the multi-ethnic land. However, 

cultural and identity placed upfront in the struggles for sovereign nation 

or state. The question of nationalism in India presents very interesting 

but intriguing cases in some ways. The underlying spirit of Indian 

nationality is not a new thing: the distinctiveness of India as a land, of 

the Indians as a people and of an Indian‘s as an identity has been the long 

and unbroken civilization and culture. However, it is also true that the 
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content of this Indian identity has been spiritual rather than a political 

phenomenon. Subnationalism in the modern sense of the term is 

associated with either of individual or group consciousness with both 

political and philosophical identities. During these periods, India was in 

fact, not as one and even the greatest ruler had not encompassed the 

entire subcontinent. When the subcontinent was partition into two 

(Pakistan and India), and eventually into three, ushered a new dimension 

of subnationalism based on religion, creed, and culture. However, these 

patterns developed certain kinds of nationalisms in the subcontinent and 

the formal emergence of subnationalism was centring on the cultural-

language groups. Sometimes subnationalism has mixed up with the 

concept like regionalism while the former helped to strengthen a struggle 

for complete autonomy from the central authority, regionalism 

emphasizes contractually on regional issues. India, through patriotic 

movements, achieved her freedom: accommodates various communities 

living in the subcontinent of which regional power and policies rested to 

the regional council. This vision has been a frame to uplift for a common 

culture through the different community has different culture and 

identity, yet, it has given a special place for every community to rise 

from backwardness to forwardness. India presents a picture of one of the 

most complex multi-ethnic societies in the world governed by the 

modern nation-state. Within its territory, one billion strong people live 

speaking more than 18 major languages and over 1600 mother tongues 

listed in the 2001 census of India. There are 3000 communities 

differentiated traditionally by occupation or identified socio-culturally as 

distinct entities called castes, and there are over three hundred tribal 

communities, constituting nearly 8 per cent of the total population. 

These numerous entities, however, did not live in isolation, nor did they 

enjoy complete autonomy but shared a symbolic meaning system, which 

ensured fluidity of cultural expression among them at different levels. 

While each entity mostly maintained a degree of social governance for 

itself and evolved procedures for the settlement of disputes and conflict 

resolution, all were subject to political governance that was limited to the 

maintenance of large social and economic codes. Such a society or 

community was indeed marked by periods of hegemony and subjugation. 
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Nevertheless, 54 even in such periods, the Hindus and Muslims lived 

together and seen as a primary principle of governance. Modern India's 

nation provides numerous cultural and social entities to hold together 

within a broad order of social hierarchies, provided various communities 

and societies for a great deal of fluidity and interaction between them. 

Here, the cultural expression of pluralities can be vividly seen and held 

together as one in a broad sense. 

 

11.7 MODERN DAY PROPOSALS AND 

DIFFICULTIES OF SUB-NATIONALISM  
  

Within the sub-nationalism of regionalism is the further sub-nationalism 

of caste 

11.7.1 Conflict around north-eastern states 
 

The concept of subnationalism is an evolving identity struggling to free 

itself from one's federation or domination. Subnationalism is a 

determinate thought and action. Looking at the communities and cultural 

identities of Northeast India, which are attached to Indian domination 

raises eyebrows against the exploitative administrations meted out to the 

tribal people of this region socially and politically. Thus, we are 

witnessing the exodus of identities for ethnic configurations willing to 

separate from each other. Like nationalism, subnationalism become an 

articulated weapon or fusion of people's feeling and thought for a 

territory defined in terms of a viable politico-cultural entity, 

subnationalism became turning points in recent years. It is evident that 

Northeast India, consisting of multi-ethnic groups professing different 

ways of life and styles, different traditions and approaches classified 

themselves from different communities reorganized to settle scores of the 

history against the Union through sub nationalistic or regional 

movements,' and various communities of Northeast India fervently 

participated through community basis. The uprising of subnationalism in 

Mizoram, Nagaland, Manipur, and Assam are particulars that stand for 
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self-determination, preservation of identities and independence from the 

dominance of others.  

It may be mentioned that much to the anxiety of the smaller groups 

which have been associating with identity crises for long. Like all other 

socially observable facts, subnationalism is a historical consortium, 

historically emerging in the world at a certain stage of evolution in the 

life of the community, state, society and nation both in objective and 

subjective natures. As it has been mentioned that subnationalism may 

perhaps draw more complexity in defining yet, subnationalism is 

generally meaning as an ideology or movement of the people at a local 

level. However, in the words of Barrington Moore, "In any society the 

dominant groups are the ones with the most to hide about the way society 

works." Very often, therefore, truthfully analyses are bound to have a 

critical ring, to seem like postures rather than objective statements. We 

are witnessing a remarkable growth of rich and penetrating studies on 

every aspect of subnationalism in all parts of the world. As an ideology 

and movement, subnationalism exerted a strong influence in the 

revolutionary movements of India, Africa, Europe and America in the 

present century. Subnationalism, speaking through philosophical 

language is a part of a force that grows in community, society, individual 

and in the peoples' movements. It has been there as affairs of phenomena 

and that leads to the ramification of the state and nation-state around the 

globe. There are several reasons for this state of affairs. To begin with, 

the field of nationalist phenomena, which includes the growth of nations 

and the national state, as well as ethnic identity and community, is vastly 

ramified by it. It spills over into a number of cognate subjects, race and 

racism leading to the discussions of it in details. 

Check your progress -3 

1. What were the concerns about the sub-nationalism? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Discuss the conflict around north-eastern states about the 

sensationalism? 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

11.7.2 Imposition of Hindi 
 

Post-1947, political plans by those within the Hindustani region to form 

Hindi the only real official language by January 26, 1965, was opposed 

in non-Hindi regions. It became a youth-led mass-movement in what's a 

contemporary province. The government tried to repress the large 

protests violently. The dead police Rajendran, a student. The movement 

took epic proportions. Capital of India sent the military and central police 

forces to the province. The forces all over up killing a minimum of sixty-

three protesters unofficial numbers run into many a whole bunch. The 

ruling Congress party in province was decimated within the next 

election. No national party has ever emerged because of the strongest 

force in the province since. These protests managed to indefinitely retain 

English as a political candidate language within the state alongside 

Hindi. 

The 1965 moment was initiated by anti-Hindi conventions by the 

Academy of Telugu as early as 1956. Similarly, Hindustani areas saw 

intermittent anti-English protests spearheaded by the Samyukta party, 

and later by the Jan Sangh. The events of 1965 destroyed the only 

official language set up for good. Similar advantageous treatment of 

Sinhala in the country was among the number of reasons that 

consolidated into the cause for the liberation of Tamil Eelam. In the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Urdu has been long obligatory on Sindh 

and Balochistan, and also the Sanskrit and Baloch nationalist narratives 

draw heavily from this imposition. 

In recent times, Bengaluru has recently been seeing a wave of protests at 

the introduction of Hindi signboards on railway stations. Hindi has 

presently returned to gift a cultural identity. 
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 Do you believe that these protests weren't as regards to a structure, but 

the associate outcry against the imposition of certain identities? The 

protests are not against the Hindi language, but the casual sense of the 

claim that informs the move. Notice but Union Minister Venkaiah Naidu 

even it on the false ground that Hindi is our 'national language'. The fact 

is that a Hindi implementation officer visited Namma railway in 2016, 

demanded Hindi on the assemblage and conjointly the then cupboard 

minister of state wrote a political candidate objection thereto argument 

that Namma railway was a state project. Even though the Union 

government had created a cash contribution to the Namma railway 

project, nothing inside the official agreement secure the employment of 

Hindi. Instead of replying to it letter, the Hindi panel of the urban 

development ministry just issued a direction that railway assemblage 

altogether non-Hindi states got to embody Hindi. Why? Some people 

build the vulgar majoritarian argument that loads of Indians speak Hindi. 

But, where exactly? Is that not relevant? This may be an associate 

imposition. It's to prevent. Our political representatives usually mistake 

Hindi, one in each of India's official languages, for a national one. 

People must be aware of the fact that supinations ideologies develop 

unity among the different communities and states rather than forcefully 

imposing things on people, which helps in reaching the status of the 

well-built nation, growth in welfare, and development. 

11.8 ADVANTAGES OF HAVING SUB-

NATIONALISM IDEOLOGY  
 

 Subnationalism is positively linked to social development, which 

is clearly proved in the case Aikya Kerala movement and 

Dravidian movement in Kerala and Tamil Nadu, respectively.  

 Greater the level of subnational solidarity, higher will be the 

state's commitment to social welfare and development. Kerala's 

success is the striking phenomenon, also parting from Andhra 

Pradesh helped Telangana to find its roots and utilizing the 

resources to a greater extent. 
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 In the future, aggressive nationalism would be counteracted by 

subnationalism by circumscribing any further substitute ideas of 

self-identification. 

 Subnationalism directs towards the fostering a shared political 

community by accommodating the multiple endeavors of a 

diverse population.  

 Enables freedom of speech for speaking out the linguistic and 

cultural rights in a pluralistic society.  

 In certain cases, it may guide one of the most downtrodden 

sections of the society to the prosperity and thus opens new 

basement for their socio-cultural upliftment.  

 Subnationalism attracts a spectrum of unity for numerous 

communities willing to act, focus, and establish links of platform 

for all to pursue aims and objectives distinctively. 

 The anti-Brahmin movement in South India brought the unity 

among remaining sections of society to fight against caste 

oppression. 

 The positives of subnationalism far more enlightening and eye-

opening if we utilize them in sectional and rational way possible. 

  

11.9 LET’S SUM UP 
 

Every individual or human identity is profoundly bounded to evaluative 

nature which correlates to larger than self-identity as a community or 

group so that there will be a strong evaluation on our part in order to 

determine the highest mode of achievement in life. Reflection about the 

kind of being we are precisely determining in our community's life as 

well as in the societal achievements of greater goals directly simplifying 

the essence of allegiance to a particular nation or community through 

identification of the self-at various levels including national issues and 

regional. Therefore, cultural identity or identity is cloud up with strong 

evaluations; thus far, nationalism too, has immediate attention on our 

part to evaluate the concept of how it differs from subnationalism or 

from western conception. The post-Indian independence and of statehood 
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was by no means a smooth sailing. The subcontinent had to go through 

serious convulsions before independent became a reality, dividing the 

subcontinent into three states in the process. The concept of 

subnationalism or in other word, the search for its community and 

identity begun or emerged in various parts of India, since, India was 

under several kingdoms and few regions in the sub-continent were 

partially independent ruled by kings and regents.  

  

11.10 KEYWORDS 
 

 Sub nationalism- aspiration of a particular community within a 

nation 

 Jut community- a caste in India 

 Anti-Brahmin movement in South India- excluding brahmans 

in India 

 Aikya Kerala movement-Unsourced material may be challenged 

and removed 

 

11.12 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 How solidarity Works for Welfare: Sub nationalism and Social 

Development in India by Prena Singh 

 Sub-nationalism may be the key to the development of nation 

(Published in The Wire, 2016), Nilakantan R.S 

 Sub-national movements, cultural flow, the modern state and the 

malleability of political space: From rational choice of 

transcultural perspective and back again from the journal of 

transcultural studies, Subrata Mitra 

11.13 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 Discuss the various aspects of Sub-Nationalism? 
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 Where are the roots entrenched of the conflicts which the Sub-

Nationalism faces with North Easter states? 

 Explain the advantages of following the sub-nationalist ideology? 

 Summarize the disadvantages of the sub-nationalism? 

11.14 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 Sub-nationalism is defined as the aspirations of one community 

within a country to enlarge their identity in various forms rather 

only being Indian. (check your progress-1 Q.1) 

 The independence of India was largely based on the religion and 

to gain a separate identity. This remained to be one of the firm 

reasons that the sub-nationalism sept through the culture. (check 

your progress-1 Q.2) 

 Haryana-Jut agitation, Babri Masjid Riots 1992, Assam-East 

Bengal issue and Karnataka Demanding Separate Flag were 

affected (check your progress-2 Q.1).  

 Sub-nationalism is gently coming as one of the most powerful 

articulations in modern community's world for uniting a separate 

community or groups of one culture and history or homogenized 

communities. If sub-nationalism is often viewed from community 

perspective as a mirrored image and movement like several 

nationalistic forces, then sub-nationalism exerted a robust 

influence in the revolutionary movements throughout the world. 

(check your progress-2 Q.2) 

 The intolerance that sometimes accompanies the search for 

identity and a new community. At their best, ethnic and 

subnational movements are inclusive and sharing; they encourage 

participation and strong loyalties. At their worst, when carried to 

excess, they are narrow and exclusive, socially divisive and 

sources of communal discord. (check your progress-3 Q.1) 

 Like nationalism, subnationalism become an articulated weapon 

or fusion of people's feeling and thought for a territory defined in 

terms of a viable politico-cultural entity, subnationalism became 
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turning points in recent years. It is evident that Northeast India, 

consisting of multi-ethnic groups professing different ways of life 

and styles, different traditions and approaches classified 

themselves from different communities reorganized to settle 

scores of the history against the Union through sub nationalistic 

or regional movements,' and various communities of Northeast 

India fervently participated through community basis. (check 

your progress-3 Q.2) 
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UNIT-12 STATE REORGANIZATION 

COMMISSION  
 

STRUCTURE 

12.0. Objective 

12.1. Introduction 

12.2. Political incorporation afterwards freedom and the 1950‘s 

constitution. 

12.3. States reorganization Commission report 

12.4. Execution of the act 

12 5. creation of disagreement or disputes 

12.5.1. Vidarbha 

12.5.2. Kerala Madras  

12.5.3. Andhra Telangana  

12.5.4. Punjab province 

12.5.5. Belgaum 

12.5.6. The dispute of state commission and the autonomy  

12.6 Let‘s Sum up 

12.7 Keywords 

12.8 Suggested Readings 

12.9 Questions for review 

12. 10 Answers to check your progress 

12.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After going through this unit, you should be able to:  

 Learn about Indian states reorganization. 

 You will be able to know how much difficulties they faced during 

reorganization. 
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 You will know about each state.  

 You will know about the dispute of autonomy.  

12.1 INTRODUCTION  
 

The state reorganization act, 1956 was a massive improvement in the 

boundaries of India's state and regions management along with syntactic 

lines. States reorganization act was enacted in 1956 in parliament of 

India.  

States Reorganization Commission comprised of Fazal Ali, K. M. 

Panikkar and H. N. Kanzu. A portion of its proposals were executed in 

the States Reorganization Act of 1956.  

Though extra formations to Indian's state borderline has been done in 

1956. The state reorganization act 1956, persist the absolute most broad 

change in state limits since the freedom of India in 1947. 

The Act became effective simultaneously as the Constitution (Seventh 

Amendment) Act, 1956, which (in addition to more things) rebuilt the 

established structure for India's current states and the necessities to pass 

the States Reorganization Act, 1956 under the arrangements of first Part 

of the Indian's constitution 3 and 4 

12.2.1. Political incorporation afterwards freedom 

and the 1950’s Constitution 
India British, which was comprised in existing India, Pakistan and the 

Bangladesh. And it got distributed in to 2 kinds of regions, the British 

India province. And that was ruled by the officers of British and 

answerable to Indian‘s governed general additionally to the Indian state 

belonging to the standard of nearby innate rulers who perceived British 

kingdom as an end-result of their own kingdom, by and large as set up by 

settlement. In the outcome of the reformation in the initial of 20
th

 

century. The majority of the British areas had legitimately chosen law-

making bodies just as governors, albeit a portion of the littler territories 

were administered by a central official delegated by the Governor-

General. Significant changes set forward by the British during the 1930s 
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likewise perceived the guideline of unionism, which was conveyed 

forward into the administration of autonomous India.  

On August 15
th

 1947, British India was permitted freedom in the form of 

split(up) dependants of Pakistan a d India.  The British breakdown their 

settled terms with above 5 hundred royal states, who were inspired to go 

along whether with India or Pakistan, while under no compulsion to do 

so. Many states move along with the India, and some of them moved to 

Pakistan. Bhutan, Hyderabad and Kashmir selected for freedom, though 

the equipped intercession of India conquered Hyderabad and guide it into 

the Indian‘s Union. 

India after the freedom from the British Empire in 1947, the constituent 

units of India were classified under the following distinct specifications:  

Category Description Administrator States 

A state 

Earlier 

British 

provinces 

A selected governor 

and state law making 

bodies 

Assam, Bihar, Bombay,

 East Punjab,, Madhya 

Pradesh, Madras, Disha

, Uttar Pradesh, 

and west Bengal (nine 

states) 

B states 

Former 

princely 

states or 

groups of 

Covenanting 

states 

Raja ram (ex prince) 

Hyderabad, Jammu and 

Kashmir, Madhya 

Bharat, maysore, partial

a and east Punjab 

union (PEPSU), rajhast

an, saurashtra, travincor

e cochin, and vindhya 

pradesh 9 states 

C states 

Former 

princely 

states and 

provinces 

Chief commissioner 

10 

states: Ajmer, coorg, co

och 

behar, bhopal, bilaspur, 
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delhi, Himachal 

Pradesh, kutch, Manipu

r, and Tripura  

D states 
Union 

region 

Governor selected by 

the CM of India 

Andaman and nicobar 

island  

 

The borderline of these regions become heir to British India. And that 

was not recommended able to uncomplicated administration.  

The inner common fringes of British India were an aftereffect of 

recorded occasions, just as political, military and key arranging by the 

British. The Government concurred that the revamping of state outskirts 

was fundamental, however the premise of redesign was at this point to be 

resolved. 

Recommendations that was proposed and one of them was to rearrange 

the state based on dialects of India. This would make organization 

simpler, and would help supplant the station and religion-based 

characters with less questionable etymological personalities. 1920 in 

prior, the individuals from the Indian National Congress had concurred 

on the etymological revamping of the Indian states as one of the 

gathering's political objectives. The groups of provincial chambers was 

all settled in the support since 1920. Later congress has announced that it 

was focused on the reallocation of territories on an etymological premise 

and reaffirmed its position a few times, incorporating into the political 

race proclamation of 1945 to 1946.  

Yet right after the freedom, Congress-drove ministry ended up worried 

that the states shaped exclusively on a semantic premise may be 

inadmissible, and may even represent a hazard to the national solidarity. 

The day of  June 17
th

 in the year 1948, Rajendra Prasad, the chairman of 

the Constituent Assembly, settled the etymological areas Commission 

(otherwise known as Dar Commission) to prescribe either the states 

ought to be redesigned on etymological premise or not. The council 

included SK Dar (resigned Judge of the Allahabad High Court), JN Lal 

(legal advisor) and Panna Lall (resigned Indian Civil Service official).  
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The report of December 10
th

 the year was 1948, commission has 

suggested the reformation of the provincial areas on especially or on the 

other hand even basically etymological contemplations isn't in the bigger 

interests of the Indian country. It was suggested that the restructuring of 

the provincial areas Bombay, central provinces Berar and Madras 

principally based on land contiguity, money related independence and 

simplicity of organization. Not long after the report was distributed, the 

Congress, at its Jaipur session, set up the JVP board of trustees to think 

about the Dar Commission's proposal. The chamber was consisting of 

jawahar lal Nehru and vallabh Bhai Patel. Additionally, to the Chairman 

of Congress pattabhi sittaramayya.  In the report that was issued in the 

year 1949 dated April 14
th

. the Committee expressed that the time was 

not reasonable for development of new areas, yet in addition expressed 

that the open supposition is persistent and overpowering, we, as 

democrats, in urge of submission of it, however topic to specific 

confinements as to the benefit of India all-inclusive. 

The submission of the memorandum to the DAR Commission done by 

the B.R. Ambedkar on August 14
th

, in the year 1948 hold-up the 

arrangement of etymological regions, explicitly the development of the 

Marathi-lion's share Maharashtra state with Bombay as its capital. To 

mention  the worry of national solidarity, he proposed that the ritualistic  

language of each region ought to be same as the ritualistic language of 

the Central ministry. One of the Gujarati leader KM Munshi conflicted to 

the embodiment of Bombay the suggested Maharashtra state, 

contradicted the etymological redesign proposition, stated that the 

political aspiration of a semantic gathering must be fulfilled by the 

avoidance and segregation of other phonetic gatherings inside the region. 

No shields and no major rights can spare them from the unobtrusive 

mental avoidance which linguist propose. 

In the year 1952, the request to for the establishment of the Telugu 

predominance state in some areas of Madras has become so forceful. 

Potti Sreeramulu, the great influence peddler  requesting the 

development of a Telugu-greater part state, passed on December 16
th

 in 

the year 1952 in the wake of undertaking a quick unto-demise. In this 

way, the Telugu-dominant part Andhra State was framed in 1953. This 
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started off disturbances everywhere throughout the nation, with semantic 

gatherings requesting separate centralism.  

12.3 States Reorganization commission report 

  
The states reorganization Commission has presented their report on 

September 30
th

, in the year of 1955, and in this they submit some 

recommendations, which are as follows:  

 They suggested the idea they the (Part A/B/C) means three-tier 

systems in the state must be eradicated. 

 They demanded that the Rajapramukh's organisation and the 

settlement that has done with all the ex-princely states must get 

eradicated.  

 The endowed general controls in the Indian government by the 

article 371, must get eradicated.  

 To make one of the states among three of them be the part of 

union region: Andaman and Nico bar, Manipur and the Delhi. 

Another parts that is part C and D regions must get consolidate 

with the adjacent countries.  

This report got presented in Lok Sabha, in December 14
th

, in the year of 

1955. 

So the another section of the state‘s reorganization Commission report 

(SRC)  was about ―element relevance on the reorganization‖ the 

respective Commission was quite sure about and very positively declared 

that it‘s neither conceivable nor sensible to rearrange countries based on 

the sole  trial of whether the  language or culture, however that a decent 

way to deal with the entire issue is essential in light of a legitimate 

concern for our public solidarity.  

 

Check your progress-1  

1.When did the SRC report got submit?  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.  Who conflicted in the establishment of Maharashtra?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

12.4 EXECUTION ON THE ACT  
 

The Act, 1956 of states rearranging Commission executed on many of 

the suggestions of the state‘s reorganization Commission. Additionally 

along with the unions territories state (UTS) by the recommendation of 

the state reorganization Commission, it chartered minicom and Amindivi 

island, Laccadive, Tripura and Himachal Pradesh as UTS as well. It 

formed fourteen countries or regions in total additionally with these 

union Territory state. (UTS).  

 

12.5 CREATION OF DISAGREEMENTS 

OR DISPUTES 
 

The suggestions that were presented by the state reorganization 

Commission was not welcomed by everyone.  
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 (The south Indian countries before the state‘s reorganization act)  

12.5.1. Vidarbha 
 

The suggestion of state reorganization Commission for the establishment 

of VIRABHA country as completely independent or unconnected with 

other states by parting lion's share Marathi talking zones from the nation 

of Madhya Pradesh. But meanwhile it was not acceptable by the 

government of India these suggestions that the consolidation of the 

mentioned areas in the overwhelmingly Marathi speaking Bombay state. 

Vidarbha would have been the second Marathi lion's share state for the 

individuals of a territorial or the common tongue in India. 
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12.5.2 Kerala Madras 
 

The demand to merge by the Travoncore Tamil Nadu Congress was to 

merge Agasteeswaram, Vilavancode, Senkottai, peermade, Thovalai, 

Kalkulam, Neyyatinkara and deviculam into Madras State. But the 

commission did not recommended all these states to be a part of Madras 

State. It was only the Agasteeswaram, Senkottai, Vilavancode, and 

Kalkulam with the Madras State. According to the findings of the 

commission, 86% of the total population speak Malayalam which was 

the reason that the commission did not recommended the merging of 

Taluk in the State of Madras. The representatives of Travancore-Cochin 

State opposed the recommendations of the commission for the merger of 

Southern parts of Taluks in state of Madras, in the Lok Sabha 

discussions. There were also the arguments in case of merging 

Neyyatinkara, Peermade, Deviculam as well as Chittoor by A. Nesamony 

in the Madras State.  

Although SRC also recommended for merging of whole Senkottai taluk, 

but the committee which was subsequently formed, gave the 

recommendation of the only east portion to be merged in the Madras 

State rather than the whole part. However, the final take on this decision 

finally came in 1956 on the 16
th

 of January. In the July following the 

same year in the Parliament assembly there was the argument raised by 

the Nesamony which supported the merging of Shencottai which was 

formerly recommended by the SRC. However, the parliament house 

didn‘t took any interest in the reconsideration of the decision by joint 

Committee and it over-ruled the recommendations provided by the SRC. 

Based on the level of the individuals communicating in Tamil, the S.R 

Commission suggested the transfer of the taluks which are named as 

Vilavancode, Thovalai, Agasteeswaram, and Kalkulam to Tamil Nadu 

from the Travancore-Cochin State. A similar measuring stick was 

utilized for the exchange of Shenkotta Taluk to Tamil Nadu. Despite the 

fact of the full transformation of Shenkotta by the commission, the Joint 

Committee delegated to fix the careful limits of the states, partitioned 
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Shenkotta Taluk and permitted Travancore–Cochin State to hold a 

noteworthy segment. 

While in Hyderabad parliament 174 MLAs out of the total 147 MLAs 

put forwarded their point of views. In all these MLAs 103 went in the 

support of the merging and they conflicted the Fazal Ali commission 

recommendations which kept Telangana as a separate state. However, 29 

also opposed this merging. While talking about the MLAs of the 

Telangana fifty-nine show consent for the merger while the 25 remained 

on the opposite side. Out of the total of 94 Telangana MLAs, 36 out of 

them were Communists, 40 represented congress while the other 11 were 

the representatives of the Socialist party, while nine of them were the 

independent voters. However, voting did not occur because the 

resolution clearly asked for the wishes of the people. 

There was an agreement which was between the Andhra and Telangana 

leaders which took place in the 1956 for merging the Andhra and 

Telangana which also included the point of the safety of the Telangana‘s 

interests. One of the famous newspaper of Telangana, in its editorial on 

the March 1956, right after when the Nehru report was published 

publicly declared the merging of both the states. It expressed ser9ious 

doubts against the gentleman‘s agreement which said that Andhra might 

get to say some words which are good to hear but they should remain the 

same throughout. 

There have been a few developments to negate the merger of Telangana 

and Andhra, real ones happening in different periods 1969, 1972 and also 

in 2000s onwards. The Telangana development picked up pace over the 

previous decades so that turning into an across the board political interest 

of making another state from the Telangana locale of Andhra Pradesh. 

Earlier in 2014, the Andhra Pradesh Reorganization Act, which was 

presented in 2014 was endorsed by the Indian parliament, and Telangana 

turned into a new state of India being 29
th

 in statistics on 2
nd

 June 2014.  

The Travancore Tamil Nadu call for unify the Thovalai, Agasteeswaram, 

Kalkulam,, Vilavancode,, 

Neyyatinkara, Sinkottai,, Deviculam  and peermade with Madras region. 

In any case, the Commission suggested only the consolidator of 
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Thovalai, Agasteeswaram, Kalkulam, Vilvancode and Shenkottai with 

Madras State. In Neyyatinkara Taluk the Commission has come to know 

that 86 percent of the individuals have information about Malayalam. 

However, the state‘s commissioner was not in acceptance of the 

consolidator of Taluk with the Madras region. Meanwhile in the Lok 

Sabha assembly conference, the individual that represent the Travancore 

Cochin region energetically contradicted the proposals of Commission 

for the combination of the Southern Taluks along with the regions of 

Madras. The Nesamony contended for the combination of Neyyatinkara, 

Deviculam, Peermade and Chittoor along with the Tamil-greater part 

Madras.  

Although the suggestion of the state reorganization commission for the 

combination of the whole Shenkottai Taluk the in this way framed Joint 

Committee suggested the eastward bit of Shenkottai solely to be 

converged with Madras State. This choice was at last distributed 

legitimately on January 16
th

, in the year of 1956. In Lok Sabha 

conference, in July 1956, Nesamony contended for the full consolidation 

of Shencottai as suggested by State reorganization commission. The 

House would not reevaluate the choice of the joint Committee by 

cancelling the suggestion of the State reorganization commission.  

Based on the level of the individuals communicating in Tamil, the 

S.R.Commission suggested for the exchange of 4 taluks specifically, 

Agasteeswaram, Thovalai, Kalkulam and Vilavancode to Tamil Nadu in 

the Travancore-Cochin region. A similar measuring stick was utilized for 

the exchange of Shenkotta Taluk to the Tamil Nadu. However, 

Shenkottai got completely passed on through the commission, the Joint 

Committee delegated to fix the precise limits of the states, separated 

Shenkotta Taluk and permitted Travancore cochin State to hold a 

noteworthy segment.  

12.5.3 Andhra Telangana 
 

In the parliament of Hyderabad in all of the total (Member of the 

legislative assembly) MLAs that were 174, 147 MLAS conveyed the 

perspectives that were theirs. 103 Member of legislative Assembly along 
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with the Marathi and Kannada MLAs strengthen the combining and 

contradicted the suggestion of the Commission of Fazal Ali to remain 

Telangana in a form of different state for a long time and 29 restricted 

combining states like this. In between the MLAs of Telangana, 59 MLA 

of Telangana concurred with the combining states, 25 MLA of 

Telangana contradicted the consolidation. In which 94 MLA of 

Telangana in the get together, 36 of them were socialist, 40 of them were 

from Congress, 11 of them were from Socialist party (SP), and 9 of them 

were independents. Casting a ballot was not happened on the goals on 

the grounds that Telangana defenders requested to incorporate the 

expression according to the desires of individuals in the goals.  

An understanding was come to between Telangana pioneers and Andhra 

pioneers on February 20
th

 in the year 1956 to blend Telangana and 

Andhra with vows to shield Telangana's interests. The newspaper 

Golconda patrika that is famous in Telangana, its publication on March 

eighth, in the year 1956, following Nehru open announcement about the 

merging, communicating questions about the Gentleman's understanding 

said Andhra more established sibling may state anything, however they 

must be focused on their guarantees and they ought not misuse 

Telangana more youthful sibling  hereafter. 

Ensuing the Gentlemen's understanding, the focal government set up a 

brought together Andhra Pradesh on November 1
st
 , in the year 1956. 

There have been a few developments to nullify the merging  of 

Telangana and Andhra, real ones happening in 1969, 1972 and 2000 and 

so on.  

 

The Telangana development picked up force over decennary turning into 

a broad political interest of making another state from the Telangana 

district of Andhra Pradesh. In mid-2014, the Andhra Pradesh 

Reorganization Act, 2014 was affirmed by the Indian parliament, and 

Telangana turned in to India's 29
th

 region on June 2
nd

, in the year 2014. 

12.5.4 Punjab Province 
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The Sikh influenced ministerial group, named as the Akali Dal, was so 

dynamic principally in Punjab, looked to make a Punjabi Suba (a 

Punjabi-lion's share) territory. This new state would be a Sikh-lion's 

share state, which caused worry among the Punjabi Hindus. The Sikh 

heads such Fateh Singh strategically focused on the semantic premise of 

the interest, while minimizing its religious premise the specific region 

where particular Sikh personality could be safeguarded.  

The Jalandhar that is the Hindu newspaper admonished the Punjabi 

Hindus to announce Hindi as their "primary language", so the Punjabi 

Suba advocates could be denied of the contention that their interest was 

exclusively etymological.  

The demand that was raised for the Punjabi separate region was denied 

by the state reorganization commission.  

saying that it came up short on a lion's share support and that Punjabi 

was not linguistically extremely particular from Hindi. The (PEPSU) 

means the Patiala and East Punjab States Union was converged along 

with Punjab, however, the Akali Dal proceeded with its development, 

and in 1966,  the Punjab Reorganization Act split Punjab into the Sikh-

greater part Punjab region and the Hindu lion's share province of 

Haryana, with Chandigarh, controlled as a different association domain, 

as the mutual capital of the 2 regions.  

12.5.5 Belgium 
After India ended up autonomous in 1947, the Belgaum area (which was 

in the recent Bombay Presidency) turned into a piece of the Bombay 

State. The honor of the Belgaum region to the Kannada greater part 

Mysore State (lately it was Karnataka) was challenged by the Samyukta 

Maharashtra Samiti, which needed it to be incorporated into the proposed 

Marathi dominant part Maharashtra region.  

Check your progress-2  

1.How much total MLAs were in Hyderabad parliament? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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2. When was the Andhra region established?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

12.6. THE DISPUTE OF STATE 

COMMISSION AND AUTONOMY 
 

The hour of autonomy in India comprised of 571 disconnected regal 

states were consolidated to frame 27 states. Gathering of states was done 

based on political and authentic contemplations as opposed to on 

phonetic or social divisions, however this was brief course of action. By 

virtue of contrasts and nature that existed different states and there was a 

requirement for states to revamp on a lasting premise. Allahabad High 

Court in 1948, SK Dhar - a- was delegated by the administration to head 

a commission that would investigate the requirement for the 

rearrangement of states on a semantic premise. In any case, the 

Commission favoured redesign of states based on authoritative 

accommodation including chronicled and geological contemplations 

rather than on semantic lines. In December 1948, the JVP Committee 

containing Jawaharlal Nehru, Vallabh bhai Patel and Pattabhi 

Sitaramayya was shaped to examine the issue. The Committee, in its 

report submitted in April 1949, rejected the possibility of reorganisation 

of states on a phonetic premise yet said that the issue could be taken a 

gander at anew in the light of open interest. In 1953, the primary 

linguistic state of Andhra for Telugu-speaking folks was born. the govt. 

was forced to separate the Telugu speaking areas from the state of 

Madras, within the face of a chronic agitation and therefore the death of 

Potti Sriramulu once a 56-day fast. Consequently, there have been 

similar demands for creation of states on linguistic basis from different 

components of the country In 1953, the essential phonetic territory of 

Andhra for Telugu-talking people was conceived. the govt. had to isolate 

the Telugu talking territories from the province of Madras, inside the 

substance of an interminable tumult and in this manner the passing of 
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Potti Sriramulu once a 56-day quick. Subsequently, there have been 

comparative requests for production of states on etymological premise 

from various parts of the nation. On December 22, 1953, Jawaharlal 

Nehru named a commission under Fazl Ali to think about these new 

requests. The commission presented its report in 1955 and it 

recommended that the entire nation be isolated into 16 states and three 

midway controlled zones. The administration, while not concurring with 

the proposals totally, isolated the nation into 14 states and 6 association 

domains under the States Revamping Act that was passed in November 

1956. The states were Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Bombay, Jammu 

and Kashmir, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Mysore, Orissa, Punjab, 

Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. The six association domains 

were Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, 

Laccadive, Minicoy and Amindivi Islands, Manipur and Tripura.  

 

In 1960, the territory of Bombay was bifurcated to make the conditions 

of Gujarat and Maharashtra following savagery and disturbance. In 1963, 

the territory of Nagaland was made for the Nagas and absolute number of 

states remained at 16.  

 

The zones of Chandernagore, Mahe, Yaman and Karekal from France, 

and the domains of Goa, Daman and Diu from the Portuguese, were 

either made association regions or were gotten together with the 

neighboring states, after their securing.  

 

In light of the Shah Commission report in April 1966, the Punjab 

Redesign Act was passed by the Parliament. Following this, the province 

of Haryana got the Punjabi-talking regions while the sloping regions 

went to the Association Region of Himachal Pradesh. Chandigarh, which 

was made an Association Domain, would fill in as the basic capital of 

Punjab and Haryana.  
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In 1969 and in 1971, the conditions of Meghalaya and Himachal Pradesh 

appeared individually. With the Association Domains of Tripura and 

Manipur being changed over into states, the absolute number of Indian 

states rose to 21.  

 

From that point, Sikkim in 1975 and Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh in 

February 1987 likewise procured the status of states. In May 1987, Goa 

turned into the 25th condition of the Indian Association, while three new 

conditions of Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Uttaranchal were framed in 

November 2000. On June 2, 2014, Telangana authoritatively turned into 

India's 29th state.  

 

By and by, India has 29 states and 7 association regions. The states are: 

Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Goa, 

Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Jharkhand, 

Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Maharashtra, Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, 

Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal, West Bengal and Telangana. The 

association domains are: Delhi, Chandigarh, Puducherry, Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep, Daman and Diu, Dadra and Nagar haveli.  

Why language was utilized as the criteria for the division of states?  

It would prompt the neighbourhood individuals taking an interest in the 

organization in bigger numbers due to having the option to convey in a 

typical language. 

Administration would be made simpler in zones, which shared phonetic 

and topographical highlights.  

This would prompt the improvement of vernacular dialects, which had 

for some time been disregarded by the English.  

Why the new states were made?  

One fundamental explanation was the social or social affiliations. For 

example, the territory of Nagaland in the Upper east was made 

considering ancestral affiliations.  
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Another explanation was monetary improvement. For example, 

Chhattisgarh felt that the district could develop monetarily just through 

independent statehood in light of the fact that the area's improvement 

needs were not being met by the state government. For a bothered area, 

there is a solid sense that general improvement won't come to them in the 

greater state due to unjust circulation of assets and absence of 

satisfactory open doors for development.  

 

There is likewise a move in power from the Middle to the states and with 

the development of various networks, the current government structure is 

presumably not adequate to meet the yearnings of the rising numbers.  

 

Additionally, parties will in general partner themselves with personality 

legislative issues to get consideration on the national stage and for 

increasing a vote bank. Henceforth, there is an expanding interest for 

development of new states dependent on social and social characters. 

 

12.7 THE ALTERATIONS OF 

LANGUAGES  
 

The alteration of the states based on language, a serious particular part of 

national connecting and integration, came to the fore almost instantly 

after independence. The provinces boundaries in the starting of 1947 in 

India had been drawn in a random manner as the British defeat of India 

and began an action for nearly a hundred years. 

No attention was paid to semantic or cultural unity so that most of the 

provinces were multi-lingual and multi-cultural. The distribute princely 

states had added a further element of diverseness. The case for semantic 

states as administrative units was very strong. Language is closely 

related to culture and therefore tradition of people. Besides, the huge 

spread of education and growth of huge literacy can only occur through 

the medium of the mother tongue. 
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Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru (an Indian independence activist) appointed in 

August 1953 of India. The states Reorganization commission (SRC) with 

Justice Fazi ali, K.M Panikkar and Hridaynath Kunzru as members, to 

inspect objectively and saddened the entire question of the alteration of 

the state of the union. 

By a concept, the two years of its work, the Command was faced with 

meetings, confirmation, anxiety and hunger strikes. Different semantic 

groups fight with each other, verbally as well as sometimes physically. 

The SRC submitted its report in October 1955. While lying down that 

due deliberation should be given to administrative and economic factors, 

it admits for the most part of alteration principle and advocate redrawing 

of state boundaries on that basis. The commission, however, opposed the 

splitting of Bombay and Punjab. In spite of, strong reaction to the report 

in many parts of the country, the SRC‘s advices were accepted, though 

with certain adjustment and were quickly executed. 

The states alterations act was passed by Parliament in November 1956. It 

provided for fourteen states and six centrally administered areas. The 

Telangana (a state in Southern India) are of Hyderabad state was shifted 

to Andhra merging the Malabar district of the old madras leadership with 

Travancore. Cochin created Kannada –speaking areas of the states of 

Bombay, Madras, Hyderabad and Coorg were added to the Mysore state. 

Join the states of Kutch (district of Gujarat) and Saurashtra and the 

Marathi speaking areas of Hyderabad with it enlarged Bombay state. 

However, brutality and firebombing now spread to Ahmadabad and other 

parts of Gujarat. Sixteen persons were killed and two hundred injured in 

police firing. In view of the dissent over Bombay cit, the Government 

pushed to its decision and passed the states alteration act in November 

1956. 

 

12.8 RESULTS OF THE CHANGES 
 

The Act of 1956 of States Reorganization was a noteworthy advance 

towards isolating India into regions and Territories of union. The 
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following rundown sets out the states and association domains of India as 

redesigned on November 1st, in the year 1956: 

States 
 

 Andhra Pradesh: shaped by the merging of Andhra State 1953 

to 1956 with the Telugu-talking zones of Hyderabad State (1948 

to 1956) 

 Assam: The connecting guide delineates the situation as per 

States Reorganization Act of 1956. In any case, the province of 

Assam has been additionally separated into Arunachal Pradesh, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, Meghalaya not in sequential request in 

consequent years. 

 

 Bihar: diminished marginally by the exchange of minor regions 

to West Bengal.  

 Bombay State: this region was developed by the expansion of 

Saurashtra State and Kutch State, the Marathi-talking areas of 

Berar Division and Nagpur Division of Central Province and 

Berar and Marathwada locale of Hyderabad region. The 

southernmost regions of the Bombay Presidency were moved to 

Mysore region. 

 Jammu and Kashmir: No difference in limit in 1956.  

 Kerala: shaped by the merger of Travancore-Cochin state with 

the Malabar area and Kasaragod taluk of South Canara region of 

the Madras Presidency. The southern piece of Travancore-

Cochin, Kanyakumari region was moved to Madras State.  

 Madhya Pradesh: Madhya Bharat, Vindhya Pradesh, and 

Bhopal State were converted into Madhya Pradesh; the Marathi-

talking areas of Nagpur Division were moved to Bombay State. 

 Madras State: Malabar District was moved to the new province 

of Kerala, and another association region, Laccadive, Minicoy 

and Amindivi Islands, was made. The southern piece of 

Travancore-Cochin, Kanyakumari region was added to the state.  
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 Mysore State: extended by the expansion of Coorg State and the 

Kannada talking locale from western Madras Presidency, 

southern Bombay Presidency and western Hyderabad State.  

 Orissa: No difference in limit in 1956.  

 Punjab: amplified by expansion of the Patiala and East Punjab 

States Union. 

 Rajasthan: augmented by the expansion of Ajmer state and parts 

of Bombay and Madhya Bharat states.  

 Uttar Pradesh: No difference in limit in 1956.  

 West Bengal: developed by expansion of minor domain 

beforehand shaping piece of Bihar. 

 

Union Territories  
 Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

 Delhi 

 Manipur 

 Tripura  

 Himachal Pradesh 

 Laccadive, minicoy and amindivi islands 

 

12.9 LET’S SUM UP 
 

 States Reorganization Commission comprised of Fazal Ali, K. M. 

Panikkar and H. N. Kunzru.  

 There are four parts of states.  

 The submission of the memorandum to the DAR Commission 

done by the B.R. Ambedkar on August 14
th

, in the year 1948. 

 In the year 1952, the request to for the establishment of the 

Telugu predominance state in some areas of Madras has become 

so forceful. 

 Telangana turned into a new state of India being 29
th

 in statistics 

on 2
nd

 June 2014. 
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 In the parliament of Hyderabad in all of the total (Member of the 

legislative assembly) MLAs that were 174, 147 MLAS conveyed 

the perspectives that were theirs.  

 After India ended up autonomous in 1947, the Belgaum area 

(which was in the recent Bombay Presidency) turned into a piece 

of the Bombay State. 

12.10 KEYWORDS 
 

 Territory- an area of a land in the authority of any ruler or the 

state.  

 Legislative- this is a person who have powers or authority to 

make rules.  

 Autonomy- this means to have a right or any state in self-

government. 

 Dominant- a person who is influential and having powers in 

others.  

 Decennary- a period that is of 10 years.  

 

 

12.11 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 The reorganization of the Indian states by SK 

Arora 
 Integration through internal reorganization: Containing ethnic 

conflict in India by M Chadda. 

 The Changing Politics of States' Reorganization by A Majeed 

 

12.12 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 What are the political corporation in 1950‘s constitution? Explain 

them. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3024331
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 What are the disputes and conflicts in commission autonomy? 

List them all. 

 Explain different states with their characteristics and autonomous 

constitutions of region. 

 What were the consequences of changes?  

 

12.13 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 The report got presented on 30
th

 September 1955. (Check your 

progress-1 Q.1)  

 K.M Munshi create a conflict for the separate state for 

Maharashtra. (Check your progress-1 Q.2) 

 There were 174 MLAs in Hyderabad parliament. (Check your 

progress-2 Q.1)  

 Andhra region was established in the year 1953. (Check your 

progress 2 Q.2) 
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UNIT-13 LANGUAGES & BOUNDARIES: 

SIXTH SCHEDULE  
 

STRUCTURE 

13.0 Objectives 

13.1 Introduction 

13.2 Language and Border 

13.3   Language Boundaries and Politics 

13.4 Historical Background 

13.4.1 Brief history of Indian language 

13.5 The sixth schedule of Indian constitution   

13.5.1 Need for sixth schedule 

13.5.2 Major points in sixth schedule 

13.5.3 Provisions under sixth schedule 

13.6 States under 6
th

 Schedule 

13.6.1 The history of 6th schedule in terms of its states 

13.6.2 Ground Realities 

13.7 Key challenges 

13.8 Let‘s Sum up 

13.9 Keywords 

13.10 Suggested Readings 

13.11 Questions to review 

13.12 Answers to check your progress 

13.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After reading this unit completely, you should be able to 
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 Understanding The brief history of languages in India and their 

importance as well 

 Understanding The 6th schedule of constitution and its immediate 

effects 

 The difference of 6th schedule with the 5th one 

 The explanation of language boundaries in general 

 The language boundaries put into place by the 6th schedule.   

 Life in Indian territories affected by the sixth schedule about 

mixed economy and its characteristics 

 Conclusion- an executive summary sixth schedule 

13.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The topic in question addresses the languages in India, and the borders 

created due to these different languages being spoken by different sects 

of people. The languages in this regard can create actual geographical 

borders. The biggest thing of wonder in India is definitely its diversity. 

An astonishing number of ethnicities and racial groups of people are 

present in this vast region. These people have their sets of languages and 

their respective dialects as well. Although such large numbers of 

communities are crucial for the overall working of the country, they 

often ask for segregation on some level as well. The Indian government, 

therefore, has divided India into various sectors as per based on the 

languages spoken there, and all this is strictly dictated by their 

constitution.  

The second part in question that co-relates to the concept of language 

borders is the constitutional segregation done between various parts on 

basis of their federal and tribal basis, languages and religious or racial 

identities as well. When we discuss the sixth schedule of Indian 

constitution, we will work to co-relate it with language border put into 

place by this very schedule. Furthermore, the need of this very schedule, 

the difference of it with the previous version, and what sort of rules and 

regulations it has put into place. But before we get to the basis of this, 

it‘s crucial we learn a little about the evolution of languages In India and 

how it affects the over diversity of the land. 
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13.2 LANGUAGE AND BORDER 
 

The expression language and border propose that different languages 

signify classifications of individual characterized by ethnic or national 

birthplace and that these classifications are against one another. 

Individuals act in way that is taken as having a language which is linked 

to having a place with an origin group. Borders rise in explicit settings as 

a metonymy of individual, language and beginning category. This 

metonymy can be short lived or very inflexible and in changing degrees 

politicized. 

There can likewise be individuals inside a nation who talk the "local" 

language of an alternate nation, some of whom might be bilingual. Also, 

an acquired language may advance and maybe retain a portion of the 

qualities or terms of the new zone's transcendent language. In cases, for 

example, these, it turns out to be much progressively hard to distinguish 

explicit dialects. The languages are, as we all know expression words 

without the actions, every civilization that ever moved the soil of this 

earth developed some of their own dialects in which resulted into some 

major advancements and concepts. Successor of a specific civilization 

either adopted it as it is, made some amendments in it or completely 

avoided adopting it in any way. In this way, same words travelled 

through every light and dark corner of the world but in different forms of 

dialects. The surviving languages made their prominent impact of next 

civilizations and created their value and a standard amongst the new 

world. The bilingualism took it birth through these kind of ways, when 

people travelled from hot flaming desserts to sheer cold areas of the 

planet and tried adopting different accents and concepts of the locals. 

This proved very beneficial for the future arriving generations which had 

bilingualism invested in them. The paving of ways of developing fruitful 

relations among various separated group of people was a result of the 

bilingualism.  

      The borders define limitations of a specific entity. Since the dawn of 

mankind, there millions of groups of people different from other groups 
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in uncountable ways. So, to evade the mixing of different groups and 

territories limitations and borders were invented. Today, every country 

has its own prominent border that separates it from the other nations. 

They respect and protect their borders with full patriotism. A regard of 

high value is placed with these border. Border have special value in the 

heart of the civilians. No ordinary person is usually permitted to cross the 

lines of border and if he does there are severe consequences carried out 

according to the constitution of the country.  

     The borders and languages have a very deep connection between 

them. Both are dependent on each other in millions of scenarios and 

situations. Often languages change with a change in the borders. 

Different areas having their own culture and values have developed their 

own way of expressing them in words which later on became a 

representative of their cultural phenomena. Differences gave birth to 

groups, groups gave birth to culture and values, which got expressed by 

the people in their devised languages, these all process forced the people 

to maintain a distinction between them and other groups so, the concept 

of border came into existence. 

Check your progress -1 

1. What is metonymy? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

13.3 LANGUAGE BOUNDARIES AND 

POLITICS 
 

Language fringes don't generally reflect political borders. The tendency 

to connect language with nationality is a typical mistake that appears to 

have emerged during the time of nineteenth century European extension 

(e.g., the term Anglo in Mexico and the south-eastern U.S., or the term 

Angrez – actually, "English" – in North India). 
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Relying on the circumstance the use of a specific language can impact 

positively or negatively on its speaker. For instance, there is recognition 

in the USA that solitary English speakers are American and just non-

Americans are non-English-speakers. It is suspected that this 

presumption started in light of the fact that states would have "official" 

dialects for the motivations behind book distributing and along these 

lines for the reasons for instruction, so knowledge would come to be 

related with communicating in the language that was written. 

Because of this thought, there are likewise regularly social advantages 

which come about because of having the option to communicate in 

English. A prime case of this is the predominance of bilingualism close 

to the U.S. – Mexican fringe, which additionally demonstrates the 

porosity of the border and outlines the trouble of drawing an "border" 

around all speakers of a given language, particularly on the grounds that 

there isn't typically much connection amongst ethnicity and language. 

Such basic bilingualism prompts the act of code-exchanging, or the 

changing openly between dialects while talking in spite of the fact that 

this attribute is fairly looked downward on the grounds that those living 

in zones of incessant code-exchanging appear to build up a kind of 

language faithfulness. 

 

13.4 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 

This particular section shines a ray of light on the general historical 

background of formal languages of the world, in numerous contexts 

Every single social creature speaks with one another, from honey bees 

and ants to whales and chimps, however, just people have built up a 

language which is in excess of a lot of prearranged signals. Our ancestors 

even vary in a physical manner from the correspondence of different 

creatures. It originates from a cortical speech center which doesn't react 

naturally, yet composes sound and importance on a sane premise. This 

segment of the cerebrum is one of a kind to people. At the point when 

and how the extraordinary ability of language created is difficult to state. 
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In any case, it is commonly accepted that its advancement probably been 

a long procedure. Our progenitors were presumably a million years prior, 

yet with a slower conveyance, a littler jargon or more each of them a 

more straightforward language structure than we are acclimated with. 

The birthplaces of human language will maybe remain perpetually dark. 

On the other hand, the source of individual dialects has been the subject 

of exceptionally exact investigation in the course of recent hundreds of 

years. There are around 5000 dialects spoken on the planet today (33% 

of them in Africa), however researchers bunch them together into 

generally couple of families - likely under twenty. Dialects are connected 

to one another by shared words or sounds or syntactic developments. The 

hypothesis is that the individuals from each semantic gathering have 

slipped from one language, a typical progenitor. Much of the time that 

unique language is made a decision by the specialists to have been 

spoken in shockingly ongoing occasions - as meager as a couple of 

thousand years back. 

South and West Asia have Indo-European and Semitic dialects, the 

families that are likewise common in the Europe-Mediterranean locale. 

Obviously these two families are each plummeted from their own basic 

precursor, and these two models are the prototypical models for 

traditional near semantics. North and Central Asia have dialects sharing a 

complex of highlights including SOV word request, postpositions rather 

than relational words, "agglutinative" language structure, and so forth.; 

anyway, cognates are less and not as slick concerning Indo-European, 

making it hazy on the off chance that they share a remote progenitor, or 

whether shared characteristic is because of getting over the ages. 

Regardless, they structure a lucid typological and geographic gathering; 

limiting the ongoing interruption of Russian, they stretch out from 

Finland, Hungary, and Turkey, to Korea and Japan. Russian long-go 

correlation etymologists theorize that the majority of the above have a 

far-off regular precursor, assigned Nostratic, not shared by the dialects 

underneath. 
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By and large, it is accepted that advanced states with clear borders and a 

free government as we probably are aware of today begun to rise in the 

seventeenth century.  

        The word is unclear in importance; when you had a clan that idea of 

a region as "its" you had the thought in utero. When it was a town it 

seemed well and good, maybe with a stone divider to characterize 

faultless region or essentially regular borders like a desert or stream. 

When full urban areas existed, you could have progressively 

unmistakable "city-expresses" that capacity like countries, simply little 

ones. "Empires" blended a few urban areas in one and contained a blend 

of residents from different spots, more regularly than city-states did. 

Current "country states" are thought to have developed generally with 

Europe during the 1600s as lords battled with nobles and townsfolk who 

were traders and ace skilled workers to control their domains with 

concentrated court control, charges from imposing business models built 

up by the crown, alongside progressively changeless armed forces and 

naval forces. There is nobody point a city-state turned into a "country" or 

"empires" progressed toward becoming "countries." Borders were set up 

by war and nature 

 

13.4.1 Brief history of Indian language 
 

The country of India is full of people belonging to many different groups 

of ethnic and racial backgrounds. As all other things, these people 

coming from many different backgrounds have influenced each other 

over the course of millennia. This has given rise to many different types 

of language trees that intermingle with each other and also maintain their 

separate and unique identities. The two most common sorts of language 

trees in this country are of: 

 The Aryan 

 The Dravidian 

These two trees of languages have their own original dialects and 

languages, but also such languages that are mixed with each other over 
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the course of time and now serve as a link between the two trees. 

Moreover, in addition to influencing one another, the languages in this 

tree have also been heavily affected by Austeric and Sino-Tibetian 

languages. Right now, the Indian constitution recognizes about 22 

languages in India, all of whom find their bases one way or another in 

the two major families mentioned above. These languages also enjoy 

different status in terms of international and national recognition. Some 

languages are seen as separate on the higher levels, whereas some are 

just considered as dialects or derivatives of a single language that is 

distributed over a region. whatever it may be, the union and also the 

segregation of languages have played momentous roles in the history of 

India. After partition, Hindi is seen as the national language of India with 

almost 20% of its populace speaking it. the Hindi speaking people make 

an actual geographical belt that extends throughout the states of Uttar 

Pradesh, Uttarakhand/Uttaranchal, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Chhatisgarh 

and Rajasthan. This forms a so called ―cow-belt‖ also known as the 

―Hindi speaking‖ belt. Hindi is a language of Indo-Aryan origin in itself. 

However, when we move to the peripheral parts of south India, the 

Dravidian languages in vogue there are different all together from their 

northern counterparts. 

Historically speaking of sub-continent, before the partition, the Hindi-

Urdu controversy in 1867 gave birth to a whole movement, based on the 

perspective of segregation based on languages.  

The role played by the English language in the historical scene of sub-

continent, needs little introduction as well.it has played a crucial role, in 

both positive and negative senses, to shape the society of India as it 

stands today. it is still the most preferred language in judicial and 

legislative purposes. Its actually the official language of India in every 

sense.  

There are 22 languages divided in various regions of India, that divide it 

into various linguistic borders as well. 

Linguistic History in India:  
When we talk about the languages in India they are divided into various 

families because India is quite a diverse culture. However, the Dravidian 
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and Indo-Iranian languages are the most widely spoken languages in 

India. Although there are many languages which are not related to the 

families like the Sino-Tibetan and Austroasiatic but they are still spoken 

by many groups. Linguistic records of the civilization of India find its 

record back to the third century. 

 Proto-Indian Aryan 

Proto-Indo-Aryan is a proto-language. It is conjectured to have been the 

immediate predecessor of all Indo-Aryan languages. However, It would 

have had likenesses to Proto-Indo-Iranian, but it would eventually have 

utilized Sanskrit zed phonemes and morphemes. 

 Vedic Sanskrit 

Vedic Sanskrit is the language of the Vedas. This language go a huge 

accumulation of mantras. songs, and some of the religion-philosophical 

talks which form the most structural basis in India and it is also one of 

the reason for a great part of the Hindu religion. Present day language 

specialists consider the metrical songs of the Rigveda to be the soonest. 

The songs protected in the Rigveda were safeguarded by oral convention 

alone more than a few centuries before the presentation of composing, 

the most seasoned among them originating before the presentation of 

Brahmi by as much as a millennium.  

The finish of the Vedic time frame is set apart by the arrangement of the 

Upanishads, which structure the closing piece of the Vedic corpus in the 

customary gatherings, dated to around 500 BCE. It is around this time 

Sanskrit started the change from a first language to a second language of 

religion and getting the hang of, denoting the start of Classical India. 

 Classical Sanskrit 

One of the oldest surviving language in India is the Sanskrit which 

started as early as the start of the first century. The grammar is actually a 

perspective that is the authority which defines the correct form of 

Sanskrit. Besides it contains some of the descriptive portions which are 

from the Vedic forms which had already passed out of use with respect 

to time. 
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The thorough knowledge of Sanskrit was regarded as the symbol of the 

educational wellbeing and the upper social class. Although Classical and 

Vedic Sanskrit are same to a greater extent but are still separate entities 

and their variations differ on various grounds such as vocabulary, 

grammar, and phonology. 

 Middle Indo-Aryan: Prakrits 

Prakrit was the language which became literary languages. Kings who 

had the kshatriya caste patronized the language. The start of the Prakrit 

arose from the Ashoke emperor and that is why the different form of the 

Prakrit languages are largely associated with different literary traditions 

and various religions. 

In Sanskrit dramatization, more often rulers talk to their ladies or 

hirelings in Prakrit, rather than the Sanskrit which was utilized in 

discussing increasingly formal beautiful monologs.  

The three Dramatic Prakrits – Maharashtri, Magadhi, Sauraseni, just as 

Jain Prakrit each speak to an unmistakable custom of writing inside the 

historical backdrop of India. Different Prakrits are accounted for in 

verifiable sources, however have no surviving corpus. 

 Pali 

Pali is the language which is also among the ancient times. It was used 

by the Buddhist scriptures. Pali is accepted by the Theravada custom to 

be a similar language as Magadhi. However, some of the current 

researchers accept this to be far-fetched. Pali gives indications of 

advancement from a few fundamental Prakrits just as some 

Sanskritisation.  

The Prakrit of the North-western region of India known as Gāndhāra has 

come to be called Gāndhārī. A couple of records are written in the 

Kharoṣṭhi content which also endure including a form of the 

Dhammapada. 

 Modern Indo-Aryan 

a) Hindustani 
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At the moment this is one of the widely spoken languages in the Sub-

continent India. It is also the fourth mostly spoken language in the world. 

Hindustani language development is solely due to the various Hindi 

dialects. The first considered book of the Hindi language is named as a 

Jain text Shravakachar which was written way back in 933 AD.  

However, talking about the modern-day Hindi, it is based on the 

prestigious Khariboli dialect. It also incorporated the Arabic and Persian 

words when the Delhi Sultanate was established. It should also be noted 

that the Arabic-Persian effect largely remained on Urdu rather than 

Hindi. 

When the foundation of British government was laid in the subcontinent, 

time saw the unmistakable division of Hindi and Urdu registers. This 

period additionally observed the ascent of present-day Hindi writing 

beginning with Bharatendu Harishchandra. This period likewise shows 

further Sanskritization of the Hindi language in writing. Hindi is correct 

now the official language in nine conditions of India—Uttar Pradesh, 

Rajasthan, Bihar, Madhya Pardesh, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand, 

Chhattisgarh, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh along with the National 

Capital Territory of Delhi. Post-freedom Hindi turned into the official 

language of the Central Government of India alongside English. Urdu 

has been the national and authority language of Pakistan just as the most 

widely used language of the nation.   

 Dravidian Languages 

This family of languages contains about 73 language which are spoken in 

various parts of India, and also some parts of the northeastern parts of the 

Sri Lanka. It is also spoken in various places in Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

Nepal and some parts of India. It is also spoken in some overseas 

countries such as Canada, Singapore, United States, Malaysia, and 

United Kingdom. The origins of the Dravidian language is not clear. 

However, according to the theory of the linguists that Dravidian 

language spread in the eastwards, and southwards region of the sub-

continent. 

 Old Tamil 
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The earliest records in Old Tamil are short inscriptions from around the 

2nd century BCE in caves and on pottery. These inscriptions are written 

in a variant of the Brahmi script called Tamil Brahmi. The earliest long 

text in Old Tamil is the Tolkāppiyam, an early work on Tamil grammar 

and poetics, whose oldest layers could be as old as the 1st century BCE. 

A large number of literary works in Old Tamil have also survived. These 

include a corpus of 2,381 poems collectively known as Sangam 

literature. These poems are usually dated to between the 1st and 5th 

centuries CE which makes them the oldest extant body of secular 

literature in India. Other literary works in Old Tamil include two long 

epics, Cilappatikāram and Maṇimēkalai, and a number of ethical and 

didactic texts, written between the 5th and 8th centuries 

Check your progress -2 

1.  What are the main steps in mixed economic system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. State two disadvantages of mixed economic system? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

13.5 THE SIXTH SCHEDULE OF INDIAN CONSTITUTION   

 

The schedules are like the portions of a constitution that make it easier to 

divide the constitution according to its subject areas and laws. The basic 

purpose of schedules is to introduce further laws and customs regarding a 

particular area or some region. It basically categorizes the rules of the 

constitutions. 

13.5.1 Need for sixth schedule 
 

The sixth schedules of Indian constitution, which includes the Article 

244 (2) and 275 (1), is formed in order to manage and provide 
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constitutional rights and laws to the tribal areas of four states which 

include states of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram. These areas 

are dealt by the sixth schedule of Indians constitution that has right away 

classified these states as tribal areas. 

The sixth schedule serves to give the state‘s power over the federal areas 

as compared to the unions. It divides the federal areas into several tribal 

areas that work together in close collaboration for the betterment of 

people, his area is less developed to say the least, that is why, special 

provisions have been made in law to bring this area up to pace. With its 

contemporary territories, it basically places a new and different type of 

administrative system, legislative system, and judicial system in these 

areas. Basic purpose is to establish a system that suits the conditions of 

these areas in particular. The 5th and 6th schedules are probably the most 

important and effective areas of Indian constitution. 

13.5.2 Major points in sixth schedule 
 

Some major points of 6th schedule: 

 The governors are given the power over the fate of these 

states in a lot of areas, as compared to the usual practice of 

making the union the major center of power. They have the 

ability to and deduct areas from the tribal area lists. They also 

hold the power to make any area autonomous as required, and 

no further legislation is required as well during this process. 

 Each area constituted an independent area and each must also 

have a distinct Regional Council. In addition to this, each 

Regional Council and District Council must be a corporate 

body. The name of each body must be according to the name 

of the respective Regional and District.  Each corporate body 

must have a common seal followed by perpetual succession 

named with be sued and sue.     

 This schedule has also some provision such as according to 

this Schedule, the independent body of the district council 

must not be devolved or vested under the regional council and 

independent body of the regional council must be devolved or 
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vested under its region. There must not be overlapping of 

administration among the regional councils and district 

councils of respective regions and districts.     

 There could be various districts in a region, therefore, 

according to this schedule the independent districts in a 

region must have some powers which make districts 

autonomous bodies from regional councils but it is worth 

noting that district councils could possessed only such powers 

which have been delegated by their respective regional 

councils. 

 Furthermore, it is the duty of the governor to make rules for 

the Regional Councils and District Councils based upon the 

first constitution.  However, there are many tribal 

organisations and tribal councils also present and governor 

should make laws after the consultation with the respective 

tribal organizations and councils of respective regions and 

districts. 

 The arrangement of the Regional Councils and District 

Councils and seats distribution therein; 

 For election‘s purpose in Regional and District Councils there 

must be delineation of regional constituencies.  

 There must of proper electoral rolls and must be according to 

the predetermined qualifications for voting purpose:  The 

members of the Councils must be elected through a proper 

electoral process and qualification of the members must be 

predetermined; 

 The duration of the staff of the Councils; The issues related to 

elections or related to the selections to the Regional Council 

and District Council; The conduct and process of business 

[(comprising the influence to act nevertheless any post)] in 

the councils either it is Regional or District. The nomination 

of the staff of Councils either it is Regional or District 

council. 
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13.5.4 Differences between fifth and sixth Schedule 
 

This section will include some major and minor differences between the 

fifth and sixth schedule devised in the constitution of India. The 

differences will be mentioned below will indicate some prominent and 

subtle distinctions between the topic concerned: 

 The names of the fifth and sixth schedules used by the 

constitution as to indicate the areas under their dominance, as the 

its evident that both these schedules have a hold over the tribal 

and scheduled areas, where the distinction comes, is the point that 

it categorizes them as ―Scheduled Area under 5
th

 schedule‖ and 

―Tribal areas under the 6
th

 schedule‖ 

 One more major distinction between these both schedules is that 

extension of powers of union in the scheduled areas under fifth 

schedule is dependent on the administration, while the sixth 

schedule areas are always under the supervision and are managed 

by the state‘s executive authorities. 

 The fifth schedule conceives making of Tribal Advisory Council, 

on the other hand, the sixth schedule accommodates District 

Councils and Regional Councils with certain administrative and 

judicial forces   

 6th Schedule, appropriate in Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, and 

Mizoram, gives inborn individuals opportunity to practice 

authoritative and official powers through a self-sufficient local 

committee and a self-ruling area chamber. This implies they have 

more authority over their districts. The job of the Governor and 

the State are dependent upon noteworthy impediments, and more 

powers are regressed locally. The District Council and the 

Regional Council under the Sixth Schedule have genuine capacity 

to make laws, plausibility on the different administrative subjects, 

accepting awards in-help from the Consolidated Fund of India to 

meet the expenses of plans for improvement, human services, 

training, streets and administrative forces to state control. 

 The Fifth Schedule covers most of the innate region in the nation 

and ensures inborn independence and ancestral rights overland 
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through a Tribal Advisory Council in each State. There has been 

an endeavor to give more self-governance to inborn regions under 

the fifth calendar bypassing the PESA or Panchayats (Extension 

to the Scheduled Areas) Act. Yet, this didn't succeed. A critical 

occasion in its history is the Samatha judgment. In its 1997 

Samatha choice, the Supreme Court decided that the Fifth 

Schedule ordered Governors to bar acquisition of innate land for 

mining movement by any element that was not state-possessed. 

This judgment, be that as it may, prompted a contrary response 

from the Ministry of Mines, and ensuing interests from the 

Andhra Pradesh government guaranteeing that Samatha would 

have an unfriendly impact on the mining part as well as on non-

rural exercises particularly modern movement and consequently 

would affect the financial improvement all through the nation. 

Accordingly, the Governors were then given free expert in the 

exchange of Scheduled Tribe land to the legislature and 

designation to non-tribals, modifying the level of influence and 

undermining the expressed objective of innate self-governance. 

Check your progress -3 

1. Give a brief description about market economy? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. How exactly mixed economy and free markets differ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

13.6 STATES UNDER 6TH SCHEDULE 
  

13.6.1 The history of 6
th

 schedule in terms of its 

states 
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 Idea and point behind the 6th schedule to the constitution of India was to 

give capacity to tribal communities to manage the innate regions of 

Northeast under the arrangement of article 244(2) and 275(1) of the 

constitution. It enabled for making of a self-sufficient structure for the 

inborn territories under the Indian constitution. Under the Assam 

Autonomous District Rules 1951, the inborn territories under 

administration were Garo Hills, the United Khasi-Jaintia Hills, Mikir 

Hills, North-Cachar Hills, Lushai Hills and the NagaHills.1 The 

arrangements of the 6th schedule have the proposal made by the North-

East Frontier Tribal and Excluded Areas Sub-Committee of the 

Constituent Assembly, famously referred to as Bordoloi Committee as it 

was under the chairmanship of the then Chief Minister of Assam 

Gopinath Bordoloi. The spots which were prescribed to regulate under 

the 6th schedule was prior known as "backward tracts‟ during the times 

of the English 

The application of 6
th

 schedule mainly on the tribal areas of the country. 

Following are some states which comes under the influence of 6
th

 

schedule. 

6th Schedule to the constitution of India and the structure of independent 

board sent by the Bordoloi Committee was the result of talks and 

discussions in the constituent gathering in 1949. The motivation behind 

the Sixth Schedule was to allow self-principle to the inborn networks in 

the slope regions of unified Assam. 6th Schedule was actualized in 

Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram, and Tripura to give independence and to 

start improvement endeavors in the locale. 

The two important states of the north east India are described as follows: 

1. Meghalaya 

Meghalaya, the province of India, situated in the northeastern region of the 

nation. It is limited by the Indian province of Assam toward the north and 

upper east and by Bangladesh toward the south and southwest. The state 

capital is the slope town of Shillong, situated in east-central Meghalaya.  
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Meghalaya—alaya "habitation" megha "of the mists" involves a bumpy level of 

extraordinary beautiful excellence. It turned into a state in 1972. Territory 

8,660 square miles (22,429 square km). Population of this state is 2,964,007. 

 Now, let’s have a look on the political set up of Meghalaya, 

Like different states of the Indian association, Meghalaya has a 

representative, delegated by the leader of India. A Council of Ministers, 

headed by a central minister, is selected from a chosen Legislative 

Assembly (Vidhan Sabha). Meghalaya falls under the locale of the High 

Court in Guwahati, Assam. The state has seven authoritative regions. 

2. Assam 

Assam, one of the four states under the sixth schedule, lies in the 

northeastern corner of India. It approximately covers an area of about 

78,440 km sq. its bordering regions include Bhutan, the three remaining 

states of the sixth schedule, Bangladesh and even the beautiful mountains 

of eastern Himalayas and the Brahmaputra river as well. a mere 22 

kilometers long strip known as the Siliguri corridor connects Assam to 

the rest of the India. It‘s a beautiful place, but as its is pretty obvious, it‘s 

a little secluded from the Indian mainland. 

Geographic perspective 

A critical land part of Assam is that it contains three of six physiographic 

divisions of India – The Northern Himalayas (Eastern Hills), The 

Northern Plains (Brahmaputra plain) and Deccan Plateau (Karbi 

Anglong). As the Brahmaputra streams in Assam, the atmosphere here is 

cold and there is precipitation in the majority of the month. Geomorphic 

studies presume that the Brahmaputra, the life-line of Assam, is a 

predecessor stream more seasoned than the Himalayas. The waterway 

with soak crevasses and rapids in Arunachal Pradesh entering Assam, 

turns into an interlaced stream (on occasion 10 mi/16 km wide) and with 

tributaries, makes a flood plain (Brahmaputra Valley: 50–60 mi/80–100 

km wide, 600 mi/1000 km long). The slopes of Karbi Anglong, North 

Cachar and those in and near Guwahati (additionally Khasi-Garo Hills) 

presently dissolved and analyzed are initially parts of the South Indian 

Plateau framework 
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13.6.2 Ground Realities 
 

In any case, a few inquiries have been raised. How self-sufficient are 

these Autonomous Councils? What might befall their self-sufficiency if 

the protected arrangements that relate to Parts IX (three-level 

Panchayats) and IX-A (regions) are stretched out to these zones? This is 

all the more so where, at any rate on paper, the forces of a District 

Council are more prominent than that given to the proportionate 

establishment of the District Panchayat (Zilla Parishad) in territories 

secured by Part IX of the Constitution. Dread emerges on the grounds 

that the Autonomous Councils that have been built up by the states 

outside the arrangements of the Sixth Schedule are as of now secured by 

Panchayati acts, in this way making the Autonomous Councils actually 

excess.  

 

      A similarly basic issue is the covering of useful duties between the 

states and their Autonomous Councils. When an Autonomous Council is 

set up under the Sixth Schedule, every one of the divisions and exercises 

stand completely moved to these Autonomous Councils, however the 

ground truths are altogether different. Indeed, even today, these 

Autonomous Councils emphatically gripe about being denied of forces 

and capacities by their particular states. As a matter of fact, four 

circumstances of intensity move win — completely moved, mostly 

moved, not gave over at all and parallel ventures and organizations. The 

people group in the Karbi Anglong Council have, truth be told, turned to 

militancy to gain full self-rule from the Assam government. There has 

been a second round of the rough Gorkhaland development prompting 

the arrangement of another system — the Gorkhaland Territorial 

Administration (2011) in Darjeeling. The state's remain behind this 

stopping and fractional handover of intensity has been that these 

Autonomous Councils do not have the limits and aptitudes to run these 

offices. This has prompted the setting up of parallel advancement and 

managerial apparatuses inside the geological premises of the 

Autonomous Councils by the state concerned. 
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Check your progress -4 

 What is Public and Private sector? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 Explain coexistence of Public and private sectors? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

13.7 KEY POINTS 
 

The conclusion can best be derived in terms of the need of the 6
th
 

schedule. As it has been established prior in this chapter, the 6
th

 schedule 

was one of the most iconic steps to be taken in the history of the Indian 

constitution. The British had realized the need of these lands. They were 

behind in infrastructure and general progress as well. the introduction of 

this schedule in 1949, has made these states come a long way.  

Moreover, the languages have India have a rich and surprising history. 

Their impact throughout the history has been unparalleled. Their 

immediate effect in the geographical division is something to be taken in 

regard as well. it allows the government to maintain a certain segregation 

that further helps them in managing the population,  

 

13.8 LET’S SUM UP 
 

 An elaborate review of history tells us that there are about 2 

major language trees in India. 

 The 6
th

 schedule is a major step taken to improve the living 

conditions in Indian tribal states. 

 It varied marginally from the 5
th

 schedule, that gave union power 

over the state. 
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 The languages make borders of the Indian states, which are quite 

prevalent in the 4 states under the 6
th

 schedule 

 Despite the improvements made by this 6
th

 schedule, things could 

be heavily improved still in these regions. 

 

13.9 KEYWORDS 
 

 Mixed economy - an economic system that combines private and 

state nation business. 

  Schedules - the part of a constitution, that refers to complete 

laws and codes relating to a specific region in a specific time. 

 language boundaries - the geographical boundaries that inhabit 

people speaking a certain language 

 tribal areas - the part of country that want to retain their 

autonomy to some extent and prefer their tribal ways more 

 autonomy - the set of rules given to a body, that allows it to 

govern itself without the external interference 

 

13.10 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 Language shifts among the scheduled tribes in India: A 

geographical study by M. Ishitaq 

 Indian multilingualism, language policy and the digital divide by 

Mallikarjun 

 Mizoram historical, geographic, social, economic, political and 

administrative by SN Singh. 

13.11 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 The role of 6
th

 schedule in the betterment of north-eastern India, 

and also its demerits. 

 History of languages in India, and their roles on society. 
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 The language boundaries work how? Explain in depth. 

 

13.12 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 A line following female kinship lines. (check your progress-1 

Q.1) 

 In a mixed economic system, the government allows the people 

to practice capitalism side by side along with socialism. (check 

your progress-2 Q.1) 

 The capitalism allows people to make their own incomes, but 

socialism allows the government to interfere as it likes. (check 

your progress-2 Q.2) 

 An open market is the one, where anyone can sell their goods. 

(check your progress-3 Q.1) 

 The two economies differ in terms of their autonomy for the local 

consumer. The capitalist gets to keep, while a socialist gets to 

give. (check your progress-3 Q.2) 

 Public sector includes the government, whereas the private sector 

includes the local people and their businesses.  (check your 

progress-4 Q.1) 

 The two sectors co-exist by selling and buying assets between 

themselves, and managing markets accordingly. (check your 

progress-4 Q.2) 
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UNIT-14 AUTONOMOUS COUNCILS 
 

STRUCTURE 

14.0 Objectives 

14.1 Introduction 

14.1.1 Government of India Act of 1935 and 1999 

14.1.2 Formation of Autonomous District Councils 

14.1.3 Report of Borolo Subcommittee 

14.2Autonomous Administrative Division 

14.2.1Sixth Schedule and Autonomous Councils 

14.2.2Names of Autonomous District Council in India 

14.2.3 Creation of autonomous regional and district council 

14.2.4 North Region of India 

            14.2.5 Ethnic Conflict   

14.2.6 Northeastern India and Ethnicity  

14.2.7 Number of members in autonomous councils 

14.2.8 Difference between an ADC member, state MLA and an  

           MP from the Autonomous District 

14.2.9 History of political representation from the Autonomous                

           District constituency 

14.3 Models of Autonomous Councils 

14.4 Challenges for the Autonomous Council 

14.5 Powers of Autonomous Councils  

14.5.1 Judicial Powers 

14.5.2 Financial Powers  

14.5.3 Tax Powers 
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14.6 Drawbacks of Autonomous Councils 

14.6.1 Conflict of Power 

14.6.2 Disparity among autonomous bodies and local bodies 

14.6.3 Misuse of Financial Powers 

14.7 Benefits of Business in These Areas 

14.8 Interventions 

14.9 Ground Realities 

14.10 Let‘s Sum Up 

14.11 Key Words 

14.12 Suggested Readings 

14.13 Questions for Review 

14.14 Answers to Check Your Progress 

 

14.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After reading this unit completely, you should be able to 

 Learn about History of how Autonomous Councils came into 

being in India 

 Role of Sixth Schedule in making of Autonomous Councils 

 Autonomous Councils meaning, regions which came under 

them, its members and political history. 

 Models, Challenges and Powers of Autonomous Councils in 

India 

 Benefits Autonomous Councils provide in India 

 Need of Interventions for these Councils 

 Conclusion of the role, impact and importance of 

Autonomous Councils in India  

14.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Autonomous District Council (ADCs) is the consequence of interest for 

self-rule or self-governance by the distinctive ethnic systems of North 

East India. Simultaneously, the Constitution of India has given the 

judicial plan to ADC in its sixth schedule. 

The British attack in the North-Eastern territory of India when the 

collection of revenue was going on in the Bengal district by the second 

sovereign emperor of India toward the East India Company (British 

Company in India) in 1765 as a result of the trounce of the Mughal Ruler 

by the East India Company in the contention of Buxar in 1764, The 

company didn't and couldn't capture the whole region at a ruffle. It began 

cutting into the country from the North-Western side (Dhubri, Goalpara 

and Karaibari locale) of Assam region where these zones were under the 

land masters of Goalpara and Karaibari districts. These locales were 

prosperous in cultivating and forest harvesting. 

The revenue was protected by Master Clive, the company magistrate, to 

actualize superintendence of ruling and collecting of income. The British 

were obviously intrigued in setting up their tent over this district and 

were very much not keen on broadening their standard further as this 

territory had income winning possibility. The East India Company got a 

reasonable opportunity to expand its rule over more extensive zones of 

Assam state in North East India when its assistance was looked for by 

the Ahom ruler (lord of Assam) for opposing Burmese intrusion in 1824-

26. As such, after the settlement of Yandaboo set apart in 1826 between 

the East India Company and the Burmese in light of the British success 

in the war, the East India Company confirmed authority over the 

enormous Ahom space and within two or three years, the kingdom of 

Jiantia, Khasi, Cachari in the mount of past Assam state and other petit 

tribal boss were joined by smothering their hidden check by interests and 

outrageous mistreatments. 

The British government in United Kingdom takes control over the 

government for the administration of the East India Company in 1857 

and passed the legislature of India Demonstration Act of 1833 and 1853 

empowering the Governor General in council of India to make laws for 

the zone under the East India Company. In 1874, when Assam was put 
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under the main Commissionership, the Schedule Area Act was passed 

and the whole domain under the Central Commissionership was 

articulated to be Schedule Region by this exhibition. According to this 

demonstration, those remote or in reverse tracts of areas of British India 

which had never been brought under the action of the general 

demonstrations and guidelines and purview of regular court were 

supposed to be overseen by basic laws. In ensuing years, various acts and 

rules were passed by the British government which impacted the North-

Eastern region in set ways like the inward line regulation of 1873. 

14.1.1 Government of India Act of 1899 and 1935 
 

Under the arrangement of provincial self-administration, the hill zones of 

the region of Assam fell in two class‘s viz., the rejected and for the most 

part precluded zones. The key stress of the administration during that 

time was more static than dynamic. The administration insurance added 

to the prolongation of backwardness of North-Eastern district of India 

especially the zones fundamentally occupied by the tribal people. The 

British did everything possible to check the enthusiastic blend between 

the tribal‘s and the non-hereditary for the improvement of a spirit of 

basic identity superseding ethnic assortments. 

14.1.2 Formation of Autonomous District Councils 
 

Just when the Indian Constitution made after the independence in 1947, 

it considered strong fair based foundation at the grass-roots level 

similarly as concerning the issue of the ancestral systems. Along these 

lines, law-based decentralization and establishment of Panchayat Raj 

(local self-government in India) become one of the order principles of 

state course of action as venerated to a constrained degree Part IV of 

Indian Constitution. In any case by virtue of the genealogical domains in 

the country, especially those in the North-East India, there were certain 

unequivocal courses of action given in the Constitution of India. The 

Constitution maker in a manner saw the need of an alternate political and 

legitimate structure for the hill innate areas of the other region of Assam 
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by making Autonomous District Council under the 6th schedule of the 

Constitution of India. 

14.1.3 Report of Borolo Subcommittee 
 

It was found that there were some standard establishments among the 

slope tribes of north east India which were incredible enough to the 

degree that it would have been off kilter to wreck them. Notice was made 

by the Bordoloi subcommittee of the working of town the executives and 

the manner by which such discussions were settled by such customary 

activities. One of the then hereditary pioneers of north east India 

expressed that, the extent of self-government would make the tribal vibe 

that the whole of India was attentive with them and nothing would have 

been compelled on them to beat their tendency and culture.  

India, felt that the tribal of Assam differentiated from the tribal of 

different regions. Also, it was felt that the circumstance of ancestral of 

Assam was somewhat intently taking after that of Red Indians in the 

United States of America who set up a republic without any other 

individual's in the country and were an alternate and free people. The 

subcommittee agreed that self-governing region chamber had been made 

somewhat on the lines which were grasped by the United States of 

America with the ultimate objective of the red Indians.  

Hence, the report of the Bordoloi subcommittee which had been 

recognized by the drafting warning was insisted by the constituent 

assembly of India. The proposition of the sub-board of trustees of 

trustees was combined in the 6th schedule of the constitution of India. 

Consequently, self-governing locale chamber which relied upon the sixth 

schedule of the constitution of India was excessively developed in the 

states of north east India including the north catcher Hills district of 

Assam in 1952. The idea behind the creation of self-ruling locale 

gathering was to give the inmate‘s people of north east India with a 

fundamental administrative set up which can shield their customs and 

strategies for lives and give autonomy in the organization of their 

undertakings. 

Check your progress -1 
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1       How the History of India plays role in formation of Autonomous   

Councils? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

14.2 AUTONOMOUS ADMINISTRATIVE 

DIVISION 
 

It is a subpart or dependent land of a state that has an amount of self-

governance, or autonomy, from an external power. India has six such 

divisions: Assam, Manipur, Jammu and Kashmir, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 

Tripura, and West Bengal. 

14.2.1 Sixth Schedule and Autonomous Councils 
 

The 6th schedule of the constitution of India relies upon the 

recommendations of the north east outskirts (Assam) ancestral and kept 

away from zones sub load up pervasively known as Bardoloi 

subcommittee under the standard of Gopinath Bordoloi boss Minister of 

Assam around then. The Bordoloi subcommittee of the constituent 

gathering determined mulled over warily the current administrative set 

up in the slope areas of the north east India with the ultimate objective of 

setting up of an independent body for the administration of the slope 

zones and thusly recommended the setting up of a legitimate body reliant 

on the possibility of regional self-rule in all issues relating to 

conventions, laws of heritage, association of value, land, woods, etc.  

The subcommittee felt that till the inborn people of the slope regions of 

North East India were guaranteed adequate protect in keeping up their 

trademark way of life, their sentiment of solidarity and solidarity with the 

rest of the country would not be hardened and fortified. On watching the 

affectability of the slope people identifying with their regions, customs, 

course of action of value, etc the Bordoloi subcommittee proposed that 

their authentic objectives concerning the organization of their own tribal 
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issues would be fulfilled to the extent that the solidarity of the country 

would not be impacted.  

Dialogs in the constituent assembly of India similarly plainly exhibited 

that the independent region boards would not simply give the slope 

people of the north eastern territory of India help in planning in self-

sufficiency, yet also will presented them with a snappier monetary 

improvement by partner the people with the developmental works 

through their specialists in the self-governing locale chamber. The need 

was to see that the objectives of the people of the area were met from one 

point of view and on the opposite side; these zones were caught up with 

the standard of the country. 

14.2.2 Names of Autonomous District Council in 

India 
 

The ADC is a corporate body on behalf of the region within a state to 

which the establishment has given anecdotal degrees of autonomy within 

the state government. The body administers land, forest rights, 

agriculture, planning, appointment of chief/headman, social customs etc 

of the region. The Sixth Schedule allows the Governor to include any 

other area, exclude any area, increase, decrease, diminish these areas, 

unite two districts/regions, and alter the names and boundaries of these 

autonomous districts. 

Autonomous Councils present in India  

There are ten such councils in the following regions 

 Bodoland Territorial Council 

 Karbi Anglong Autonomous Council 

 Dima Hasao Autonomous District Council 

 Meghalaya  

o Garo Hills Autonomous District Council  

o Jaintia Hills Autonomous District Council  

o Khasi Hills Autonomous District Council 

 Tripura  

 Tripura Tribal Areas Autonomous District Council 
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 Mizoram 

o Chakma Autonomous District Council  

o Lai Autonomous District Council  

o Mara Autonomous District Council 

14.2.3 Creation of autonomous regional and district 

council  
 

Regional and district council were created when a provision was made in 

article 244 and 275. The councils are empowered to control of the area 

under the law. They are named under the name of the district and region 

they came under. These councils have permanent progression and similar 

stop and shall by said name sue and used. 

 

14.2.4 North-Eastern Region of India  
 

The North-eastern region of India covers a district of around 7.9% of the 

country's territory. Each state in this area, with the exception of Sikkim, 

is impacted by radical exercises, each differentiating from the other just 

in issues of degree and power. Intentionally discovered, 99% of the 

outskirts of the north-eastern region are global with China toward the 

north; Bangladesh toward the South and West; Bhutan toward the 

northwest and Myanmar toward the East  

14.2.5 Ethnic Conflict  
 

The territory has seen a couple of violent in quite a while of ethnic 

clashes and secessionist developments. Being home to a few ethnic 

systems of every kind imaginable, this zone can best be called and 

depicted as a cauldron of ethnicities each makes an undertaking to cut a 

claim to fame for itself. With the development of globalization and the 

resulting loads aground, joined with the utilization of ordinary resources, 

ethnic systems have been set at loggerheads with one another while 

battling over uncommon resources. Exactly when disappointment is 

associated with a validation of one's total character and identified with 
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ethnicity generally, ethnic mindfulness can change into ethno 

nationalism. This can be seen in numerous pieces of the zone. Ethnicity 

in the contemporary world has created as a wonder with a point of 

confinement concerning social actuation. It has certain mental properties 

which can contribute towards potential shakiness in the overall 

population. In spite of the way that ethnicity and nationalism are two 

covering yet specific terms, yet consistently, after some time ethnic 

mindfulness may acknowledge the sort of ethno-enthusiasm.  

Ethnicity, like a couple of other social wonders is socially assembled. 

This acknowledges centrality in the light of the inflexible Us-Them term 

disconnect that can ascend during joint efforts with people from other 

ethnic systems. Such a circumstance is particularly evident when people 

are genuinely charged. During such events, they are viably impacted by 

ethnic evaluations, thusly clouding the line between the genuine 

universes as it exists and reality as it is by all accounts depicted, by close 

to home stakes. By giving a sentiment of belongingness, ethnicity is an 

immense gadget in early socialization empowering individuals the 

scholarly capacity to see contrasts and to get wants for help from 'we' or 

hazard from 'they'.  

 

14.2.6 North-eastern India and Ethnicity 
 

An ordinary wonder recognizable in the north-eastern region of India is 

the stunning nearness of tremendous accounts of ethnic clash (including 

individual events), by conjuring the possibility of an unbelievable nation 

and memories of the great past. This land is portrayed as the space that 

the people from an ethnic system or even more relevant, the affiliations 

purporting to catch up for their advantage, imagine as their very own and 

along these lines is equipped for some sort of self-governance. Land as at 

the end of the day, is an earth shattering non-existent that moves and 

shapes various self-rule routine concerning these affiliations. Country 

winds up being an untidy political issue when the case is encircled in 

exclusivist terms and limits others' cases to a comparative space whether 
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through slaughter and ethnic cleansing or through a renouncing of their 

greater part guideline rights particularly portrayal.  

 

The north eastern territory of India is region loaded with grouped 

ethnicities. On the off chance that one researches the socio political scene 

of this area, different finds that the unmistakable ethnic get-togethers 

present have made secessionist, irredentist and autonomist territorial 

cases at different purposes of time ever. In north east India, the territory 

of Nagaland similarly as Assam have seen rebel affiliations seeking after 

a fight for secessionism from the Indian nation for an extremely extended 

period of time now. In Nagaland, the fight for secessionism has been 

driven by the national socialist assembly of Nagaland (NSCN), by both 

the Muivah and Khaplang gatherings, however, in Assam, the dissident 

improvement has been started by the Unified Freedom Front of Asom 

(ULFA). 

14.2.7 Number of members in autonomous councils 
 

 The District and Regional committees comprise of most extreme 30 

individuals, of whom greatest 4 individuals will be picked by the 

Governor and the rest will be chosen based on grown-up suffrage. In any 

case, this standard has an exemption. The present arrangement is that 

will be that the Bodoland Territorial Council can have 46 individuals and 

out of these 46, 40 are chosen based on grown-up suffrage. These 40 

seats are separated as 30 seats are saved for the Scheduled Tribes 5 seats 

are held for non-innate networks 5 seats are open. The staying six seats 

are selected by the Governor from among the un-spoke to networks of 

the Bodoland Territorial Areas District Out of these 6, at any rate 2 are 

ladies. Term of Members The chosen individuals from the District 

Council will hold office for a term of five years from the date designated 

for the primary gathering of the Council after the general races to the 

Council. 

14.2.8 Difference between an ADC member, state 

MLA and an MP from the Autonomous District 
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A Council consist a maximum of 30 members with the exception of 

BTAD which has 46 members. The Governor nominates maximum 4 

members to the Council, while they are elected on the base of mature 

suffrage. These members, who hold a term of five years, have the 

authority to make local laws on subjects such as roads, animal 

husbandry, education, fisheries, flood control, entertainment, public 

health, irrigation etc. However, these laws require the assent of the 

Governor. 

Each of the three ADC‘s in Assam has their own elections, members and 

jurisdiction. In contrast, the MP from Autonomous District constituency, 

composed of five assembly constituencies, represents the collective of 

tribes across the three ADC‘s. He/she represents the interests of the 

districts in the House, while mediating between the Centre, state and the 

Council. Between the ADC and the Lok Sabha, the five Assembly 

constituencies within the Autonomous District Lok Sabha constituency 

elect their own MLAs to the state government. 

14.2.9 History of political representation from the 

Autonomous District constituency 
 

Since its establishment in 1952, the constituency has been represented 

majorly by two political parties: The Congress and the CPI(M) in the 

Lok Sabha. Since the BJP entered this political space in 1999, the vote 

share in constituency has seen a different pattern. Percentage vote share 

for Congress has seen a slow growth of only 8 percent since 2004, while 

the BJP‘s grew by 15 percent during the same period. Congress 

candidates were elected in the constituency between: 1952 to 1962, 1977 

to 1991 and 2004 to 2014. The CPI (M) had a short stint between 1999-

2004. Biren Singh Engti of the Congress has been the elected 

representative of the constituency since 2004. He has previously held the 

same office between 1977-1984. 

Check your progress -2 

1.     What do you know about Autonomous district and regional council? 
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……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

14.3 MODELS OF AUTONOMOUS 

COUNCILS 
 

Over the years, three complex models of autonomy within a state have 

emerged. The traditional model covered by the Sixth Schedule 

provisions; a co-existence model where a full-fledged state as a whole 

coexists with pre-statehood Autonomous Councils like in Meghalaya; an 

adjustment model where, unlike in the past, autonomy was strictly given 

to hill tribes, now it has been extended to plains trial‘s like in Bodoland 

and, third the identity-conflict model which has evolved as a solution to 

slow development and identity politics triggered conflict where a parallel 

model of separate autonomous councils are formed by the states with 

strikingly similar powers and functions, but exterior the framework of 

the Sixth Schedule. 

14.4 CHALLENGES FOR THE 

AUTONOMOUS COUNCIL  
 

The issue of autonomy has consistently been a subject of discussion and 

contention. The interest for autonomy is raised from a wide range of 

political networks. Accordingly, the moment for autonomy in north east 

India has a long history and the result of the moment is the arrangement 

of autonomous district councils (ADCs) for various ethnic networks in 

various States. The battle for the autonomy in the region is happened 

between main stream dominant and minorities. The minorities seeing 

sick behaviour from the leading others, come to accept that the state 

doesn't speak to their interests appropriately, and in this manner, they 

should control their own issues through a degenerated independent 

political structure inside the State. The point and reason for this 

autonomy moment are not exclusively to acquire change the current 
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system, yet additionally to increase authentic articulations of goals by the 

individuals having a particular culture, custom, and common pattern of 

living. 

The most prominent and significant auxiliary change in the 

administration is the award of political autonomy and statehood in north 

east India. This procedure returns to the British Period when the interim 

government of India had selected a subcommittee to the constituent 

assembly. Sixth schedule was basically embraced to address the political 

desires of the Nagas. But the Nagas declined it since they said it was 

pretty much little. The Sixth Schedule sets out a structure of autonomous 

decentralized administration with authoritative and official powers over 

subjects like water, soil, land, local traditions and culture. 

The Enactments passed by the Autonomous Council happen simply after 

the consent of the representative Governor. It has been seen that this 

autonomy paradigm shift has brought a level of harmony inside the tribal 

social orders chiefly by means of the proper dispute resolution under 

standard laws and through control of cash loaning and so on. In the states 

of Assam, Tripura and Mizoram, the autonomous councils have power to 

choose if a state enactment on topics under the autonomous councils 

ought to apply to their domains or not. Also, the union legislation on 

comparable subjects can be excluded from applying to these regions by 

the state government in Assam and the union government in the other 

two States. This is the explanation that autonomous district councils 

dependent on the 6th schedule of the constitution of India are portrayed 

as state in small. The union bureau endorsed a constitutional amendment 

revision to expand the budgetary and official forces of the 10 

autonomous councils in the sixth schedule zones of the upper east. The 

revision sway a populace of around 1 crore tribal‘s living in Assam, 

Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram, as per the inside. 

According to the alteration, at least 33% of the seats would be held for 

women in the town and metropolitan chambers in the 6th schedule in the 

territories of Assam, Mizoram and Tripura. The revision likewise 

accommodates transfer of extra 30 subjects including branches of Public 

Works, Timberlands, Public Wellbeing Engineering, Health and Family 
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Welfare, Urban Improvement and Sustenance and Civil Supply. The 

bureau favours milestone correction to Article 280 and 6th schedule of 

the Constitution. The most significant piece of these revisions is that 

these will altogether improve the budgetary assets and forces of the 

autonomous districts councils‘ areas in Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram and 

Tripura, satisfying long-standing goals of the tribal populace in these 

North-eastern States, The proposed changes accommodate for elected 

villages municipal council, guaranteeing democracy at the grass-roots 

level. The village chambers would be enabled to get ready plans for 

financial advancement and social equity including those identified with 

agribusiness, land improvement, usage of land changes, minor water 

system, water the board, creature farming, rustic zap, little scale 

businesses and social ranger service. 

14.5 POWERS OF AUTONOMOUS 

COUNCILS 
 

It has been built up that this autonomy paradigm has brought a level of 

balance inside the tribal social orders for the most part by means for the 

dispute resolution under customary laws and through control of cash 

loaning and so forth in this way giving it financial stability. In Assam, 

Tripura and Mizoram, the autonomy councils have authority to choose if 

a State enactment on matters under the autonomous councils should 

apply to their regions or not. They even have their very own political 

power yet that is as good as not having on the grounds because the 

individuals from committee are chosen by the minister from state 

council. Official powers and functions like the ADCs have executive 

authority to develop or oversee grade schools, dispensaries, markets, 

steers, lakes, streets and conduits, land income, woods, essential training, 

charges, organization of towns and towns under para 6 and 8 of 6th 

schedule. 

The state political commission has been given command for holding 

elections to the autonomous councils, town and municipals committee in 

the territories of Mizoram, Assam and Tripura. The announcement 

anyway explained that Meghalaya has until further notice kept out of the 
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domain of the arrangement for provision of the town and metropolitan 

committees and one third reserved seats for women. The announcement 

said that the corrections will likewise satisfy the responsibilities made 

under tripartite memorandum of settlement marked by administration of 

India. 

 

14.5.1 Judicial Powers 
 

Legitimate powers and functions which qualifies the board to contain 

town and area gatherings courts in self-ruling districts to parley or 

endeavor cases or standard laws in which both the gatherings are clan 

anyway no case including offenses meriting demise haulage of life or 

confinement for at any rate five years are heard and settled by these 

courts. The locale board courts and the territorial committee courts can't 

avoid being courts of case in respect everything being equivalent and 

cases endeavoured by local chamber courts and subordinate area get-

together courts. No other court beside the high court and Supreme Court 

of India have locale over suits and cases picked by the chamber courts. 

Authoritative powers and functions which offer power to the district 

council to make laws for distribution, occupation, utilization of land, 

other than reserved forest for agribusiness, brushing and other private 

and non private purposes, the management of unreserved timberlands, 

utilization of water courses and trenches for rural purposes, guideline for 

shifting cultivation, foundation of town councils and town panels, 

organization of town policy, general wellbeing and sanitation, 

arrangement and progression of succession or headmen, legacy of 

property, marriage, separation and social traditions, cash loaning and 

exchanging by non tribal‘s inside the autonomous areas. The 

representative governor has the power to modify laws or rules passed by 

district council, which are violating the arrangements of 6th schedule. 

The 6th schedule hence makes the governor the leader of the autonomous 

district council. 

With the presence of autonomous district councils and the, state 

governments, the pressure is seen more on the enactment than 
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codification. Legislation, most likely gives consistency in conventional 

system instead of arranging the standard laws that change from clan to 

clan. It might be additionally included that if the tribal individuals to 

develop as per their virtuoso, land-relations must be changed 

fundamentally to keep coherence with libertarian ethos of tribal 

conventions. 

 

14.5.2 Financial Powers   
 

Money related powers can be utilized by the district council and the 

regional chamber. They have the responsibility regarding encircling 

principles for the administration of accounts and endorsement by the 

governor. They likewise have fundamentally exclusive authority to 

gather land incomes, duty and gather taxes on lands, property, shops, 

section of products into market and tolls and so forth inside their separate 

purviews and the district council has simultaneous power on the 

professional trade, callings, exchange, reasons for living, occupations, 

creatures, vehicles and cottages, tolls on travelers and products conveyed 

in ships or pontoons or on conduits and support of schools, dispensaries 

or streets. Eminence on licenses or rents for the extraction of minerals in 

the autonomous districts goes to district council. 

 

14.5.3 Tax Powers 
 

As regards the taxes on engine vehicles, it is doled out and gathered by 

the state government by the interest of district council. Grants for help, 

loans and propels or any sort of advance and so on from the state 

government, comprise different other sources of the council. The district 

council appreciates autonomy and the demonstrations of parliament and 

state governing bodies regarding the matter under them don't regularly 

apply to the autonomous district areas. They might be stretched out there 

with such exemptions and alterations as are viewed as fundamental by 

the district regional council concerned. 

Check your progress -3 
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1. Enlist the Models of Autonomous Councils? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Shorty explains the Powers Autonomous Councils have? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

14.6 DRAWBACKS OF AUTONOMOUS 

COUNCILS 
 

14.6.1 Conflict of Power 
 

There are regular irreconcilable situations between the district councils 

and the state law making bodies. For instance, in Meghalaya, in spite of 

the development of the state, the entire of the state keeps on being under 

the 6th schedule causing successive clashes with the State Government. 

The sixth schedule unmistakably expresses that at whatever point there is 

an irreconcilable circumstance between the district council and the state 

assembly, the last would prevail. In this way, state enjoys the prevalence, 

however then it is affirmed that autonomous councils are simple 

platforms for hopeful government officials who sustain ambitions to 

challenge assembly elections later on. 

The legislation approved the autonomous councils become effective 

simply after the consent of the governor. Be that if governor work 

according to the guide and exhortation of the state board of ministers. 

This makes multiple times, the autonomous councils immaterial to the 

extent to exercise power to legislate is concerned. Solutions for 6th 

schedule issues a few measures can be taken up as solution for above 

issue. Right off the bat, there is a need that sixth schedule is corrected 

and autonomous councils are made to benefit by the suggestions of the 

state finance commission. Besides, state governments and the 
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autonomous councils of ministers. Thirdly, the management of the 

district autonomous councils ought to be occasionally investigated by a 

commission under union government. 

 

14.6.2 Disparity among autonomous bodies and 

local bodies 
 

 Another significant territory of contention is the nearby bodies built up 

by means of Seventy-third amendment which are all the more generously 

subsidized through the State finance commissions. In a state, where there 

are more than one autonomous council one claims that it is being dealt 

with less positively than other. It is frequently encountered that a portion 

of the functionaries of the regional councils and provincial chambers 

release their powers and functions pretty much subjectively. They 

regularly disregard acts, principles and guidelines for their egotistical 

thought processes and interests and for party interests. The members 

additionally are part of doing favoritism and fulfilling the unique needs 

of individuals from same political party or same territory based on caste 

and vote bank politics issues which is itself is executing the intention of 

such councils. 

 

 

14.6.3 Misuse of Financial Powers 
 

They are mostly involved in misuse of monetary powers and autonomous 

by preoccupation of government funds subjectively by disregarding 

systems, guidelines and rules which is the incorporating with the power 

behind the 6th schedule territories financially with the rest of the nation.  

The traditional system of the land residency and other protective land 

rules to empower the private capital/investors entrepreneur to obtain land 

with the goal of monetary advancement or for interest in some other 

public purpose might be systematized, changed or liberalized. They are 

not able to play any noteworthy role in reinforcing the planning 

procedure at the micro scale level due to which, the council have neither 
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any option to do anything of standard in light of a legitimate concern for 

hill people nor to include the poor tribes in development activities either 

as recipients or as leaders on any huge scale. Truth be told, it is 

demonstrated that the councils have hurt interests of the poor tribes. 

Inside the council, over some stretch of time, because of huge 

advancement in finances accessible, a nexus has developed between the 

rich white-collar class or classes or rich dealers, temporary workers, 

officials and educated people who have risen up inside of the innate 

society of north east India. This rising budgetary power structure in the 

inborn zones doesn't allow the benefits of the sixth calendar to spill down 

to the flimsier fragment of the clans. The picked people in chambers and 

the work environment bearers, who are ordinarily from the top of the line 

get-together of ancestral society, have individual stakes in securing the 

exploitative structure and have made a class which has cornered all of the 

advantages. They have undermined the reason for the sixth schedule to 

fabricate a law-based structure for the councils. 

14.7 BENEFITS OF BUSINESS IN THESE 

AREAS 
 

Each law has its own favorable circumstances and impediments. Despite 

the fact that there are sure disadvantages of the autonomous councils of 

north east India, there are various different points of interest to the 

businessman who need to put capital  into north east India because of 

extraordinary duty derivations and other government benefits for the 

most part on the grounds that the legislature is attempting to grow north 

east India similarly like rest of the India and need the family to learn and 

train themselves and land great positions with the goal that they don't 

confront challenges in this growing age of individuals. India's north east 

district is blessed with nature and natural assets and is recognized as 

India's eastern door of governments look east policy. Its vast majority is 

ancestral zone and with 2000 km of fringe imparting to China, 

Bangladesh, Myanmar and Bhutan, the north east is included different 

clans and different culture that implies various traditions and customs 

which implies that they have distinctive customary handiworks made 
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there and they wear diverse garments and so forth. North east has a 

climatic favorable position making it reasonable for horticulture industry 

like rising of fishing, silkworm and other conventional organizations. 

 

Investments open doors for entrepreneurs are accessible in horticulture 

market like creation of bamboo and rubber; truth be told, Tripura appeals 

in parcel of venture by capitalist in latex generation and is otherwise 

called second rubber capital of India after Kerala. The advantage here to 

setting up of a little house industry is nearly less excessive than setting 

up industry somewhere else. The operative and work cost is low and the 

power cost is low and government gives different duty concessions yet 

the distinctive individuals ought to likewise get work and essential 

assistance being developed. According to the 'North Eastern Modern and 

Venture Advancement Arrangement otherwise called in 2007' by the 

Service of Trade and Industry, the locale has been pronounced as 

extraordinary monetary zone (SEZ). The SEZ regions are those regions 

where asset is important for advancement of the nation. These regions 

are in reverse whenever contrasted and different districts of the nation in 

this manner. Indian government attempts to bait financial specialists and 

representatives to put resources into such zones with various motivating 

forces and tax exempt business offers. 

 

A few places of interest are situated in the ward of the self-sufficient 

region and autonomous regional council in north east like the blue 

mountain arranged in Phawngphui, Palak lake in the province of 

Mizoram, at that point Kangla post in Manipur and a waterway island in 

Assam called Majuli and these spots are loaded up with vacationers now 

a day numerous specialists have set urban hotels and little motels and 

eatery for the voyagers. This gives local people a lift in work and the 

owners get cheap workforce as well. The councils keep an on any 

untrustworthy working of such business. They likewise deal with the 

neighborhood condition by halting travelers to litter and showing them 

the customary routine with regards to the north eastern clans. 
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There are various tribal societies which offer a chance to demonstrate the 

world every single culture from tribal wear to ethnic foodstuff. The local 

councils have made attentiveness and done operations in urban areas to 

fascinate holidaymakers as well as immigrants. They had the option to 

welcome some enormous names from the media outlets like animal 

planet and discovery channel to demonstrate the various variety and 

culture to the remainder of the world. Different probabilities to experts 

are under tea domains. Numerous enormous Indian entrepreneurs have 

put resources into tea domains of upper east and attain well. The regular 

climate causes them with the best tea on the planet. It has a very well 

performing gender creating list. For these risk takers there are different 

motivating forces in bamboo industry as the north east has a major 

bamboo save. Wealth of regular asset and great climatic conditions 

makes north east incredible market for rural items like silk, cotton 

bamboo, tea and different businesses like milk and so on. 

Sericulture and fish homesteads are normal over yonder and the local 

people are especially bolstered by the council yet others are not very 

much supportive because the council wants all the essential market to be 

under local people so the tribal‘s are not hurt in light of the fact that the 

vast majority of local people are tribal‘s or they remain in those 

territories and which are very versed with tribal culture and traditions, 

their style of living and their issues. In this way, the council feels that 

local people could comprehend the genuine exertion behind the 

craftsmanship and make and different painstaking work of the north east. 

They will pay them appropriately and help them develop. 

Due to such a large number of tax exclusions and different facilities by 

the administration as well as the autonomous society, makes north east 

area of India an ideal new investing play ground for the agents. Different 

private businesses are additionally offered ideas to develop streets and 

interstates without obliterating nature or irritating the tribes under the 

reconnaissance of the autonomous council which helps the tribes in have 

opportunity to work and local people to go for advanced education. It 

likewise gives business openings and training chances to couple of tribes 

who want to create and move ahead with the country. 
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India‘s heterogeneous population offers a diverse electorate across the 

markers of ethnicity, caste, tribe and religion from all corners of the 

country. One such section of the electorate is Scheduled Tribes who, 

according to the 2011 Census, comprise 8.6% of the country‘s 

population. This section of society is governed under the Fifth and Sixth 

Schedule – the most enigmatic segment of the Constitution of India. 

 

14.8 GROUND REALITIES 
 

However, several questions have been raised. How autonomous are these 

Autonomous Councils? What would happen to their autonomy if the 

constitutional provisions that pertain to Parts IX (three-tier Panchayats) 

and IX-A (municipalities) are extended to these areas? This is more so 

where, at least on paper, the authority of a district council is superior 

than that given to the corresponding institution of the district Panchayat 

(Zilla Parishad) in district covered by Part IX of the constitution. Fear 

arises because the autonomous councils that have been established by the 

states outside the requirements of the 6th schedule are already covered 

by Panchayati acts, thereby making the Autonomous Councils literally 

redundant. 

An equally critical issue is the overlapping of functional responsibilities 

between the states and their Autonomous Councils. Once an 

Autonomous Council is set up under the Sixth Schedule, all the 

departments and activities stand fully transferred to these Autonomous 

Councils, but the ground realities are very different. Even today, these 

Autonomous Councils strongly complain about being deprived of powers 

and functions by their respective states. Actually, four situations of 

power transfer prevail fully transferred, partially transferred, not handed 

over at all and parallel projects and institutions. 

The communities in the Karbi Anglong Council have, in fact, resorted to 

militancy to acquire full autonomy from the Assam government. There 

has been a second round of the violent Gorkhaland movement leading to 

the formation of a new regime the Gorkhaland Territorial Administration 
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(2011) in Darjeeling. The state‘s stand behind this halting and partial 

handover of power has been that these Autonomous Councils lack 

capacities and skills to run these departments. This has led to the setting 

up of parallel development and administrative machineries within the 

geographical premises of the Autonomous Councils by the state 

concerned. 

14.9 INTERVENTIONS 
 

The Sixth Schedule extends special powers to the governors in the states 

to ensure smooth functioning of the autonomous councils. They function 

as custodians of tribal autonomy. The Supreme Court held that the 

representative is obligatory under the established constitution to work on 

the guides lines and counsel of the council ministers, spare in circles 

where he is required by the Constitution to practice his functions at his 

diplomacy. Under certain uncommon arrangements of the 6th schedule, 

carefulness is explicitly given to the governor with this impact. 

This is where the latest 125th constitution amendment bill introduced in 

parliament in January 2019 becomes very critical. Besides substantially 

adding to the authority and occupation of the autonomous councils, this 

bill, if passed, would give the Finance Commission of India the power to 

directly allocate resources to these autonomous councils. Besides 

curtailing and limiting the function of the state governments vis-a-vis the 

Autonomous Councils, this may lead to the direct funding of the 

Autonomous Councils by the Centre, which may also bring them under 

the purview of central auditing. 

There are some prolific and remarkable achievements made by some of 

these Autonomous Councils largely capturing the political economy of 

tribal areas. Some of them, like in Meghalaya and Nagaland, have served 

as launching pads for larger geographical and political administration 

structures like Union Territory and full-fledged statehood under Article 3 

of the Constitution. The Autonomous Councils in Meghalaya triggered 

more imaginative provisions in the Constitution like 244A, which, for the 

first time, introduced a ―state within the state‖ configuration, and a new 

formation known as autonomous state. Besides keeping ethnicity and 
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distinct identity as the key question, these Autonomous Councils have 

been used by both the Centre and the states as a safety valve, conflict 

resolution instrument and shock absorber technique. 

Check your progress -4 

1. What benefits Autonomous Councils brings to the state of India? 

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

14.10 LET’S SUM UP 
 

 Autonomous district council (ADCs) in north east India relies 

upon the sixth schedule of the constitution of India.  

 The idea of Autonomous Councils was to give the innate 

individuals of north east India with a clear legitimate set up 

which can shield their customs and methods ways of living and to 

give autonomy in the administration of their issues. 

  The Autonomous Council concept was to simply gives the hill 

individuals of north east India powers, to get ready for autonomy 

government yet furthermore brings quick money related 

improvement by banding together people. 

  To development and encourage tribal people through their 

specialties in the self-ruling region committee. 

 

14.11 KEYWORDS 
 

 Autonomous Councils: The prominent and important structural 

changes  in the adminstrartion of Northeast India to provide 

representation to the tribal population. 

 Sixth Schedule: In whicg Indian constituion addedd Article 244 

(2) and 275 (1) to the four tribal states. 

 Tribals/ hill people: people with belifs on different anthropologies 

and contrasted other social concepts /people who live in hills. 
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 Bordoloi Subcommittee: An advisory committee made in 1947 to 

protect the trials of Northeast India. 

 Ethnic Conflict: A conflict between two or more contending 

ethnic groups. 

14.12 SUGGESTED READINGS 
 

 CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY AND THE SIXTH SCHEDULE: 

With Special Reference to Mizoram. 

 The Sixth Schedule of the Indian Constitution by Dipankar 

Choudhury. 

 Re-organization of Northeast India: facts and documents by 

Kumar Biraj Bhairi 

14.13 QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 
 

 Discuss Indian Act of 1935 and 1999 along with the role of 

Bordoloi Subcommittee in the formation of Autonomous 

Councils? 

 What is Autonomous Council, what role Autonomous Councils 

plays in the life of tribal people living in India? How Sixth 

Schedule impact the Autonomous Councils? 

 Briefly discuss the Challenges Autonomous Councils in 

exercising the powers they have according to the laws? 

 Discuss the Powers Autonomous Councils have and these powers 

are misuse? 

14.14 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 

PROGRESS 
 

 Indian State has always been open to the evolution especially 

because the region is culturally diverse.  In past, various acts and 

rules were passed by the British government which impacted on 

the North-Eastern area. In 1947 after the independence, the issue 

of the ancestral systems was addressed for law-based 

decentralization and establishment.  The idea behind the creation 
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of self-ruling locale gathering was to give the tribal people 

fundamental administrative set up which can shield their customs 

and way of living. (check your progress-1 Q.1) 

 Regional and district council were created when a provision was 

made in article 244 and 275. The councils are empowered to 

control of the area under the law. They are named under the name 

of the district and region they came under. These councils have 

permanent progression and similar stop and shall by said name 

sue and used. (check your progress-2 Q.1) 

 There are three models for Autonomous Councils  

o The traditional model: co-existence model where a full-fledged 

state as a whole coexists with pre-statehood Autonomous 

Councils like in Meghalaya;  

o An adjustment model where, unlike in the past, autonomy was 

strictly given to hill tribes, now it has been extended to plains 

tribal. 

o Identity-conflict model:  a solution to slow development and 

identity politics triggered conflict where a parallel model of 

separate autonomous councils is formed by the states with 

strikingly similar powers and functions. (check your progress-3 

Q.1) 

 The autonomy paradigm has brought a level of balance inside the 

tribal social orders for the most part by means for the dispute 

resolution under customary laws and through control of money 

lending which gives the state financial stability. They even have 

their very own political, judicial and tax system. (check your 

progress-3 Q.2) 

 The autonomous councils of north east India, brings various 

different points of interest to the businessman who put capital 

into area because of extraordinary duty derivations. The area is 

blessed with nature and natural assets and is recognized as India's 

eastern door and brings tourists. North east has a climatic 

favorable position making it reasonable for horticulture industry 

like rising of fishing, silkworm and other conventional 

organizations. (check your progress-4 Q.1) 


